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PUBLISHERS' NOTE

IT has long been recognised that the philo-

sophical thought of India has much of value

to contribute to the advancement of human
knowledge. Its ancient philosophy is con-

tained in what are called the six
4

Dars'anas
*

or systems of philosophy. These are arranged
in pairs, on account of certain common traits

among them, as follows :

I. Nyaya (The System of Logic) and
Vais'esika (The System of Particulars).

II. Sankhya (The System of Numbers) and
Yoga (The System of Effort or of Union).

III. Mimarhsa (the Knowledge of Dharma
or Duty) and Vedanta (the Knowledge of the

Brahman or Absolute).

To facilitate the student of philosophy both

in the East and the West in a study of the

subject in the original, the T. P. H. has

published and is publishing Sanskrit Texts

and the standard Commentaries on them of
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classics which are considered to be landmarks

in the history of each System, side by side

with an English Translation and notes. The

Saptapadcirthl or A Manual of the Seven Cate-

gories occupies an important place in the

Nyaya-Vais'esika System, as pointed out by
the author, to whom we are highly indebted

for the valuable contribution which he has

made to our Oriental Series.

T. P. H.



TO

MY WIFE





PREFACE

THE introduction of the study of Indian Philo-

sophy in South Indian Universities during the

last five or six years has been a step in the

right direction, though, according to some,

rather belated. Increasing attention to the

valuable stores of philosophical literature, in

which this country is uniquely rich, is bound

to create a demand for modern editions of

the classics of the past. As a first contribution

towards that, the Saptapadarthi of S'ivaditya

has been selected by the editor and it is

his hope that it will be followed up by the

publication of other classics with a view to

reach the average reading public, combining

scholarship with sufficient freedom from cumber-

some detail while yet providing the required

basis for accurate study. It has been the

endeavour of the editor to avoid swelling the

notes with technical matter of a too detailed

character, and, as far as practicable, keep
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book free of mere repetition of information

which can be readily had from well-known

texts like the edition of the Tarka-Sahgraha

by Bodas and Athalye.

The Introduction has been made to cover

some of the most important doctrines of the

Nyaya-Vais'esika system. As it happened,

the Introduction grew in the writer's hands,

and some of the topics, which were at first

dealt with in the notes, were afterwards

incorporated into the Introduction, thus caus-

ing a certain amount of unavoidable repeti-

tion. It is to be regretted that the work had

to be hurried through and it is too much to

hope that it is free from serious defects.

Nevertheless it is offered to the public as a

first effort in the hope that, if and when a

second edition is called for, the work may be

put into a more satisfactory shape.

In the preparation of this work, I have

largely benefited by the editions of the Sapta-

padarthl by V. S. Ghate, and Rama S'astri.

For general guidance I have relied upon A. B.

Keith's Indian Logic and Atomism, Radha-

krishnan's Indian Philosophy and Athalye's

valuable notes on the Tarka-Sahgraha.
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It only remains to thank various friends

who have contributed to make the book what

it is, for, without the help so readily given,

the book would have been far less satisfactory.

My first word of gratitude is to my teacher,

Dr. Sir S. Radhakrishnan, for the inspiration of

his example, his never-failing sympathy, his

stimulating instruction in philosophy which I

received in my College days, and above all for

his extreme kindness in contributing a Fore-

word to this book. To my colleague, Mr. R.

Chakravarti, M.A., LL.B., Lecturer in Samskrt

in the Theosophical College, Madanapalle, I

am indebted for considerable help willingly

rendered in the different stages of my work.

Mr. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, M.A., B.Sc.

(Oxon), Reader in Indian Philosophy, Madras

University, has been very kind to go through

the MS. and suggest many improvements.

Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, M.A,, D. Phil. (Oxon),

has laid me under a very deep debt of obliga-

tion by going through the proofs and giving

me the benefit of his critical understand-

ing of the Nyaya-Vais'esika system. The

work has been very much improved by his

ready and untiring help. Mahamahopadhyaya
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Professor S. Kuppuswami S'astri, M.A., I.E.S.,

was kind enough to go through the textual

Introduction and discuss the points with me.

Pandit S. K. Padmanabha S'^stri of the Presi-

dency College, Madras, was also kind enough
to help by going through the text with me.

Madanapalle

April, 1932. D. GURUMURTI.



FOREWORD

THE recent revival of interest in Indian Philo-

sophy is responsible for the publication of a

number of Indian Philosophical classics in the

modern style with introduction, text, transla-

tion and notes. To the beginner in Nyaya-
Vais'esika systems, Kusumarijali, Bhasa-

pariccheda, Tarka-Sahgraha, and Sapta-

padcirthl are valuable introductions. It is a

pleasure to know that Mr. D. Gurumurti, M.A.

(Hons.) is bringing out an edition of Sapta-

padarthl in the approved style. He has

studied the text and the commentaries with

great care, and his introduction and notes will

be found extremely useful to those trained on

western lines and mainly in western

systems. I have no doubt that Indian

Universities will find this edition of

Saptapadarthl a suitable textbook for the

B.A. classes in Indian Philosophy. I con-

gratulate the author on a solid piece of work.

Waltair

25-3-32. S. RADHAKRISHNAN.
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INTRODUCTION

A. SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

IN the history of the Nyaya-Vais'esika system

of philosophy the Saptapadarthl holds an im-

portant place. It is one of the earliest, if not

the first, of all attempts to synthesise the

teachings of the Nyaya with the Vais'esika.

Though avowedly the Vais'esika system is

followed, yet under the quality of cognition

much of the important teaching of Nyaya is in-

corporated. One editor
*
of this book speaks of

it as Vais'esika prakaranam. The justification

for this title lies in the fact that the book

deals only with two pramanas instead of four

which are generally characteristic of pure

Nyaya treatises. Also the doctrines of Infer-

ence and Fallacies which are worked out in

1 S. P. R. in the title page.
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great thoroughness by typical Nyaya works are

treated in this book in a comparatively brief

manner. This book gives an indication of the

condition of the synthesis at a very early stage.

As an introduction to the most important

doctrines of Nyaya-Vais'esika, the Saptapadar-

ihl may be considered very suitable. It helps

in understanding the later developments of

Nyaya-Vais'esika in its long history of many
centuries to be able to take up the position of

the teachings at a sufficiently early date and

compare the nature of the topics dealt with

and the manner of treatment as exhibited in a

book like the Saptapadarthl. This manual was

written towards the end of the period of the

great commentators of this system.

II

The question of dates is specially difficult in

the case of many Indian texts. It is particular-

ly so in the case of the Saptapadarthl. We are

not able to fix, with any measure of certainty,

the date of the author. The usual methods

adopted by oriental scholarship for fixing dates

are highly unsatisfactory in the matter of

yielding definite results. One of the principles
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most frequently used for fixing the date is by
means of references in the work under study

to doctrines of other schools of thought. It

might happen that owing to the conditions in

which scriptures and writings were often hand-

ed down by word of mouth from teacher to

pupil for generations, portions of treatises

might have been lost, and references to other

schools contained in those lost portions being

absent from the work may lead to wrong
inferences. Another principle employed by

Orientalists is to examine a text with a view

to find similarities in style and substance to

other texts of known date and thus fix the

date. This is made very risky by the fact that

there are interpolations in well-known texts.

Bodas ! is of opinion that the Vais'esika Sutra,

I. i. 4, is an interpolation. With arguments

apparently very plausible, he points out that it

was a later addition. Such a fact must give

us pause before rushing to conclusions on bare

textual study as to the dates of authors and

books. Dr. Ganganath Jha expresses
2 himself

1

T. S. B. Introduction, p. 37.

L>

P. D. S. Introduction, p. 1. (Jha's Edition in
'
Pandit*

Reprints).
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out of sympathy with these attempts at fixing

dates. In his Sadholal Lectures on Nyaya,

Dr. Jha explains
l
his reasons for lack of faith

in the methods adopted for fixing dates by

taking three extracts from the famous article 2

by Bodas, now appearing as Introduction to

his edition of the Tarka-Sahgraha, and point-

ing out how those reasonings presume and

presuppose a great deal more than what is

strictly warrantable. Further, the Sutra style

which was adopted for philosophical writings

is one that is so easy to imitate that we can-

not definitely say that because a particular

text is in the Sutra style it must belong to a

particular period. On the contrary, there is

the well-known case of the Sankhya-Prava-

cana-Sutra which is assigned
3

to the four-

teenth century A.D. A further complication

in the situation is brought about by the fact

that many treatises have been lost some irre-

vocably. For example, the Ravana-Bhasya on

the Vaisfesika Sutras is referred 4 to by several

1

Indian Thought. Vol. IV, p. 258 et. seq.
2
T. S. B. Introduction.

9
I. P. Vol. II, p. 255.

4 T. S. K. Introduction, p. 33.
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writers, but no trace of it has been found. In

the face of these facts, it is very difficult to

arrive at any satisfactory conclusion with

regard to the dates of philosophical texts.

Ill

This difficulty in fixing dates can be seen

illustrated in the changes of opinion that have

taken place with regard to the dates of the

Nyaya and Vais'esika Sutras. Bodas assigns
l

the Nyaya-Sutras to the fourth century B.C.

Jacobi, in his well-known article
2 on the

* Dates of the Hindu Philosophical Sutras
'

maintains that the Nyaya-Sutras must belong

to the period A.D. 200 to A.D. 450 on the

ground that these Sutras polemise against the

S'unyavada of Nagarjuna (who lived prior to

A.D. 200) but not against the Vijnanavada

which is associated with Vasubandhu who

belongs to the period after A.D. 450. Suali,

Stcherbatsky, and Keith follow Jacobi. But

Randle in his recent book 3
asserts as follows :

1

T. S. B. Introduction, p. 32.

2
J. A. 0. S. 1910-11.

:'

I. L. B. S., p. 16.
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"
This much may, perhaps, be taken as proved,

that Logic proper did not exist in India before

200 B.C. and it had come into existence by A.D.

200. Somewhere between these two dates the

Vais'esika and Nyaya were systematised, the

Vais'esika being the earlier of the two." The

valuable chronological details from Buddhist

sources given by Ui tend l to assign an early

date to the Vais'esika, say, between 50 and

150 A.D. Randle quotes
2 Keith to say that

we need not take seriously the conception of

Nagarjuna as the creator of the S'unyavada

philosophy.
"

If that is admitted, the splendid

achievement of Jacobi in fixing the dates of

the Sutras falls to the ground." Prof. Kuppu-

swami S'astri in his valuable introduction to

his edition of the Tarka-Sahgraha (being

issued from the press) advances
3

strong

grounds for assigning the period between 4th

and 2nd century B.C. for the production of the

Nyaya and Vais'esika Sutras, after meeting the

criticism about the absence of mention in

Kautilya's Arthas'astra, and after disclaiming

1 v. p. u., p. 65.

2
I. L. E. S., p. 18n.

3 T. S. K. Introduction, p. 25.
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Jacobi's attempt to differentiate between

Patanjali, the author of the Yoga Sutras, and

the grammarian.

IV

As a result of many years of conscientious

work, scholars like Bodas, Jacobi, Suali,

Stcherbatsky, Ui, Keith and others have tried

to fix an approximately accurate order of pro-

duction in the Nyaya and Vais'esika systems.

The value of a chronological order is very

great in the matter of studying the history of

the development of thought of philosophical

systems. Modern research very justly attaches

great importance to historical development.

Nothing makes the achievements of modern

time so full of significance as the natural

perspective which enables one to see the various

stages through which any particular system

has passed. The greatest obstacle to an

appreciation of some of the systems of Indian

philosophy has been the absence of materials

for a chronological treatment. We can there-

fore thankfully take the result of the labours

of Orientalists to ascertain the accurate order
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of production as provisionally satisfactory and

use it as a basis of consecutive study. Of

Nyaya treatises the order of production

with approximate dates can be given as

follows :

Nyaya-Sutras of Gautama, 2nd century

B.C.

Nyaya-Bhasya of Vatsyayana, 4th century

A.D.
1

1 An interesting light on the question of the date of Vatsya-
yana is furnished by a relerence very kindly supplied to me
by Dr. C. Kanhan Haja. In a MS. of Harisvamin'.s com-

mentary on the Satapatha Brahmana, now found in the

Queen's College Library, Benares, Paksilasvam.n, who is the

Same as Vatsyayana, is mentioned as the great grand! ather of

Harisvamm. The date of the commentary is given as 3740
of the Kali Era, which works out to 639 A.D. Ii so, Paksila-

svamin namely, Vatsyayana, being removed by four generat ons

from Harisvamin can be With safety assigned to 539 A.D.,

allowing 25 years for each generation. This interesting find

will reqaire considerable recasting of the dates of successive

authors t n the Nyaya-Vais'esika system as so iar accepted by
Keith, Handle, Faddegon and others.

The relevant passage is as follows :

As for the date of Harisvamin, the lines are :
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Ny^ya-Vartika of Udyotakara, 6th century

A.D.

Nyaya-Vartika-Tatparya-Tlka, by Vacaspati

Mis'ra, 9th century A.D.

Nyaya-Vartika-Tatparya-Paris'uddhi, by

Udayana, 10th century A.D.

Of Vais'esika treatises the following order

may be taken as fairly established.

Vais'esika-Sutras of Kanada, 3rd century

B.C.

Padartha-Dharma-Sangraha of Pras'asta-

pada, 5th century A.D.

Nyaya-Kandal! of S'rldhara, 10th century

A.D.

Kiranavall of Udayana, 10th century A.D.

Upaskara of S'aiikara-Mis'ra, 17th century

A.D.

V

The history of the Nyaya and Vais'esika

systems can be divided into three distinct

stages. The first stage covers the period

when the systems were in the making and

were formulated into the Sutras of Gautama
and Kanada, The second period covers the
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age of the great commentators beginning with

Vatsyayana and Pras'astapada and ending in

the llth century A D. From the 12th century

onwards we have the period of what is known

as Navya-Nyaya. This period is heralded by

Ganges'a Upadhyaya with his monumental

work, the Tattvaointamani. Alongside these

three periods, there developed what Keith

calls l the syncretist school, i.e., a series of

writers who tried to combine the Vais'esika

Metaphysics with the Nyaya Logic. This is done

in either of two ways.
2 A writer may begin by

giving an account of the Vais'esika categories

and under one of them bring in all the teach-

ing of the Nyaya with regard to Logic and

Reasoning, or, a writer may start with the

sixteen topics of the Nyaya and introduce

under the second of them, Prameya or objects

of knowledge, the Vais'esika categories.

Either way a very harmonious blend of the

two systems is made possible, An example of

the former kind is the Tarka-Sahgraha, and of

the latter is the Tarka-Bhas&.

1
1. L. A., p. 36.

2
H. I. L., p 356 contains a more elaborate treatment.
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VI

A good deal has been said and written with

regard to the syncretism of the two schools.

There are scholars
1 who hold that the tendency

to syncretism dates from the original Sutras of

Gautama and Kanada themselves. In evidence

of this they cite several similarities 2 in the

Sutras of the Nyaya with those occurring in

the Vais'esika. Throughout the history of the

two systems, there is a good deal of common

ground, so that the tendency to syncretism is

not to be considered as something which arose

suddenly at any particular stage of the history

of the two systems. On the other hand, these

two constitute what are called samana tantra

(allied systems) and even at the earliest stage

of their formulation there were common fea-

tures which are embodied^ in the atomic

theory, plurality of souls, the conception of

buddhi, and its relation to soul, the division
4

of the physical world into object, sense organ

1 V. S. F., p. 17 ;
T. S. K. Introduction, section V.

2
I. P , Vol. II, p. 32n.

3
I. P., Vol. II, p. 31.

4 V. S. F., p. 48.
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and body, and the lists of psychical qualities.

Vatsy^yana in developing some of the doctrines

of the Ny^ya quotes the six categories of

Kanada. Pras'astapada in his great work on

Kanada's Sutras, the Padartha-dharma-sah-

graha, which entitles him to a rank as co-

founder with Kanada of the Vais'esika sytem,

makes remarkable advances on the Nyya
Logic. Jacobi remarks l

that the fusion of

these* two schools began early and seems to

have been complete at the time the Nydya- Var-

tika was written. Udayana'sZ/afc.sa/zam/z is also

indicative of a tendency to synthesis. But we

can distinctly limit the title syncretism to the

works that attempt to combine the two systems

of Nyaya and Vaisesika in one manual by a

symmetrical representation and arrangement.

If so, it is possible to catalogue into a separate

group all such works. Such works have been

produced from the time of Udayana to modern

days. Among these works the Saptapadarthl

has to be given the first place as the earliest

known model of the syncretist school. Keith

thinks
2
that there must have been works even

1 E. R. E., Vol. II, p. 20Ib, quoted in I. P., Vol. II, p. 31n.
2

I. L. A., p. 36.
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before the Saptapadarthl, which tried to

amalgamate the two systems in exposition ;

but Bodas suggests
l

that this work is the ear-

liest among syncretist manuals. The develop-

ment of syncretism after the Saptapadarthl

can be easily traced. Though not belonging

to the syncretist type Bhasarvajna's Nyaya-
Sara is interesting as an example of the reduc-

tion of the sixteen topics of the Nyaya into

one, viz., Pramana (Instrument of Right Know-

ledge). It shows distinct Vais'esika influence

because it rejects Upamana (comparison) as

one of the means of knowledge. The classifi-

cation of fallacies of Reason includes all the

six kinds put forward by the Saptapadarthl.

This work can be assigned
2

to A.D. 950.

Varadaraja's TcLrkika-Raksci is a syncretist

work which starting with the Nyaya topics,

embodies the Vais'esika categories under the

second topic of Prameya (objects of know-

ledge). The synthesis is not satisfactory

because the twelve objects of knowledge and

the Vais'esika categories overlap each other.

1 T. S. B., Introduction, p. 48.

H. I. L., p. 358.
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The date 1
of this work is about A.D. 1150.

Vallabhacarya's Ny&ya-Lllavatl is another syn-

cretist work which starting with the Vais'esika

categories introduces the Nyaya logic under

cognition, one of the subdivisions of the cate-

gory, Quality, on the plan of the Sapta-

padarthl. This work is assigned
2 to the 12th

century A.D. Kes'ava Mis'ra's Tarka-Bhctsci

reverts to the Nyaya topics and introduces the

Vais'esika categories under the second topic.

This is considered to be the most elegant of

the syncretist works of this type and is assign-

ed 3 to A.D. 1275.

The seventeenth century may be considered

to be the hey-day of syncretism. Four of the

best known syncretist manuals are produced

in this period : Jagadls'a's Tarkamrta is the

earliest of the four and may be placed
4
at

A.D. 1600. Annambhatta's well-known syn-

cretist manual, the Tarka-Sahgraha, belongs

to about the same date.
5

Visvanatha's Bhciscl-

Pariccheda, with its prose commentary,
1 H. i. L., p. 373.
3 H. I. L., p. 386.
3 H. I. L., p. 381.
4

I. L. A, p. 38.
5

I. L. A., p. 39.
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Siddhanta Muktavall (A.D. 1634) *and Laugaksi

Bhaskara's Tarka-Kaumudi are the two other

manuals which have become famous as clear

expositions of the syncretist Nyaya-Vaisesika

system. Of these, the second and the fourth

works combine the Vais'esika catego/ies with

the Nyaya reasoning on the model of the Sapta-

paddrthl, while the third work introduces the

Nyaya doctrine of reasoning under the qi'tali-

ties of the Soul, unlike the other two which

bring it under cognition which is one of the

divisions of the category, Quality. The first

work adopts a different plan and divides

Tarkamrta into Visaya-kanda and Jfiana-kanda,

the former being the Vais'esika categories

and the latter being the Nyaya logic, both

placed side by side as parts of one total whole.

The Saptapadtirthl is an epoch-marking work.

It is the proto-type of all the manuals of the

syncretist school. The history of syncretism

clearly proves that the judgment of S'ivaditya

was sound in choosing the metaphysical cate-

gories of the Vais'esika as the framework,

and the Nyaya doctrine of pramanas, (instru-

ments of right knowledge) as a development
1

1. L. A., p. 38.

c
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of cognition whi ich is one of the divisions of the

category, Qaalit>y. It has proved to be the most

suitable methopi of synthesis, justified by the fact

that on metaphysical principles, there is funda-

mental agreement between these two systems.

S'ivadity^t's account of the seven categories

fixed for all later time all that was of imperish-

able value in the Vais'esika works up to his

time, while the doctrine of reasoning as

embodied by him represents the essence of

the Nyaya teaching, which Bhasarvajna and

Udayana developed, until the time Ganges'a
took it up and gave a new turn in his im-

mortal work, the Tattva-Cintamani.



B. DOCTRINES

VIII

IT is necessary to devote special attention

to some of the doctrines of Nyaya-Vais'esika.

The aim of this philosophy is Nih^'reyasa (Final

Beatitude) by means of Tattva-jnana. It is

the contention of this system that the ascertain-

ment of reality can be carried on only with

a view to the attainment of Supreme Bliss. In

section 64, of our text, S'ivaditya gives a

definition of the aim of the system. We
investigate the categories because the ascertain-

ment of the truth of these things is the only

way of attaining final beatitude. Truth is

that nature of knowledge whioh is not due

to any superimposition of our minds but is an

apprehension of things in their own nature.

This has to be done according to Upanisadic

injunction by attentive hearing, reasoning

contemplation and lastly by direct realisation.
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The pain which is caused by erroneous know-

ledge has to be extinguished by right know-

ledge. When this is achieved, liberation or

supreme beatitude necessarily follows. The

opinion has been expressed
L

that the Vais'e-

sika system is free from "
the craze for liber-

ation which dominates nearly all forms of

Indian thought." But we find
~

that, the

investigation of the categories is only a means

to an end. By the achievement of Tattva-jnana

(ascertainment of reality) we are only assuring

ourselves of attaining this final beatitude

(Nifrsreyasa). This is sought after by almost

all systems of Indian philosophy, each in its

own way. The Sankhya aims at Kaivalya, the

Vedanta at identity with Brahman, while

the Yoga speaks of union in the state of

Samadhi*

IX

Tattva-jnana (ascertainment of reality) is

to be achieved by an analytical investigation

which the system undertakes. The beginner

1 V. S. F., p. 12.

2 V. 3., I. 1. 4.
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in the study of Indian philosophy generally

gets bewildered hy the tendency of the Nyaya-
Vais'esika to go into distinctions. Keith

speaks in one place
]

of the needless love of

subdivision. At every sta.ge we find a defini-

tion, and a classification into subdivisions.

The question arises why is it that distinc-

tions are made so much of? What does it

matter if qualities are 17 in number or

24 ? What does it matter if abhava is of

four kinds or five ? Such a question is natural

until we realise what Tattva-jnana implies.

Tattva-jnana or the ascertainment of reality

implies as a necessary axiom that there is no

thought which cannot be expressed. And if

thought is able to distinguish by its work of

analytical study this complicated web of

existence, its work has to be systematised by

means of certain terms. The only test of

having understood things is our capacity to

give every thing its particular place in the

scheme of the whole. Hence all Nyaya-
Vais'esika treatises revel in distinctions.

We find considerable attention is devoted to

the work of classification. In this connection

I. L.A., p. 147.
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the Vais'esika distinction of generality and

particularity as two of the ultimate cate-

gories is interesting. Modern Logic has

familiarised us with the importance of defini-

tion and classification for a study of the

process of thinking. The conception of genus

and species plays a very large part in the

organisation of our knowledge of the natural

sciences. It is interesting to see that the

Vais'esika system, centuries ago, had recognised

the importance of this process of thinking and

arrived at the categories of generality and

particularity. The conception of generality

plays a very necessary role in the Vais'esika.

This system had discovered very early what

was familiar to the logicians of the middle

ages, the fact that in our analysis of things

there is an ascending and descending scale

which is generally known as the Tree of

Porphyry. At the top we have pure Samanya,

spoken of in the Vais'esika as Satta or

Existence. (This is comparable to the Summum
Genus.) At the bottom of the scale we
have Antya-vis'esa or ultimate particular,

exactly corresponding to the Infima Species.

In between the two, we have grades of gene-
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rality and particularity. Ui quoting Rohagutta

divides
l

universality, i.e., generality, into three

kinds: Mahasamanya or highest universality,

Satta Samanya, and Samanya-Vis esa. The

highest univeisality is nothing but existence.

The lower includes all grades with the excep-

tion of existence and the ultimate particulars,

the latter of which constitutes particularity.

This is also expressed sometimes as universality,

universality-particularity, and particularity.

This classificatory principle is used very

much in the Saptapadarthl. The concept of

Samanya is made equivalent to Existence,

admitting thereby that the widest class that

can be thought of is the idea of Existence and

the smallest is antya-vis'esa which refers to an

individual object in what constitutes its specific

individuality. Tattva-Jnana (ascertainment

of reality) achieves its work by arranging our

intellectual house into a system.

X

The analysis of all experience into seven

padarthas or ultimate categories is an important

step in the work of philosophy. Philosophers
1 v. p. u., p. 70.
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of all ages and climes have found it necessary

to reduce the bewildering variety of this

phenomenal universe into a few well-marked

units, in order that the mind might evolve

order and system and achieve a unitary synoptic

vision of reality. Aristotle, Kant, Mill in

western philosophy tabulated these ultimates

of experience under the name of categories.

The contents of these lists vary according to

the metaphysical theories of different thinkers.

In Indian philosophy, the various systems

(or dars'anas) have their own analysis of the

ultimates of reality or experience. Thus the

Vedanta reduces everything to the one Brahman,
the Sankhya to Purusa and Prakrti, (Spirit and

Matter), the Nyaya speaks of 16 topics, while

the Vais'esika reduces all thinkable and know-

able experience into seven categories. Of

these, a brief reference only will be made in

this connection to a few of the special features,

while the notes that follow will deal with each

of the categories in their respective places.

XI

Abhava or non-existence is reckoned for the

first time as an independent category by the
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Vais'esika writers after Pras'astapada. It makes

its appearance in Udayana's Kiranavah as

equivalent member of the classification with

bhava padarthas. S'ivaditya's Saptapaddrthl

includes it as the seventh of the categories and

after him it is definitely reckoned as one of the

Vais'esika categories.

Abhava arose as a logical concept. Ir is

serviceable for intellectual distinction. In

knowledge, the idea of negation as the counter-

part of affirmation is necessarily involved.

All idealistic systems of philosophy are based

on the opposition between the knowable and

the unknowable. As relations play 'a large

part in the intellectual explanation of the

universe, they are distinguished from that

which is above all relational conscious-

ness.
" When we speak of a thing the fact of

its being or existence is emphasised ;
while

when we speak of a relation its non-being or

negation is emphasised." It was Spinoza that

said that all determination is negation.

This logical concept of negation was later

adopted into the ontological scheme of the

Vais'esika and made into the new category of

non-existence. The employment of this category
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in the Syncretist school has been very

extensive. According to Athalye,
l

the

wonderful accuracy of the Indian syllogism,

the processes of reasoning and analysis have

been greatly facilitated by the recognition of

abhava (non-existence). The notion of non-

existence is claimed to possess as much reality

as its opposite. This is stated in the form of a

pratiyogi and anuyogi relation, that is, every

entity involves at the same time the conception

of its counter-entity and vice versa.

There is distinct difference of opinion be-

tween the Naiyayikas and Vais'esikas as to the

perceptibility of abhava or non-existence. The

former hold that it is an object of perception,

while the latter that it is only an object of

inference. The former go a step further and

make non-existence consist of several kinds

while properly speaking negation is simply

non existence in general.
"
All negation is

pure and characterless
"
according to Athalye.*

In the Syncretist school, the conception of

abhava is employed in the sense in which the

later Nyaya employs it, i.e., as consisting of

J

T. s. B., p. 102.
2
ibid.
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many kinds and as being as many as there

are conceivable counter-entities. This is one

of the conceptions of the Nyaya-Vais'esika

system which has enabled it to develop a very

subtle method of intellectual analysis.

XII

The category of Samavaya, (Inherence), is

an important feature of the Nyaya-Vais'esika

system. It has been rightly called
1

the corner-

stone of the whole edifice. The main realistic

position of this system, its conception of eternal

atoms, and the doctrine of cause, depend on the

acceptance of inherence. The inherent rela-

tion is conceived to be eternal and different

from samyoga or conjunction. Inherence

cannot be destroyed without destroying the

object in which it resides. It exists only

among things which are inseparable, but

distinct, as for example, a cloth and the

threads of which it is made. This way of

conceiving the relation is necessary because

the ultimate substantiality of all things cannot

be maintained if a product could be explained
1

T. s. B., p. 89.
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away as due to mere conjunction. The eternal

atoms are related to all manifest creation in the

relation of inherence. Hence Inherence is

made into a separate category by this system.

All the other systems of Indian philosophy

have directed their attack on this doctrine ; in

particular, the Vedanta. S'arikara in his

commentary on the Brahma-Sutras (on II,

2-13-17) argues very effectively on this ques-

tion. By demolishing inherence and equating

it with mere conjunction, he knocks the bottom

out of the realism of the Nyaya-Vais'esika, and

arrives at the phenomenality of things.

S'aiikara shows the impossibility of admitting

any real difference between inherence and

mere conjunction ; eternality is true equally

of conjunction ; inherence can no more exist

without a third thing to unite it with its

abode than conjunction, which is supposed by
the Nyaya-Vais'esika to require inherence for

the purpose. Calling one a category and the

other a quality does not help ; the relation of

cause and effect also is not a case of inherence
t

but of essential identity. Against this criticism

of S'ankara, the Nyaya-Vais'esika doggedly

holds fast to the anchor of inherence and asserts
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the existence of a substance apart from its

qualities, while at the same time being in-

separably bound up with it. The conception

of cause in the Nyaya-Vais'esika arises out of

this doctrine of inherence.

The Nyaya-Vais'esika conception of cause is

known as asatkaryavada, which means the

contention of the non-existence of the effect.

This view asserts that a cause exists before the

effect conies into being. The cause must be

understood to precede the effect always and

effect has no existence until it is brought into

being. Invariability (niyata-pdrva-vrtti), and

unconditionality (ananyathasiddlii) are essen-

tial features of the concept of cause. The

effect is the resultant of a sum-total of opera-

tive conditions (samagrl). In this sum-total,

the samavayi or inherent cause, the asamavayi
or non-inherent cause, and the nimitta or

instrumental cause are distinguished. The

samavayi or material cause enters into inherent

relation with the effect.

On this question, a historical controversy has

raged between this Nyaya conception and the

Satkaryavada of the Sankhya, the doctrine of

the existence of the effect in the cause. While
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the Safikhya lays stress on the view that there

can be no creation of anything new, that we
cannot assert the existence of a cause without

its producing an effect, the Nyaya-Vais'esika

view holds that a cause must always precede

an effect, that the effect is a new creation and

must be distinct from cause ; otherwise a pot

and a saucer being both identical with atoms

will become identical with each other. The

Vedanta explains the cause as the only real and

the effect as unreal. S'ankara's attack on the

doctrine of inherence was motivated by his

opposition to this Nyaya-Vais'esika conception

of cause. It is because an inherence is admit-

ted, that the Nyaya-Vais'esika is able to posit

the existence of the cause before the effect.

If inherence is not possible, the essential

inseparability of cause and effect will result in

a denial of distinction between them and their

essential identity will have to be granted.

XIII

The Ny^ya Syllogism has rightly been the

object of interest. The formulation of the five-

membered Syllogism in the Nyftya-Sutras of
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Gautama for the first time systematised reason-

ing and set the type for all subsequent develop-

ment. That this five-membered form is a

genuine historical successor to other formula-

tions of the same is clearly evidenced
l when

Vatsyayana says that others gave ten members

to the Syllogism. The close similarity in the

structure of the Indian Syllogism to the Aristo-

telian form only exhibits the truth that human

thinking follows the same path whether it be

in Greece or in India. All attempts to trace

mutual influence have to be considered in-

conclusive so far. 2

Syllogistic reasoning was and is largely

employed in philosophical discussion in India.

Its formulation into five steps, proposition,

reason, illustration, application and conclusion

is rhetorically so serviceable as to make it the

best means of public discussion of truth.

Though in the course of long controversies it

tends to be employed enthemematically, it is a

clear-marked method which has stereotyped

features. The most characteristic feature of

the Syllogism is what is called
'

paramars'a
'

or

1

1. L. A., p. i-ii.

2
I. P., Vol. II, p. 84-86.
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consideration. It is the mental process of

thinking together, which constitutes the

essence of inference. It is represented in the

Syllogism in the fourth member, viz., Upanaya
or application. Advocates of Aristotelian logic

fail to recognise the special need for such a

statement. The major premise of Aristotle

states the relation between the middle term

and major, while the minor premise states the

presence of the middle term in the minor term ;

the conclusion relates the minor and major

terms. The Naiyayika asserts that there is

need for a further step before the conclusion,

relating the major and minor premises in one

act of thought. This is called paramars'a.

It is interesting to see that Bradley recognises

this feature. He says,
1 " There is first a con-

struction as Caesar man mortal, and then by

inspection we get Caasar mortal." Though
we do not know if Bradley was referring to

the Indian Syllogism, it is quite noteworthy that

what he means by inspection is exactly what is

conveyed by
l

paramars a
'

in the Indian Syllo-

gism.

1

Principles of Logic, 1st J Edition, p. 238.
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XIV

The conception of Vyapti is another impor-

tant feature. Till the time of Pras'astapada

and Dign^ga vy^pti or invariable concomi-

tance was quantitatively considered. Hence

we find in the earlier writers the usage of

terms, pervasion, the pervader and the per-

vaded unlike their usage in later schools, being

made the basis of explanation of the inferen-

tial process. The conversion of this quantita-

tive conception into a qualitative one is an

important step in the development of logical

theory ; because, so long as it remained a

quantitative conception, reasoning was depen-

dent on the particular. There was no guarantee

that even if an udaharana or illustrative

example were given, an inference of two things

happening together could be maintained, since

particulars vary and mere agreement in occur-

ring together holds forth no assurance as to

future consistent occurring together. But when
this conception of vyapti is transformed into a

relation of a qualitative kind, the analysis

achieves a truer basis and as a consequence a

necessary connection does not depend on an
D
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illustration for its assurance. Keith is of

opinion
l

that this important advance in

logical theory is the contribution of the Bud-

dhist logician, Dignaga, but other scholars 2

hold that it was developed by Pras'astapada

out of elements already found in the Sutras of

Gautama and Kanada.

XV

In this connection it will be useful to observe

the relation of deductive and inductive think-

ing in the Nyaya-Vais'esika. The very nature

of the Indian Syllogism is such that it empha-
sises the third member, the example, which

makes clear that reasoning was conceived as

essentially both inductive and deductive at

the same time. The problem which took

several centuries in European thought was

already studied in the very beginnings of Indian

logical theory. What Mill analyses in the 19th

century as the nature of inference, viz., from

particulars to particulars, was involved in the

udaharana, with the additional improvement

1
I. L. A., Ch. 3, Sec. II.

-
V. 8. F., pp. 319-23 ; T. S. K , p. 260.
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that the particular was meant to point to

the universal principle involved. Prof. Kuppu-
swami S'astri is of opinion

*
that from the very

early stage of its formulation the Vais'esika

emphasised the inductive phase of thinking

while the Nyaya dealt with the deductive,

synthetic phase.

He says,
2 "The Vais'esika-Sutra, I, l

v 4. lays

special emphasis not upon any of the categories,

but upon the comprehension of truth through

similarities and dissimilarities upon the strik-

ing out of the one in the many ; and this

amounts to an unmistakable stress on *

the

analytic or inductive method, of philosophical

reasoning '. Gautama's Nyciya-dargana took

its name from nyaya, which means '

the

synthetic or deductive method of Syllogistic

demonstration V
The terms induction and deduction have

assumed an exaggerated opposition to each

other owing to the vicissitudes of the develop-

ment of logic in Europe. Bacon, by his famous

onslaught against Aristotelian logic, made

induction come to birth with the blare of

1

T. S. K., Introduction, p. 27.
*
T. S. K., Introduction, p. 26.
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trumpets and with a highly exaggerated spirit

of antagonism to deductive thinking. But in

the course of three centuries it has been found

that this sharp antagonism is untrue to fact

and ha the flavour of progaganda about it,

while true thinking always involves both

aspects equally. With the conversion of the

conception of Vyapti into a qualitative one in

Indian Logic, the proper synthesis of Induction

and Deduction may be said to be complete.

The analysis of similarities and dissimilari-

ties spoken
l of by the Vais'esika cannot be

equated with inductive reasoning. Induction

in the modern sense of the term as the method

of scientific analysis, is the direct result of the

wonderful advance in scientific research and

discovery of the last three centuries. Without

the interrogation of nature and the enormous

patience with which scientists have gone on

applying observation and experiment to build up

the new instrument of knowledge it would not

have been possible to conceive of induction in

the modern sense of the word. All that can

be claimed for the Nyaya-Vais'esika from its

earliest stages is that it had definitely grasped
1

v.s. 1. 1. 4.
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the principle of the interconnection between

inductive and deductive thinking. But the

non-experimental tendency and verbal predilec-

tions have prevented the development of an

inductive method with its central feature of

hypothesis. The Nyaya-Vais'esika literature

of the last five centuries contains illustration

of the fact that a direct interrogation of nature

with a view to discovery of laws was not a

characteristic of the Indian type of thinking.

Its natural regard for the revelations of the

Vedas and the tendency to derive all know-

ledge from scripture prevented the investiga-

tion of phenomena from becoming the chief

method of the progress of knowledge. To say

this is not to deny that there have been schools

of thought who have denied authority like the

Carvakas and post-Buddhistic schools. But

these schools remain mainly negative in their

tendency and, unlike the Empiricism of

modern European thought, have not made

positive contribution to the accumulation of

ascertained knowledge. The Indian mind is

essentially synthetic and deductive. Apprehen-

sion of truth has often relied on intuition,

or direct supersensuous experience and the
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function of reasoning has often
1 been to

corroborate the deliverances of intuition rather

than embark upon the arduous adventure of

independent investigation of natural laws.

XVI

This is well illustrated in the conception of

Definition in Indian thought as contrasted

with the nature of definition in modern

European thought. Vatsyayana gives
2
his

account of definition as an attribute which

differentiates the definitum from all things

different from itself. The main function of

definition is to differentiate an object from

other objects according to Nyaya-Vais'esika.

The Vyavartaka dharma, or differentiating

function, is discharged by a liberal use of terms

like itara (other than) and bhinna (separate

from) marking off the boundary rather than

exhibiting the nature of the contents. Unlike

modern thought which requires a patient

1
It is no intention of the writer to deny that a large

amount of study of natural phenomena was actually con-

ducted and principles discovered as is witnessed by the

development of astronomy and medicine in early times.

-'

Nyaya-Bhasya, I, 1, % quoted in T.S.B., p. 80.
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discovery of the essential features in giving rise

to a concept, most of the definitions employed

in Nyaya-Vais'esika content themselves with

one feature which could serve to mark off the

reference of a term. Thus a cow is defined as

an animal having a dewlap, Earth is that

which has smell. In the text of our present

manual, a large number of definitions are

employed and they clearly show how often a

verbal definition is made to serve the purposes

of knowledge. The meticulous pursuit of

accuracy in concepts has given rise to a barren

mannerism which has narrowed down the

function of definition and prevented it from

being an active aid in discrimination of our

knowledge of things. This is all the more

remarkable because this system has, forged

ready at hand, all the tools necessary for

intellectual analysis of the phenomenal world.

Its wealth of terms shown by such conceptions

as j&ti, upadhi, upalaksana, vis'esa, sattcl, and a

host of other distinctions proves beyond all

manner of doubt its wonderful armoury of

intellectual tools. But they have all been

devoted to a dry logic-chopping instead of

being used to explore the variegated web of
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the phenomenal universe, and positive achieve-

ment in discovery in recent centuries is small.

This negative use of definition shows the

essentially deductive attitude of mind, for the

principle of exclusion is of invaluable help in

arranging the intellectual house after the

various details have been known. An idealist

logician like Bosanquet is enamoured of the

principle of exclusion for the same reason.

While discovery of alternatives is an inductive

function, the principle of exclusion helps to

determine the relative importance of alterna-

tives. Definition
l
in Indian Logic is really of

deductive force or synthetic value. The con-

tent of knowledge has often been neglected

and formal arrangement has been emphasised.

This tendency reaches its climax in the school

of Navya (new) Ny&ya.

XVII

Adjs^a is another doctrine which plays an

important role in the Nyaya-Vais'esika system.

Considerable interest attaches to this, because

is brought in to discharge many vital

1 On this subject, see T.S.B., p. 202 and p. 80.
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duties in the Vais'esika cosmology. It has

been considered a latent energy which resides

in the self causing transmigration. It is a

latent force resulting from the actions done in

a previous life or a previous world and con-

tinuing to exist in the present life. It causes

the conjunction and disjunction of atoms with

one another. The Vais'esika system postulates

a pluralism. The ultimates of its analysis are

God, Adrsta the atoms and souls. How are

these atoms to bring about the creation and

destruction of the world ? Not being effects

themselves, they are co-eternal with God. In

order that creation and destruction might take

place, movement has to be generated in these

atoms. They are incapable of generating

movement by themselves. Hence the Vais'esika

postulates Adrsta or unseen destiny which

brings about the conjunction and disjunction

of atoms with one another. Adrsta is also

said
l

to cause four other activities the up-

ward flaming of fire, the sideward blowing of

wind, the falling down and sinking of earth

and water and the contact of soul with mind.

Adrsta takes the place of a convenient agency
1
v. P.U., p. 75.
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to bring about all the necessary contacts which

cannot be otherwise explained from the

realistic standpoint of the Vais'esika.

The question therefore arises, how far is the

realism of the Vais'esika affected by the prin-

ciple of Adrsta. The relative place of realism

and idealism in the Vais'esika requires clari-

fication. Dr. Radhakrishnan
l

in his estimate

of the Vais'esika system goes into an elaborate

discussion on this question and points out how

the realistic and empirical bias of this school

prevented it from gathering up the threads

which could easily have been woven into an

idealistic explanation, giving a complete view

that was possible with the materials analysed

and brought into prominence. By being untrue

to its own analysis, the system fails to achieve

a unitary conception. He says,
l " The diffi-

culty of the Vais'esika is that it does not piece

together its results into a single coherently

articulated structure ". But the Vais'esika has

done a great service to philosophical thinking

in directing attention to the analysis of the

real which is the starting point of all correct

thinking. Its service is great in drawing
1

I. P., Vol. II, p. 246.
* '
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attention to the details of existence. But its

realistic standpoint suffers when the doctrine

of Adrsta is imported into it to enable the

atoms and souls to have interconnection and to

constitute an intelligible world, The element

of idealism is necessary to complete the system.

The conception of causation in the Nyaya-
Vais'esika also makes it necessary to have

recourse to the principle of Adrsta. The

doctrine of asatkaryavada requires a justifica-

tion for the cause being capable of possessing

the potency of bringing about effects without

any visible proof. Hence Adrsta is supposed

to embody the effect of actions in previous

worlds and enable causes to bring about their

appropriate effects in due course. It is interest-

ing to compare the doctrine of Adrsta with

the conception of Pre-established Harmony of

Leibnitz. He is also a pluralist. He also

postulates numberless monads as the ultimate

truth of existence. He is also compelled to

find out some basis of explanation for these

monads being able to come into contact with

one another and constitute the relations that

make up the universe. In a similar situation

therefore we tiBSi ttflK*lHHffl!
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concept of Pre-established Harmony which

helps to round up his realistic theory.

XVIII

The account given by S'ivaditya of the crea-

tion and destruction of the world requires

a passing mention. It is based primarily on

the graphic account given by Pras'astapada in

Section 40 of the Padcirthadharmasahgraha.

When the time comes, when the Supreme Lord

of the Universe feels that the souls in the toils

of samsara require a rest, a pralaya or dissolu-

tion is decided on. An action is set going in

the atoms which produces a disjunction. This

in its turn destroys the conjunction that makes

a binary. The destruction of the binary is

followed up by the destruction of the tertiary

and so in turn larger masses. The intimate

cause being destroyed the effects are done

away with. The tertiaries, the binaries are in

turn intimate causes. But the atoms are

indestructible and therefore, in their case, only

the conjunction which goes to make binaries

is destroyed. Creation also follows a similar

order. Out of the numberless atoms, by conjunc-

tion binaries are formed
; the binaries go to
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make tertiaries and they in turn larger

masses of Earth, Water, Air, Light, etc. One

interesting feature of this account is that des-

truction, instead of reversing the order of

events, is supposed to follow the same order

as creation. If so, if causes are destroyed first,

the question arises where do the effects remain

till their turn arrives for being destroyed. So

later Naiyayikas amend this by asserting that

in destruction the order is reversed.

XIX

The physics of the Saptapadarthl deserves

some attention. Unique among Indian systems

of philosophy, the Nyaya-Vais'esika system has

made definite contribution to the analysis of

the physical matter of the universe. Its analysis

of all murta dravyas (corporeal substances) into

the five elements, earth, water, air, light, and

mind, its elaborate study of each element into

body, sense-organ, and object, its theory

of the effect of transformation brought about

by heat, its classification of the qualities of

different substances, its analyses of the various

sensory qualities, and their forms of manifes-

tation, all these constitute a very valuable
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contribution to human knowledge. Though

as Monier Williams puts it, in his
'

Indian

Wisdom,' the views are crude, they contain

shrewd hits at the real nature of the pheno-

menal universe. In the comparative absence

of scientific apparatus and experimental de-

monstration, the ancient Vais'esika philosophers

seem to have compassed by the light of

intuition some of the fundamental concepts of

scientific analysis. Prominent among these

may be mentioned the atomic theory qualita-

tively considered, the nature of the soul,

analysis of time, space and ether, constitution

of matter, etc.

XX

In conclusion, the Saptapadarth! may legiti-

mately be considered an epitome of the NySya
and Vais'esika systems of philosophy. In a

small compass, by means of a very symmetri-

cal presentation, S'ivaditya has been able to

condense all the important doctrines of the

Nyaya and Vais'esika systems, the analysis of

the seven categories and their divisions, the

doctrine of Perception and Inference, the
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metaphysical conceptions of causality, Inher-

ence, Non-existence, and creation and destruc-

tion, the epistemological theories of vyapti

or invariable concomitance, definition, nature

of right knowledge, instruments of right

knowledge, the physical theories of matter and

its forms, and the ethical and religious quest

of the Summum Bonum.

The function of S'ivaditya in the history of

the Nyaya-Vais'esika is twofold. On the one

hand he gathered in himself all the tradition

of the two systems coming down in parallel

streams from Gautama and Kanada and gave

it in a succinct and masterly compendium.

On the other hand he made the new departure

of a harmonious synthesis of the two systems

and set the fashion for all succeeding time of

the true blending of the Nyaya and Vais'esika

in such an attractive and efficient manner as

to impress his example indelibly on the subse-

quent history of these two systems. Therefore,

by a careful study of his manual one can

legitimately hope to get an insight into the

essentials of the Nyaya-Vais'esika philosophy.



C. TEXTUAL INTRODUCTION

THE author of the Saptapadftrthl is S'ivaditya,

also known as S'ivaditya Mis'ra. He is referred

to as Nyayacarya which indicates acknowledg-
ed position as a leading exponent of the Nyaya-
Vais'esika. Sankara Mis'ra in his com-

mentary on S'rl Harsa's Khandana-Khanda-

Kh&dya remarks,
"
Nyayacarya-krta-Laksana-

mala-granthe." This Nyayacarya is S'ivaditya

as he is known 1
to have been the author of the

Laksanam&lci.

The date of S'ivaditya is enshrouded in

obscurity. A great deal depends on the ques-

tion of his relation to Udayana, especially as

to who of the two is the earlier. Rama S'astri

in his Introduction to an edition of this book

holds a that S'ivaditya preceded Udayana
whereas Ghate 3

in another edition of the work
holds that Udayana must be the earlier.

1

S. P. R., p. 4.

-
S. P. R. Introduction.

3
S. P. G. Introduction.
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The terminus ad quern of S'ivaditya is sup-

plied by Jinavardhana Suri. Bhandarkar's

Report on the search for manuscripts of the

year 1882-83 mentions the find of a leaf inside

a copy of Udayana's Tatparya-Pariguddhi,

mentioning that the copy belonged to Jina-

vardhana Suri and giving his date as Sariivat

1471 (A.D. 1414). This Jinavardhana Suri is

the known author of a commentary on the

Saptapadarthl. So it is unquestioned that

S'ivaditya must have lived before A.D. 1414.

The terminus a quo is difficult to fix. S'iva-

ditya is referred to by Ganges'a, the author of

the Tattva-cintamani, who quotes
l

S'ivaditya

by name and refutes his doctrine. Thus it is

clear that S'ivaditya preceded Ganges'a.

Keith assigns'
2

the period A.D. 1150-1200 as

the not improbable date of Ganges'a. S'rl Harsa

in the Khandanakhandakhadya quotes the

sentence,
*

Tattvanubhtitib. prama V from S'iva-

ditya. This is attested
3

by S'rl Hara's com-

mentator S'ankara Mis'ra. ? If we could fix

1 Tattva-ointamani. p. 830, quoted in S. P. Q., p. VIIL
8

1. L. A., p. 33.

3
S. P. G., p. IX.
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S'rl Harsa's date S'ivaditya's must be earlier

than that.

Sri Harsa's words,
1 "

Vyaghato yadi safika

asti" are quoted by Ganges'a. Hence S'rl

Harsa is earlier than Ganges'a. S'ri Harsa is

believed to have been a contemporary of Uda-

yana, because Rama S'astri explains
l

that

there were several doctrinal disputes between

them both. Now Udayana's date has been

fixed
a

at A.D. 984 based on his own state-

ment in the Laksanavall. If S'rl Hara is

Udayana's contemporary, as S'ivaditya is

quoted by him, S'ivaditya must be a little

earlier or at least a contemporary of S'rl Har$a

and hence also either earlier than or a contem-

porary of Udayana. S'ivaditya's date must be

somewhere about A.D. 984.

Now arises the question of the relative

chronology of Udayana and Slvaditya. Ghate

inclines to the view 3
that S'ivaditya did not

precede Udayana on two grounds, viz., (a)

the division of padarthas into bhava and

abhava, made by Udayana, represents an

1

s* P. R., P. 3.

2
1. L. A., p. 31.

3
8. P. GK, p. IX.,
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-earlier stage in the transition from the six

padarthas of Pras'astapada to the seven of

S'ivaditya, (b) Udayana does not refer to S'iva-

ditya. Keith obviously follows
]

Ghate. But

Ghate also mentions the suggestion of an

identification of S'ivaditya with Vyomas'iva-

carya, author of a Vais'esika commentary called

Vyomavatl mentioned along with Qdayana's

Kiranavall, S'ridhara's NytiLya-kandall and S'rl-

vatsa's Lllavatl all commentaries on Pras'asta-

pada Bhasya. This is supported by the colophon

in a manuscript of the Saptapadarthl belonging

to the Benares Samskrt College. But both Rama
Sastri

J

and Keith 5

are not prepared to credit it.

Now it may be suggested that the first argu-

ment used both by Ghate and Keith for Uda-

yana's priority is not decisive. It is quite a

feasible idea to ascribe the division of padarthas

into bhava and abhava to a later date than the

stage of seven padarthas. For this supposition

there is ground. H. Ui in his work on Vai-

s'esika Philosophy according to the Dasfapadar-

thl has retranslated from^ Chinese sources a

1

1. L. A., p. 37.

* s. P. B., p. i.

1

I. L. A., p. 37.
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work by Candra assigned
]

to the first half of

the 6th century A.D. This work, the Da&a-

padarthl, enumerates ten
2

Vais'esika cate-

gories, thus increasing the categories from six.

We may rightly infer from this that the

number of Vais'esika padarthas was increas-

ed soon after Pras'astapada, who is believed

to belong
'

to 5th century A.D. Doubtless there

were other works that made similar in-

creases. There is internal evidence in the

Saptapadcirthl that there were authors who
included more categories than seven. In

Section 56, S'ivaditya states that S'akti or

potentiality is only the nature of Substance,

implying that it need not be a separate

padartha. Similarly Sadrs'ya or commonness

is also said to be only Samanya or generality,

implying again that it need not be a separate

padartha. We find that these two along with

as'akti or non-potentiality constitute the three

additional categories to make up the ten

categories of Datfapadarthl. In Section 61,

1 V. P. U., p.10.
-
V. P. U., p. 93.

8
I. L. A., p. 27.

4 V. P. U. p. 93.
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S'ivaditya says,
4

If there are any other

padarthas suggested, they can be shown to be

included in the seven mentioned.' Further
!

Udayana's distribution of the seven padarthas

into bhava and abhava is quite in keeping

with the tendency for classification, which is

characteristic of Indian systems, which takes

well known divisions and regroups them. As

a parallel case one might cite the fact that the

four kinds of abhavas, viz., pragabhava, pradh-

vamsabhava, atyantabhava and anyonya-

bhava were later regrouped
'

into two main

divisions as saiiisargabhava and anyonya-

bhava, the former being subdivided into

pragabhava, pradhvamsabhava, and atyanta-

bhava. While the Jain logician Samanta-

bhadra (A.D. 600) classifies abhavas
:

into four

kinds, Vacaspati Mis'ra (A.D. 898)
l

groups

them into (1 ) negation of identity, and (2)

negation of correlation, the latter being broken

1

Udayana in his Kiranavall is writing a commentary on

Pras'astapada's work, and as the latter speaks only of six

padarthas, Udayana could bring abhava in only as an extra,

other than the six, as the denial of the bhava padarthas.
2
B. P. quoted in T. S. B. % p. 100.

3 H. I. L., pp. 182-184.
4
I. L. E. S., p. 39.
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up into prior, posterior and absolute negations,

while the former is identified with reciprocal

negation.

The second argument of Ghate is the absence

of reference to S'ivaditya by Udayana. But

there are striking similarities between some of

Udayana's statements and S'ivaditya's. Ghate

himself observes
]

that the definition,
'

tattvam

anaropitam rupam,' is word for word the same

in the Kirancivall and the Saptapadcirthl. In

the repudiation of darkness as a separate sub-

stance, Udayana's words are closely similar ta

S'ivaditya's,
'

aropita nlla rupo abhavo andha-

karab,' only Udayana uses
'

aropitam rupam
tamo bha abh^vah ', the word bhafr being the

addition to the rest of the sentence, meaning

light, which is obviously implied in S'ivaditya's

sentence. The definition of Upadhi by

S'ivaditya, viz., (Upadhis' ca s^dhanavyapakatve

sati sadhya-sama-vyaptilj.) is closely paralleled

by Udayana's
2

(sadhyavyapakatve sati sadhana-

vyapakab). There is reason to hope that a

close comparative study of Udayana's and

S'ivaditya's work will yield more evidence.

1 S. P. G., p. XI footnote.

> T. S. B., p. 313.
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These similarities, though they may be con-

sidered double-edged leading to either conclu-

sion, show in each case that Udayana's is an

improvement on S'ivaditya's. Further much

store need not be set on the absence of refer-

ence by Udayana to S'ivaditya. The practice

of referring by name or otherwise to contem-

porary or earlier authors is by no means

popular or universal among Indian authors.

On the other hand, there is the well-known

case of Udyotakara who does not refer
1

to

Dignaga directly or by name, though we have

Vacaspati Mis'ra's evidence that the doctrines

attacked by Udyotakara were Dignaga's, nor

does he directly mention Pras'astapada who is

definitely ascertained
2
to have preceded

Udyotakara. Such a self-conscious giant of

intellect as Udayana can be understood if he

did not deign to refer to other authors. Even

the majesty of God did not offer any restraint

to his gigantic self-possession, if the reported

reprimand
*
which he is said to have made to

God when the doors of the temple at Puri were

1
1. L. A., p. 28.

*
1. L. E. S., p. 27.

3
1. P., Vol. II., P. 40n. 2.
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not opened, is to be believed. Considering the

present state of our knowledge
l on the subject,

the supposition may be entertained that S'iva-

ditya did precede Udayana and hence may be

assigned to a date a little earlier than

Udayana's, which as already cited is fixed at

A.D. 984.

S'ivaditya is also the author of another work

entitled Laksanamcilci. This is mentioned 2

by the commentator in the Chitsukhlvy&khyft.

The possible suggestion that it is only another

name for the Saptapadcirthl is also disproved

by Rama S'astri
3

by drawing attention to a

quotation occurring in the Chitsukhlvyakhya

purporting to be from S'ivaditya, which is not

to be found in the Saptapadcirthl. Also the

passage quoted by Ganges'a referring to Slva-

ditya by name (already referred to) is not found
]

in the Saptapadarthl. Hence the authorship of

the Laksanamcilci, a separate work, is defintely

attributable to S'ivaditya.

1 See T. S. K. Introduction for the opposite contention,
which is discussed in Appendix A.

*
S. P. R., p. 4.

'

S. P. R., p. 4.

4 S. P. G., p. XL
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The text that has been followed in the

present edition has been based on three

printed editions.

1. Saptapadarthl with Mitabhasini, edited

with Introduction by Tailanga Rama S'&stri,

Vizianagram Samskrt Series, Benares, 1893.

2. Saptapadarthl with Padarthacandrika,

edited with Introduction and notes by V. S.

Ghate, Poona, 1909.

3. Saptapadarthl . Text only with a Latin

introduction by Dr. Augustus Winter, Bonn

University.

It has not been considered necessary to

burden the book with readings. Except

in a few very important cases where the

meaning is substantially affected by the

variations, no alternative readings are given,

but effort has been made to choose the best

readings as far as possible. Winter's edition

takes the easiest readings and there is evidence

of an attempt at simplification. Ghate is

fullest of readings ; while Rama S'astri gives

the chief variations only. It is clear that

many hands have been at the text trying to

emend it in the course of its long history of

ten centuries.
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There are several commentaries on the

Saptapadarthl of which the following are the

most important :

1. Commentary by Jinavardhana Suri

(A.D. 1415).

2. Mitabhaini a commentary by Madhava

Sarasvati (A.D. 1523).

3. Padartha-candrika a commentary by

S'esananta (before A.D. 1608).

4. S'is'ubodhinl by Bhairavendra.

In the preparation of notes for the present

edition, the editor has used commentaries 1-3,

Of these the Mitabhasinl is the clearest and

shows considerable philosophical acumen. As

Winter remarks it is written by a true philo-

sopher, who in some places differs from

S'ivaditya, which according to Winter is rather

rare among commentators, Ghate's edition

supplies copious notes somewhat modelled on

Athalye's edition of the Tarka-Sahgraha.

The Padartha-candrika is often verbose, but

ingenious. As Winter remarks, he often gives

more words than light, but is valuable.



D. ANALYTICAL OUTLINE OF THE TEXT

tf. B. The figures enclosed in brackets indi-

cate the sections in which the topic is dealt

with.

According to the Nyaya-Vais'esika system

the highest good, Nilis'reyasa is the object of all

science (64) and the means towards this end is

the ascertainment of reality, Tattva-jft^na (64)

which helps in the destruction of all the 21

kinds of pain (64) by giving rise to Right

Knowledge (140). Right knowledge starts

with Perception (142) and leads up to Inference

(143), which depends on the knowledge of

Vyapti (147) and knowledge of Vyapti or

invariable connection requires investigation of

the categories.

The method of exposition is threefold ;

Enumeration (182), Definition (65) and general

examination. Accordingly the work proceeds

symmetrically. Sections 2-62 give a complete

enumeration of all the heads of study and can.
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be called Uddes'a-khanda. Sections 65-115

constitute the definitions and can be called

Laksana-khanda. Here all the enumerated

topics of study are defined in the same order.

Sections 116-198 constitute a general exami-

nation which includes description and classi-

fication. This also follows the same order and

can be called the Parlksa-khanda.

Categories are enumerated (2-10), defined

(67-73) and examined (183-188). The cate-

gories are Substance, Quality, Action, General-

ity, Particularity, Inherence and Non-

existence.

Substances are enumerated (11-21), defined

(74-82) and examined with all the necessary

terms involved (116-135). Qualities are

enumerated (22-50), defined (83-105) and

subdivided and examined (136-173) (183). As

cognition is the most important among qualities,

as it gives rise to the method of Right

knowledge, the whole doctrine of Perception

and Inference is gone into in detail (139-163).

Here we get kinds of inference (146), elements

of the inferential process (148-153), five

members of the syllogism (156) and fallacies

of reason (157-163). Forms of false knowledge
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are analysed and defined (164-168). Other

qualities are examined (136-138, 169-173).

Actions are enumerated (51), defined (106-

110) and examined.

Generality is enumerated (52), defined (' 11)

and examined (185).

Particularity is enumerated, defined (71)

and examined (186) with its auxiliary con-

ceptions (174-193-197).

Inherence is enumerated and defined (72)

and examined (187).

Non-existence is enumerated (53), defined

(73) and subdivided (112-115).

The doctrine of cause has to be studied in

order to know how things come to be. Cause

is enumerated (62), defined and examined

(179). This leads on to the question of

creation and destruction which are defined

(128-129) and examined (189-190).





A NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION

THE scheme followed in this work is that

adopted by the International Congress of Orien-
talists at Athens in 1912. The chief point to note
is the rendering of the Nagari 3T by the symbol
S instead of the older Q and the Nagari ^by Sand
^ by C. With regard to long compounds in Samskrt,
I have been in a difficulty. To be strict, they
should either be transliterated exactly as in the

original, which will make them unreadable, or

they should be broken up and connected by
hyphens, which will make the text unsightly,
because too many hyphens have the effect of

dominating the visual impression. So I have
sacrificed the good opinion of the mere scholar

by breaking up the compounds while not using
hyphens, in the interests of aesthetic effect. For
this I request the forbearance of the reader.





SAPTAPADARTHI-A MANUAL
OF THE SEVEN CATEGORIES

INVOCATION

Hetave jagatam eva sariisararnavasetave

Prabhave sarvavidyanam S'ambhave gurave

namalj.

Salutation to the Lord S^ambhu, who is the

cause of the world, who is the bridge across

the ocean of sarhsara and who is the Teacher

of all sciences. (1)

NOTES

at the outset strikes the main note

as to the need for right knowledge. It is in

order to overcome the pain of the recurring cycle
of births. There is special appropriateness in his
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invoking Is'vara as the cause of the world ; for

that is the main argument of the Nyaya-
Vais'esika system for the proof of God's existence

and is known as the creationistic argument.
It can be briefly stated thus : Every effect must
have an agent. The world is an effect. So it

must have an agent who is called God by some
systems.

Some difference of opinion with regard to the

phrase
*

gurave sarvavidyanEm
'

is possible.

Ghate would keep the words as they occur and

interpret,
'

prabhave sarvavidyanam,' when the

meaning is lord of all sciences. But Pad. inter-

prets
l

gurave
'

with
'

sarvavidyanam
' which is

more in tune with the meaning.

The mention of S'ambhu lends colour to the

supposition that Slvaditya was perhaps a wor-

shipper of S'iva.

UDDES'A KHANDA

ENUMERATION

Pramiti visayah padarthah.

The Categories are objects of right know-

ledge. (2)

NOTES

After invocation, the enumeration begins.

Slvaditya follows strictly the method of exposition
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laid down by Vatsyayana, the author of the

Nyaya-Bhasya (1-1-2), which consists of enuncia-
tion (uddes'a), definition (laksa^a) and examination

(pariksa). Though at this place the categories
are only enunciated, and though according to

SfivSditya's definition of laksaija, it has to make
use of a negative feature (See sec. 65 infra),

we find that he does not give any further defini-

tion of padarthas than is contained in this en-

unciation. (See section 66.)

A padartha is what is knowable and name-
able i.e., the ultimate of intellectual analysis.

Padartha has its nearest equivalent in English in

'Category'- The categories are the objects of

right knowledge. This means that right know-

ledge fulfils its function in comprehending these

categories.

Pramiti or right knowledge is defined as the

knowledge of a thing as it is. It is called

Yatharthanubhava or experience of the real

nature of things ; it is the experience of the

generic nature as abiding in the subject. It is

acquired by means of four instruments according

to the Nyaya which are Perception, Inference,

Comparison and Verbal Testimony ; but accord-

ing to the Vais'esika and the Saptapadftrthl the

instruments are two only, namely, Perception

and Inference.

Pramiti or Right Knowledge is distinguished

from bhrama or misapprehension. (See sections

140 and 141.)
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Te ca dravya guna karma samanya visesa

samavaya abhavakhyali saptaiva.

And they are but seven : Substance, Quality,

Action (or Motion), Generality, Parti-

cularity, Inherence and Non-existence (or

Negation). (3)

NOTES

These are the Vais'esika categories. They were

originally six, according to Ka^ada and Pras'asta-

pada. Abhava (non-existence) was added later. By
the time of Sfivaditya the categories had been fixed

at seven ; the title of the book emphasises this idea.

There is special significance in the order in

which the categories are mentioned. Substance
is the substratum which possesses all the other

categories in the relation of inherent cause and is

placed first. Quality inheres in a substance as a

property and arises immediately after it and so is

placed next. Motion or Action is a variable

quality and is distinguished from Quality which is

permanent. As Motion is an essential property of

substance it is placed next. Generality resides in

the first three and comes after them. Parti-

cularity is in intimate relation with Generality
and so is placed next. Inherence being in in-

separable connection with the above five comes
next. Non-existence being a negation of the

above six is mentioned last. (Mita.)
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Abhava rendered as Negation emphasises the

logical concept while as Non-existence it refers

to the Ontological aspect.

I

Tatra dravyani prthivy ap tejo vayvakas'a-

kala dig atma manamsi navaiva.

Of these, Substances are only nine : Earth,

Water, Light, Air, Ether, Time, Space, Soul

and Mind. (4)

NOTES

Each of the seven categories enumerated in

the last section is elaborated and shown to consist

of several subdivisions. Thus the category Sub-
stance is ninefold. Jin. sees a significance in the

order of enumeration.
"
Earth, Water and Light

are placed first as they are comprehended by
Perception, the first means of knowledge. Air is

placed next as being experienced by the sense-

organs. Ether follows because it unites all the

previous four. Time and Space are taken next as

they give rise to perceivable properties as

posteriority and priority. Then Soul as the means
of uniting all these and lastly Mind as the instru-

ment of the Soul."

There arises here a long-standing con-

troversy between the Mimariisakas and the

upholders of Nyaya-Vais'esika as to the
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possibility of a tenth substance Darkness. It is

said to possess quality and motion, viz., blueness
and motion ; but the Vais'esikas repudiate that

as being due to misapprehension, and assert that

Darkness is only the negation of light. S'ivaditya
reverts to this later. (See sections 175 and 55.)

^

Gun as tu rupa rasa gandha spars'a sankhya

parimana prthaktva sarhyoga vibbaga

paratvaparatva buddhi sukha duhkha iccha

dvesa prayatna gurutva dravatva sneha

samskara dharmadharma s'abdati catur-

vims'atir eva.

But qualities are twenty-four :

Colour, Taste, Odour, Touch, Number, Dimen-

sion, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction,

Posteriority, Priority, Understanding, Pleasure,

Pain, Desire, Aversion, Volition, Gravity,

Fluidity, Viscidity, Predisposition, Merit,

Demerit and Sound. (5)

NOTES

These are the qualities of all the nine sub-

stances catalogued in one lump. In a later section
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(183) Slvaditya assigns to each of the Substances
its respective qualities.

Kaijada recognised only 17 qualities. Pra-

tfastapada added the last seven. Other attempts
to add to the list of qualities are implied in

sections 54, 57, 58 and 60 but S'ivaditya disallows

them by explaining that they are involved in the

24 qualities.

Karmariy utksepana apaksepana akuftcana

prasarana gamanani paftcaiva.

Action (or Motion) is of five kinds : Motion

upwards, motion downwards, contraction (i.e.,

motion towards oneself), expansion (i.e., motion

away from oneself), and movement in

general. (6)

NOTES

Athalye in his notes on the Tarka-Sangraha
explains that motion can be divided into three

kinds : vertical, horizontal and slanting ; vertical

may be from above downwards or the reverse

that covers the first two divisions in the text ;

horizontal may also be in two directions that

covers the third and fourth kinds given here ; all

other movement is grouped in the fifth kind.

Samanyam param aparam paraparam ceti.
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Generality is either widest, narrowest or

intermediate. (7)

NOTES

Usually only the first two are given. S'iva-

ditya includes an intermediate. This is more valu-

able logically than having only two. (Cf. V. P. U.,

p. 70.) (See Introduction section, 9.)

Vis'e^as tu yavannitya dravyatvad ananta

eva*

But particularities, by reason of their abid-

ing in all eternal substances, are infinite. (8)

NOTES

Particularity or Individuality differentiates

the substance in which it resides. It abides in

every atom of each substance, different from every
other substance. As the atoms are infinite,

the particularities also are numberless. These

particularities are the means of distinguish-

ing atoms of substances. In the case of created
or produced things, differences of shape, quality,
action and the like help to distinguish one object
from another. But eternal things like the atoms
of the first four substances, Ether, Space, Time,
Soul and Mind require Particularities to distin-

guish them,

This concept of Particularity is a special fea-

ture of the Vais'esika System, and is believed by
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some authors to have given the name to the system.
But Ui (V. P. U. f p. 6) mentions that in Chinese
tradition the name meant superior. Faddegon
(V. S. F., p. 18) stresses the tendency of the system
to investigate similarities and dissimilarities as

given in V. S. I., 1, 4 as the probable meaning of

the name Vais'esika. (See T. S. K. Introduc-

tion, p. 26.)

Samavayastu eka eva.

Inherence (or intimate union) is one only. (9)

NOTES

The conception of Inherence is a special

characterising feature of the NyEya-Vais'esika
philosophy. It is essential for establishing the

AsatkEryavEda, or the doctrine of the non-exis-

tence of the effect. Unless Inherence is admitted,

i.e., unless the relation of two things which cannot
exist separately and which stand in the relation of

substrate and that which exists in it, is possible,
the postulation of the doctrine of eternal sub-

stances, the existence of cause before effect are

all in jeopardy. The Vedanta of S'aiikara directs

its main attack on this doctrine of Inherence to

obtain the phenomenality of all things ; and by
holding fast to this doctrine, the ultimate reality
of Substance is maintained and hence Inherence
is the main basis of NyEya-Vais'esika realism.

Inherence is distinguished from conjunction.
In the case of the latter, two things which arc
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separate come together. In the former they
remain inseparable. S'ivSditya refers to this

again in Laksaria-kha$da and also under ayuta-
siddha (sections 72 and 197).

Abhavas tu pragabhava pradhvamsabhava

atyantabhava anyonyabhava lak^analj

caturvidhab.

Non-existence is of four kinds: antece-

dent non-existence, consequent non-existence,

absolute non-existence and reciprocal non-

existence. (10)

NOTES

The doctrine of Abhava or negation arose
as a logical concept and was afterwards adopted
as a category in the ontological scheme of the
later Vais'esika system and became non-existence.
It is not included as a category either by Ka$ada
or Pras'astapada, the founders of the Vais'esika.
In later Nyaya it is very much employed. Its

usefulness as a logical category may be said to
have been fully exploited by the school of Navya-
Nyaya. It has invaded definition and become an
indispensable characteristic feature of modern
Nyaya literature.

Some writers regroup abhavEs into two main
divisions. (See Textual Introduction.)
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I ^T<WT f^IT

Prthivi nityanitya ca ; paramanulaksana

nitya ; karyalakan& tvanitya ; sapi s'arl-

rendriya visaya rupa ; s'arlram asmadadi-

nam pratyaksasiddham ; indriyam gandha-

vyanjakam ; visayo ghat&difr.

Earth is both eternal and non -eternal ;

eternal in the form of atoms, non-eternal

in the form of products. That again is

threefold : body, sense-organ and object.

Body is that which is like ours and others

realised in perception ; the sense-organ of

Earth is the olfactory sense
; objects are

pots, etc. (11)

NOTES

The first category Substance is now subdivided

and each of the nine substances is enumerated
in order. This analysis of Earth is typical of the

Nyaya-Vaisfesika analytical method. The doctrine

that atoms are eternal is one chief principle of

this system. This is why this system is spoken
of as materialism. The analysis of produced things
into body, sense-organ and object shows us the

various ways of realising Earthy substances. It
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will be seen that by speaking of Earth only an

elementary state of matter is meant.

Pad. explains that the atomic form of

Earth, which is eternal, and the non-eternal

product are related, because the latter brings
out the nature of the former. Pad. further

states that the analysis into body, sense-organ
and object should apply to atomic earth also ;

for there cannot be body, etc., in the produced
form of Earth apart from the atoms.

1

Further
the phrase,

'

realised in perception
'

used in

connection with the body refers equally to sense-

organ and object.

The Atomic theory can be explained in this

connection. According to the NySya-Vais'esika
the division of matter into smaller particles
cannot go on indefinitely. It comes to a point
where we cannot divide further. That is the atom.
But the atom is invisible. Two atoms combine to

make a binary. Three binaries make a tertiary.

This tertiary is the smallest visible particle

comparable in size to the mote in a sunbeam. So
the size of an atom is computed to be equal to a

sixth part of a mote in a sunbeam. All matter is

made of atoms.

1

This interpretation of Sapi is a little forced. The
greater mass of opinion among commentators is rightly in

favour of applying the analysis into body, etc., only in

connection with Earth in the form of product.

Ghate explains that according to the Naiyayikas, the body
is made only of Earth unlike the popular view that it is made
of five elements. The other elements are considered only
instrumental causes while Earth alone is material cause.
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There is an interesting parallel between this

conception of atom, binary and tertiary, which
last is the first visible product and the theory of

Geometrical space. A point is that which has

position but no magnitude. This is comparable to

the atom. A series of points between two fixed

ends constitutes a line which has length but no
breadth. This corresponds to a binary. Three

straight lines are needed to enclose a space and
constitute a surface which is visible. This

corresponds to a tertiary. Can we say that the
ancient NaiyEyikas had knowledge of this

scientific analysis of space ? (The suggestions
contained in this paragraph are based on
Dr. Brajendranath Seal's Positive Sciences of the

Ancient Hindus.)

\

I ar

Apo nitya anityas' ca ; paramanu laksana

nitya/U ; karya lak^anas tvanityali ; ta api

s'arlrendriya visaya rupalj ; s'arlram

varuija loke ; indriyam rasa vyaftjakam ;

vi^ayali saritsamudraditu

Water is both eternal and non -eternal ;

eternal in the form of atoms ; non-eternal

in the form of products. That again is

in its turn threefold: body, sense-organ and
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object. Body is in the region of Varuna ; sense-

organ in taste ; objects (or masses) in the form

of river, ocean, etc. (12)

Tejo'pi nityam anityam ca ; paramanu
laksanam nityam ; karya lak^anam anit-

yam ; tadapi s'arlra indriya visaya rupam ;

s'arlram aditya loke ; indriyam rupa

vyafljakam ; vi?ayo bhauma divya audarya

akaraja rupal>.

Light is eternal and non-eternal ; eternal in

the form of atoms, non-eternal in the form of

product. That again is threefold : body, sense-

organ and object. Body exists in the region of

Aditya ; organ is sense of sight ; objects are

earthy, celestial, gastric and mineral. (13)

NOTES

The inclusion of gold as a form of light is

interesting and novel. Properly speaking many
metals are lustrous and should be so classed. The

Naiyayikas use the following argument to class
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gold as light. Gold cannot be Earth because it

has fluidity in a molten condition which is not

destroyed like the fluidity of earthy substance
like ghee. It cannot be Water because its fluidity is

occasional and not inherent ; nor can it be Air as

it has colour ; nor can it be the other five sub-

stances which are incorporeal, while gold is

corporeal. Hence gold is Light. (Based on
T. S. B., pp. 112-13.)

The crude physics and chemistry of these

early speculations contrasts very vividly with the

very striking and shrewd hits at scientific truth

such as the atomic theory, nature of Time and

Space, etc., which these non-experimental analyti-
cal philosophers themselves made in the early
dawn of the human mind.

Monier-Williams says in Indian Wisdom,
We might even be tempted to contrast some

of the discoveries of modern chemistry and physics
with the crude but shrewd ideas of Indian philo-

sophers prosecuting their investigations more
than 2,000 years ago without the aids and

appliances now at everyone's command." (Chap-
ter on Nyftya-Vais'esika philosophy.)

; I tftsft
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I

Vayur api nityo'nityas' ca ; paramanu lak-

sanali nityali ; karya laksano'nityafc ;

So'pi S'arirendriya visaya pranarupali ;

S'arlram vSyuloke ; indriyam spars'a

vyaftjakam ; visayo vrksadi kampa

janakati ; pranas tu s'arirabhyantaracan

v^yulj ; sa eva kriyabhedat ap^nadi

sarhjnam labhate ; stimita vayus tu

paramanu samuha eva anarabdha

dravyafr-

Air also is both eternal and non-eternal ;

eternal in the form of atoms ; non-eternal in

the form of products. That again is in the

form of body, sense-organ, object, and vital

breath. Body exists in the region of Vayu.

Organ in the sense of touch (or temperature

sense). Object is that which causes movement

of trees and the like. Vital breath is the air

which moves in the inner regions of the body.

This according to movement (or differences in

function and location) is again distinguished

as apana and the others. As for still air it is
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only an aggregation of atoms not yet formed

into a substance. (14)

NOTES

The conception of vital breath or pra^ta is

very popularly known in Hindu life. Here it is

pointed out by Pad. that the vital breath circulat-

ing in the body, particular species of fluids such
as red, yellow, etc., are set in action.

Because of having the sense of touch, air is

reckoned an object and the air in motion it is,

that is spoken of as object. Still air causes a

problem. Is it atomic or in the form of product ?

Since the sense of touch is born in the still air

of a room by the motion of a fan, the air before

the fan's action is considered to be a mere aggre-

gation of atoms (anarabdha dravya).

Akas'as tu ghatakas'adi bheda bhinno'nanta

eva.

Ether is infinite (appearing) split up (as it

were) into such differences as the ether in a

pot and so on. (15)

NOTES

The plurality of ether is only apparent.
When we speak of ether in a pot, it is thought of

as limited by location in a pot, cloth, etc. ; but

2
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really it is all-pervading (vibhu) like Time and

Space.

Kalas tu utpatti sthiti vinas'a laksanas tri-

vidhafc.

Time is of three kinds being characterised by

creation, sustentation and destruction. (16)

NOTES

Like Ether, Time also is endless and all-

pervading and appears in three different ways
owing to differences of conditions.

Dig aindrl agneyl yamya nairrti varunl

vayavl kauberl ais'anl nagl brahm! raudrl

ca ekadas'a vidha.

Direction (or Space) is elevenfold :

East, South-East, South, South-West, West,
North-West, North, North -East, Lower, Upper
and Middle. (I?)

NOTES

Dik is ordinarily taken as equivalent to Space
but this section and the next make it clear that
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the word should be more properly rendered as

Direction.

The names given to the eleven directions

are based on the conception of presiding deities.

Indra is the lord of the East, Yama of the South,
Varuna of the West, and Kubera of the North.

Similarly the others also.

Usually only ten directions are distinguished
but S'ivaditya adds an eleventh which is the

middle region.

Akas'aditrayam tu vastuta ekarn eva upadhi-

bhedan nana bhutam.

The three substances beginning with Ether

(i.e., Ether, Time and Space) are in fact only

one, but appear as different owing to

differences of condition. (18)

NOTES

Here we come upon one of the most pro-

foundly meaningful remarks of S'ivaditya. The
identity of Time and Space and Ether when
dissociated from their limiting conditions is one
of the most debated questions of modern meta-

physical, physical and mathematical speculation.
What is geometrical Space when distinctions of

direction are removed ? What is Time when the

notion of now, before and after are eradicated ?
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What is Ether or physical Space in the last

analysis ? Bergs on's analysis of Time, Einstein's

conception of physical and mathematical Space,

the researches of physicists as to the ultimate

nature of Ether are pursuing this fascinating

problem. Time depending on action, Space de-

pending on spread-out-ness, Ether depending on

holes in the matrix of matter, when lifted out of

these limiting characteristics can be conceived of

as identical.

Athalye in T. S. B., p. 133, discusses the differ-

ence between Ether and Space. Ether is an

element while Space is a form of the mind. The

first is objective, the second subjective. Ether

produces one kind of effect, namely, sound, while

Space is a general cause like Time, God and

Adrsta. But Athalye admits that the deeper

point of view of both is to find an underlying

identity between Ether which is physical Space
and

*

Dik' which is mathematical Space.

? i

tu paramatma ksetrajnas' ceti dvivi-

dhab. ; paramatma Is'vara eka eva ;

k^etrajfia asmadadayo'nanta eva.

Soul is of two kinds : Supreme and individual

souls. The Supreme Soul is Is'vara and only

one. Individual souls (literally, knowers of

the field) like ourselves are numberless. (19)
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NOTES

Commentators draw attention to the fact

that the Soul is classed with the Earth, Air and
other Substances and point out that this is evi-

dence of a materialistic tendency. But that is

more due to the unphilosophical way of under-

standing the word substance. Another point of

more value is the contention that Kanada in his

original Vais'esika Sutras does not mention God
but commentatorial ingenuity has surreptitiously

smuggled God in as a variety of the substance

Soul, though a supreme variety at that. But it is

unquestioned that Pras'astapEda, the first great

authority on the Vais'esika after KariH-da does

make God take his place in this system. (For

interesting light on this question, see T. S. K.,

Introduction, p. 32.)

The use of the term Ksetrajna for the indi-

vidual is of special interest as it distinctly sug-

gests Ved antic affinity. It is also noteworthy
that the Bhagavad-Glta has an elaborate say on
the soul as Ksetrajna. (B. Glta, Ch. 13.)

Manas tu pratyatma nisthatvad anantam.

But Mind as it exists in, (being conjoined to),

every soul is innumerable. (20)

(For NOTES, See section 82)

1

Pras'astapada in his graphic account of the Creation and
Destruction of the world refers to the Great Lord, Ruler of

the Universe (V. S. F., 163) ; also in his opening verse.
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Akas'adi paftcakam nityam eva ; anyat

nityam anityam ca.

The five substances beginning with Akas'a

are all eternal only. The others are both

eternal and non-eternal. (21)

NOTES

The four substances, Earth, Water, Air and

Light are eternal in the form of atoms and non-

eternal in the form of products.

Rupam sita lohita pita krsna harita kapis'a

citra bhedat saptavidham.

Colour is of seven kinds : White, red, yellow,

black, green, purple and variegated. (22)

NOTES

The need for a separate kind called varie-

gated is sometimes called into question. Pad.

gives an elaborate defence and points out that
in the case of a cloth woven out of threads of

different colours, a combined effect is produced
which is none of the individual colours and so a

variegated colour is needed and has to be
admitted.
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Raso'pi madhura tikta katu kasiya &rnla

lavana citra bhedat saptavidhali.

Taste is of seven kinds : Sweet, bitter,

pungent, astringent, sour, saline and varie-

gated. (23)

NOTES

Variegated taste is to be admitted since the

individual qualities of the parts are different from
that of the whole. A capacity for synthesis

being admitted, the total eft'ect of different tastes

cannot be explained by the elements going to

make it.

Gandho'pi dvividhah ; surabhir asurabhis' ceti.

Odour is of two kinds : Fragrant and non-

fragrant. (24)

NOTES

In this case a variegated smell is out of

question as the two kinds are mutually repellent.

Spars'astu sltona anusnaslta bhedat trividhafr.
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Touch (or Temperature sense) is of three

kinds: Cool, hot and temperate (i.e., neither

hot nor cool). (25)

Sankhya ekatva dvitva bahutva bhedat

trividha.

Number is of three kinds : Oneness, Duality

and Plurality. (26)

NOTES

Oneness is both eternal and non-eternal ;

eternal in eternal substances, and non-eternal in

produced substances *

Parimanam anu mahat dlrgha hrasva

bhedac caturvidham.

Dimension is of four kinds : minuteness,

largeness, length and shortness. (27)

NOTES

As Ghate remarks, this distinction is not very
logical. Length and shortness involve only two
dimensions, while largeness is a thing of three
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dimensions and minuteness is indefinite in dimen-
sion. Keith remarks that there is no investigation
of the precise character of extension. (I. L. A.,

p. 188. Compare note on section 11.)

Prthaktvam ekaneka vrtti.

Separateness (or Severalty) resides in one

as well as in many. (28)

NOTES

Residing in one means as in the statement
'

this pot which is full of water appears distinct

from other pots, cloth, etc.' Residing in many
means,

'

these two pots are different from those
others '. (See section 89.)

Samyogo'pi divividhal; karrnajafr sarhyoga-

jas' ca.

Conjunction is of two kinds : that born of

action, and that produced by another

conjunction. (29)

NOTES

Conjunction is to be carefully distinguished
from Inherence, the sixth category. Conjunction is
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always a relation between two things which are

separate (See note on section 9).

Some writers subdivide conjunction born of

action into two further kinds : auyatara-sarhyoga,
which is a conjunction where one of the two

things joined is stationary like the conjunction of

a bird and a mountain ; ubhaya-karmaja, where
both the things joining are moving like two
wrestlers. (See T. S. B., p. 165.)

Vibhago'pi dvividhali karmajo vibhagajas' ca.

Disjunction is also of two kinds : That born

of action and that produced by another

disjunction. (30)

I

Paratvam k&lakrtam dikkrtam ca
; aparatvam

api kalakrtam dikkrtam ca.

Posteriority is effected either by Time or

by Space. Priority is also effected either

by Time or by Space. (31)

NOTES

Jin. explains : Posteriority in time means as in

an old man and priority as in the case of a boy;
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in point of Space, posteriority is used with refer-

ence to an object at a distance and priority with
reference to an object not far of-

Buddhir api dvividha smrtir anubhavas' ca ;

Anubhavo'pi dvividhab ; prama prama ca ;

Apraraapi dvividha sams'ayo viparya-

yas
7 ca ; Pramapi dvividha pratyaksarn

anumitis ca.

Cognition is of two kinds : remembrance and

apprehension. Apprehension again is of two

kinds : True and False apprehension. False

apprehension is of two kinds : Doubt, and

Erroneous knowledge. True apprehension is

of two kinds : Perception and Inference. (32)

NOTES

In this section all forms of knowledge are

juat enumerated. They will be dealt with in

great detail in the Parlksakhaijda. (See sections

139-163).

Sfivaditya sets the fashion for all syncretist

Nyaya-Vais'esika treatises by including all the

logical doctrine of the Nyaya under the Vais'esika
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list of categories, under the subdivision of know-

ledge or cognition among Qualities, the second

of the categories. Others bring in the subject
under the Soul. (See Introduction, section VI.)

Another famous work following this model is the

Tarka-Sahgraha of Annambhatta, which adopts

closely the arrangement of the Saptapadarthl ; but

is briefer and less rich in matter, though more
clear in exposition. Another manual which
excels both these in elegance and ease, though

following the same method of exposition is

Tarka-Kaumudl of Laugaksi Bhaskara.

Pratyaksam saptaprakarakam ; tac ca Is'vara

ghrana rasana chak^us tvak s'rotra mano

lak$anam.

Perception is of sevenfold nature
; that is,

characteristic of God, smell, taste, sight,

touch, hearing and mind. (33)

NOTES

There is no intention on the part of S'ivaditya
to give an account of the sources of Perception
here. (See section 145.)

tf^TTct
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%f?f I

Anumitir api trividha lingasya traividhySi ;

Kevalanvayi kevalavyatireki anvayavyati-

reki ceti
; tadapi svartham parartham ca ;

pararthang^ni pratijna hetu udaharana

upanaya nigamanani ; ubhayangani paksa-

dharmatvam sapaksse sattvam vipaksad

vyavrttili abadhitavisayatvam asatprati-

paksatvam ceti ; tadabhas^ asiddha

viruddha anaikantika anadhyavasita

kalatyayapadista prakaranasamali.

Inference is of three forms ; because the

mark (or Middle Term) is of three kinds ;

namely, purely affirmative, purely negative

and affirmative negative. These three kinds

are again either for oneself or for others.

Inference for another has five members :

Proposition (or Thesis), Reason, Example,

Application and Conclusion. Both forms (i.e.,

Inference for oneself, and Inference for an-

other) have (the following) members (in
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common) : (1) being present in (all the indi-

viduals included in) the subject ; (2) being

present in a similar subject ; (3) being absent

from a dissimilar subject ; (4) not having the

probandum (or major) disproved by a stronger

proof ; (5) not having a rival indicatory mark

which proves the opposite of the pro-

bandum (or major).

The fallacies arising therefrom are the Un-

proven, the Contradicted, the Discrepant, the

Inconclusive, the Time-lapsed, and that which

is in the same position as the topic (to be

proved). (34)

NOTES

Here we have the enumeration of the main
features of the doctrine of Reasoning. Sections

139-163 deal in full detail with this all-important

topic. We can notice how the doctrine consists

of the means of Right Cognition, Percept-ion,

Inference, the various details of Inference, its

kinds, its features or limbs, fallacies of Reason
and false knowledge. It is by the inclusion of this

doctrine that the Saptapadarthl becomes the

type of all syncretist NySya-Vais'esika manuals.
Another point of interest is the inclusion of

'

anadh-

yavasita
'

as a sixth fallacy, which is an unique
feature of this work shared with the Nyayasat a of

Bhasarvajna. Later Nyaya-Vais'esika literature

fixed upon five fallacies as the final form of the
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doctrine. We get a glimpse here of the history
of the development of fallacies. The six fallacies

of the Saptapadarthl represent a transition stage
before the school of Navya Nyaya systematised
the fallacies. According to later Naiy&yikas
*

anadhyavasita
'

is to be included in Prakararia-

sama '

or
'

Satpratipaksa '. The whole topic of

fallacies has had a very involved and interesting

history.

According to V. S. only three fallacies are

recognised asiddha, viruddha, and sandigdha.
P. D. S. has four the same three and anadhyava-
sita, N. S. speaks of five asiddha, viruddha, anai-

kantika, prakarariasama and kalatita. S'ivEditya
has six. The NijayasUra of "Bhasarvajna adopts
also the sixfold classification of the Saptapadarthl.
It is a matter for legitimate doubt who borrows
from whom.

Tarka svapnau sarhs'aya viparyayav eva.

Confutation (Reductio ad absurdum) and

dreams are to be included (or identified with)

doubt and error. (35)

NOTES

Tarka has been variously rendered. Gaftga-
nath JhH makes it hypothetical reasoning.
Cowell has confutation. Most of the others like

Keith take it as reductio ad absurdum. While it

is included under misapprehension, it serves a
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useful purpose in knowledge in reducing an oppo-
nent's position to an absurdity. Hence it is a
useful intellectual tool.

Pad. interprets the text as follows : Tarka
is only error, while dream is either doubt or

misapprehension.

3T9*TTlf

Savikalpaka nirvikalpakayos tu

apramayam ca antarbhavali.

Determinate and indeterminate cognitions

are involved both in Right and False know-

edge. (36)

NOTES

Sfivaditya considers that even false know-
ledge can have a first stage when it is not

differentiated just as in right knowledge
there is a first vague cognition. This is usually
elaborated under Perception which is one of the

forms of Right Cognition. It is worth noting that

Savaditya does not bring it in under Perception.
In this he is quite unlike the later syncretist
writers like Annambhatta. This is another indi-

cation of the undeveloped condition of the

synthesis of the Ifyaya and Vaitfesika at an earlier

stage.
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Evam pratyabhijfta hana up&d&na

api.

Similarly Recognition, and the Cognitions of

an object as to be avoided, as to be sought or

as indifferent (are also involved both in Right

and False knowledge). (37)

Uhanadhyavasayayos tu sariis'aya eva.

Conjecture and non-ascertained (indefinite)

knowledge, are involved in doubt. (38)

Sukham samsarikam svargas' ca.

Pleasure is worldly and heavenly. (39)

NOTES

Pleasure is of two kinds : Those which are

enjoyed in this world, and those which are enjoyed
in svarga.
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DuJjkham api duljkha karana matr* prabha-

vam.

Pain is (only one kind) produced only by iis

(well-known) cause (Samsara). (40)

NOTES

Considerable difficulty is felt in interpreting
this section. Some take it to mean that pain is

twofold, of this world and of hell. Ghate
suggests :

'

Pain also is that which springs from all

causes of pain, i.e., it has manifold causes.' Mita.

explains that pain is only worldly. The last

seems most suitable. The word
'

matra
'

is defi-

nitely suggestive that there is only one cause of

pain, viz., worldly abode of pain, the body and
samsara.

^3lft ftf^T I HT^ftTOT flrwftfqT ^ |

Icchapi dvividha ; sadhya visay& sadhana

ca.

Desire also is of two kinds: That which aims

at (certain) fulfilments and that which aims

at the means of fulfilment. (41)

Dveo'pi sadhya vi^ayalj sadhana visayas' ca.
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Aversion also is twofold : That which avoids

pain and the means of pain. (42)

Prayatno'pi vihita nisiddha udaslna visayafr.

Volition has for its object something that

is prescribed, or something that is prohibited or

something which is neither prescribed nor

prohibited. (43)

NOTES

The third kind of volition can be called dis-

cretionary volition. There may be activities which
are necessary for life which belong neither to the

first nor the second kind like breathing, etc.

Prescribed always connotes scriptural authority ;

prohibited also implies scriptural objection.

A slightly different interpretation may be

suggested. Thus
'

vihita
'

may be said to mean
effort to gain an object. Nisiddha may be the

need for avoiding certain ends ; and the third

kind is involuntary actions like digestion, etc.

Gurutvam samahararupam ekavayavini-

tham ca.
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Weight is in aggregates, and is also found

in parts. (44)

NOTES

The meaning here is that there is weight due
to aggregations of units and also weight in the

individual parts that go to make aggregates. Pad
interprets this line to mean that there is weight
in eternal things like atoms as also in non-eternal

things which are products consisting of parts.

Dravatvam s&msiddhikam naimittikam ca.

Fluidity is that which is natural (belonging

to a thing by its very nature), and that which

is brought about by special agency (i.e.,

caused). (45)

NOTES

Heat is the agent that brings about fluidity

as a special cause. In the Vais'esika system as

developed by Pras'astapada a very elaborate theory
as to

'

pakaja,' effects produced by application of

heat, has been put forward.

Snehafr svabhavika aupadhikas ca.
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Viscidity is both that which is natural and

that which is conditional. (46)

NOTES

Conditional here means due to some accident-

al circumstance as opposed to natural.

Samskaro vego bhavana sthitisthapakas' ca.

Predisposition is of three kinds : Velocity,

mental impression and elasticity (or in-

ertia). (47)

NOTES

Often the word Samskara is rendered as

faculty. But the meaning is better brought out

by the term predisposition ; because in all the

three cases of it what is distinguishing is the

power of some action being done with ease owing
to a favourable condition having been generated.
Thus speed is the predisposition that helps in fast

movement ; mental impression is the facility

generated for certain experiences occurring readi-

ly ; inertia is the power of continuing in a parti-

cular state originally brought about till a counter-

acting force is made to operate. Inertia, used in

the scientific sense and not the popular sense of

the word, is a better rendering than the usual

elasticity.
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Dharmali pravartako nivartakas' ca ;

Adharmali phalavasano namaskaradi nas'-

yas' ca.

Merit is that which leads to enjoyment of

worldly existence (literally, contact with the

world), as well as that leading to freedom from

worldly existence.

Demerit is either that which ends by actual

experiencing of the fruits of action or that

which is destroyed by performance of austeri-

ties (virtuous deeds), etc. (48)

NOTES

In this section we come upon the familiar

concepts of Merit and Demerit which are two of

the common fund of conceptions found in most
Indian systems of philosophy. The ideas of

Pravytti marga, and Nivftti marga are very well-

known. Enjoyment of the world is the path of

Forthgoing ; activities which bring about freedom
from worldly contact such as niskama karma
(desireless action) constitute Niv^tti or the path
of Return. These concepts interpreted according
to Nyaya-Vais'esika terminology amount to say-

ing that by engaging in meritorious deeds we
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remove the obstacles to the acquisition of true

knowledge which enables us to work our way
to liberation.

Demerit is overcome in two ways. One way
is by suffering the fruits of cruel and sinful acts

of the past and the other way is to practise

penance, perform virtuous deeds to overcome the
effects of evil deeds. Both ways will be necessary
according to the nature of the deeds.

Demerit and Merit are also spoken of under
the single title of Adysta, which is translated

unseen destiny, and which decides the kind of

life each soul will have in each world period.
(For a fuller account see Introduction.)

S'abdo varnatmakoVarnatmakas' ca.

Sound is either articulate (i.e., in the form

of letters) or inarticulate. (49)

NOTES

Sound carefully analysed into distinct units

constitutes letters, while general sounds are in-

articulate.

A very important discussion is generally
raised here on the Mlmariisaka doctrine of the

eternality of sound. The Nyaya-Vais'esika

rejects that doctrine because as Gautama pointed
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out, sound has a beginning, it is perceived by an

organ of sense and like any other product it has
attributes (I.L.A., p. 172). The deliverances

of the Veda become far less binding if the eter-

nality of sound is not accepted. But the Nyaya-
Vais'esika instead of repudiating the authority of

the Vedas, makes it necessary to have the Vedic
revelation supplemented by the statement of men
who have a vision of the truth like the sages
Gautama and Ka$a,da. The pure Vais-esika does

not include S'abda among the means of Right
Knowledge. S'ivaditya refers to this topic in

section 155.

I

Atra gandha sariiyoga vibhaga paratva

aparatva sukha duljkha dvesa saiiiskara

dharma adharma sabdali anityaikarupah ;

Anye nityanityarupali ; saihyoga vibh^ga

sukha dufckha dvesa sariisk^ra dharma

adharma s'abdafr avyapakah ; buddhi

iccha prayatnat ubhayarupa^i ; anye

In the enumeration of qualities, odour, con-

junction, disjunction, posteriority, priority,
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pleasure, pain, aversion, impression, merit,

demerit and sound these twelve are non-

eternal only (i.e., never eternal). The others

are either eternal or non-eternal. Conjunction,

disjunction, pleasure, pain, aversion, im-

pression, merit, demerit and sound pervade

their abodes partially. Cognition, desire, voli-

tion are of both kinds ; (i.e., pervade partially

as well as wholly). The remaining qualities

pervade their abodes wholly. (50)

NOTES

Jin. explains this fully. Of these qualities
the first list, smell, etc., whether they abide in

eternal things as ether, etc., or in non-eternal

things like binary atoms, jars and the like, are

always non-eternal only and never partake of the

nature of their abode. The qualities other than
this first list are eternal when abiding in eternal

things, and non-eternal when abiding in non-
eternal things. Cognition, desire and volition

when residing in individual souls like ours

are non-eternal but when residing in God they
are eternal. Conjunction, etc., are non-pervading
as they pervade only a portion of their abode.

Cognition, desire and volition are partially per-

vading in individual souls, while wholly pervading
in God. The rest, i.e., the twelve qualities

beginning with colour pervade the whole of their

abode.
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Utksepanadayo vihita ni^iddha udaslna

Upward motion and the other varieties of

motion are of three forms : either prescribed,

or prohibited, or indifferent (i.e., neither

prescribed nor prohibited). (51)

i

Samanyam jatirupam upadhirupam ca ;

satta dravya guna karmatvadi ; upadhi-

rupam pacakatvadi.

Generality is of two forms : generality of a

class and generality which is conditional (or

variable). The former is such as existence,

substantiality, being a quality, an act, etc. The
latter is such as being a cook, etc. (52)

NOTES

The classification of generality into jati or

genus and upadhi or condition suggests a

comparison with the five predicables of formal

logic. The Nyaya-Vais'esika concepts of
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mahasamanya, sattasamanya and vis'esa can be

equated with summum genus, proximate genus
and infima species. The concept of upadhi may
be equated with either proprium or accidens,

preferably the latter. In the stock example*"
This man is a cook/' being a cook is an upadhi

or variable condition, whereas manusyatva is jati

or genus, that is, characterising quality. Hence
upadhi bears a close resemblance to accidens.

Upadhi is rendered as
"
suggested condition

"
by

CowelJ. Its function is to restrict a too general

applicability of a class notion to a limited

reference. If the determining condition is

removed an upadhi will become identical with

jati or generic quality. (See note on section 70.)

Pragabhavadayah pratiyogibhedad ananta

eva.

The various forms of non-existence such as

antecedent non-existence, etc., are innumerable

being as many as there are counter-entities. (53)

NOTES

The conception of negation or non-existence

is made much use of in this Wyaya-Vais'esika

system with the special term
*

pratiyogi
'

or

counter-entity. For every possible object, the

counter-entity is considered to exist and is as real

as the object itself. The modern School of Logic,
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Navya NySya, makes use of this pair of terms,

pratiyogi and anuyogi. Thus a jar standing on
the ground in the relation of union is called

pratiyogi and the ground is the anuyogi of the

relation.

Madhyatvam paratvaparatvabhavah.

Middleness is the negation of posteriority

and priority. (54)

NOTES

From this section on to the 60th S'ivaditya
considers several conceptions which were put
forward as further substances or qualities by
other schools or authors and shows how each of

them could be found involved in the categories,
substances and qualities listed by him. Thus

madhyatva (middleness) need not be a separate

quality ; it is only the negation of priority and
posteriority. Darkness is not a separate substance ;

it is only the negation of light. S'akti need not
be a separate category ; it is only the expression
of the nature of substance. Relatedness need not
be a separate category, nor attributiveness, nor
commonness nor lightness.

Andhakaro'pyabhava eva.

Darkness is only negation (i.e., of light). (55)
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S'aktir dravyadisvarupam eva.

Potentiality is only the nature of Sub-

stance. (56)

NOTES

The Mlmamsakas of the Prabhakara school

recognise S'akti as a separate category. The
Das'apadUrthl of Candra adds s'akti, as'akti

and sadys'yam as further categories. (See Textual

Introduction.) S'ivaditya equates s'akti with sub-

stance.

Vais'istyam tu visesana vis'egya sambandha

eva.

The nature of being qualified is only the

relation of attribute and attributant. (57)

NOTES

If we accept the reading tatsambandha
the meaning will be : Vais'istya is nothing but

Vis'esaija, Vis'esya and tatsambandha all three

are equally prominent with no idea of subordina-
tion. But the reading adopted omitting

'

tat
*

1 Another reading has
'

tat
'

before
'

sambandha '.
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makes Vaisis^ya the relation between Vis'esaQa
And Vitfesya.

S'ivaditya's purpose in this section is to show
that Vaisistya is not distinct from the related

things and does not require to be made into

another category.

Jnatata jfianavi$ayasambandha eva.

Being known is only the relation between

knowing and its object. (58)

NOTES

A question may be asked, Is not being
known a distinct padartha in as much as there is

a difference between a jar that is known and a jar

that is not ?
" No ; because being known is only

a relation between knowledge and the object of

knowledge.

Here some texts omit Visaya. Ghate thinks
that that is the better reading because S'ivaditya
in a later section (176) takes up this line as

jnana-sambandha only.

Sadrs'yatn upadhirapam samanyam.
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Similarity (or Commonness) is generality

characterised by a condition (but not forming

a class or jati). (59)

NOTES

Sad^ya is a category in the Das'apadarthi and
the Prabhakara Mimamsa system. S'ivaditya
includes it in generality and disallows the

position of a separate category to it.

Laghutvam

Lightness is the negation of weight. (60)

NOTES

That is, it need not be added to the list of

qualities.

Evam anyasyapi padarthasya sato'traiva

antarbhavah. Yatha sankhyaya eva

gune.

In this manner anything else that can be

suggested can be included in the above
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mentioned ; such as, for instance, number

which can be included among qualities. (61)

Etesu madhye nityanam karanatvameva ;

anityanam karanatvam karyatvam ca ;

tatra samavayi karanam asamavayi kara-

nam nimitta karanam ceti trividham

karanam.

Among these, Eternals are only in the form

of causes. Non-eternals can be either causes

or products. Causes are of three kinds : inti-

mate cause, non-intimate cause, and instru-

mental cause. (62)

NOTES

Here we have just the enumeration of causes.
Definitions are given in a later section (sec. 179).

The conception of cause as analysed by the
Nyaya-Vais'esika consists of three features :

1. Samavayi Karaijam or Intimate cause.
This is always a substance and is comparable to
the Upadana Karaijam (material cause) of the
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Saftkhya and Vedanta. 2. Asamavayi Kara$am
or non-intimate cause. This is always a quality
or action. 3. Nimitta Kara^am or Instrumental

cause. The typical examples are : the threads

constitute the intimate cause of cloth, the

conjunction of the threads is the non-intimate

cause, and the loom, weaver, etc., are the

instrumental causes. Sometimes Nimitta or

Instrumental cause is subdivided into two kinds :

Sadhararia or general, and asadhararia or special.

Sadhara^a or general causes are common to all

events. They are God, God's knowledge, God's

desire, God's will, Adysta, Time, Space and Ante-
cedent Non-existence. The special instrumental

cause is also known as kara$a,

Apare bhedafr svayamuhanlyabu

Other distinctions can be easily guessed. (63)

NOTE"

S'ivaditya claims that the list of padarthas
which he has given is all-sufficing. Any other
distinctions that may be suggested can be easily
identified with those given.

clr^R -.ra: I

: I fl
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Etesam tattvajfianam nifrs'reyasahetuh ;

tattvamanaropitam rupam ; tasya jftanam

anubhaval? ; sa ca s'ravana manana

nididhy^sana saksatkara lak^anas' caturvi-

dhab ; nitis'reyasam punas tattvajflanot-

padya mithya jfiana karana pradhvainsa

samanadhikarana tatkarya samasta dub"

khabhavab-

Dukkam tu s'ariram ad indriyani sad visayah

sad buddhaya^i sukham, duhkham ceti

ekavims'ati prakaram.

A knowledge of the reality of these is the

cause of final beatitude. Reality is the nature

of a thing as it is without having anything

superimposed upon it. Right knowledge of that

is direct apprehension. It is characterised by a

fourfold nature : attentive hearing, ratiocina-

tion, contemplation and direct realisation. As

for final beatitude, it is the negation of all

pains brought about by erroneous knowledge,

coexisting with the extinction of errone-

ous knowledge which is their cause, this
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extinction being produced by right know-

ledge.

Pain is of 21 kinds: the body, six sense-

organs, six objects of sense, six corresponding

cognitions, pleasure and pain. (64)

NOTES

The aim of the Ny&ya-Vais'esika is explained
here. It is called apavarga nihsTeyasa. It is to be

attained by achieving tattva-jfiana. Tattva-jfiana
is knowledge of things as they are in their true

nature. Knowledge of Truth is attained by the

fourfold method of attentive hearing, ratiocina-

tion, contemplation and lastly, direct realisation.

This NibsTeyasa is negatively conceived of as the

extinction of all pain. Pain itself is due to

erroneous knowledge. When erroneous know-

ledge is corrected by vision of truth, no more pain
is generated. Realisation, of truth leads directly

to apavarga.

It will be useful to compare with this section,

stltra I, 1, 4 of the Vais'esika Sutras. Practically
the present section is only an elaboration of that

sntra. Nyaya stltra I, 29 also explains the same
aim.

Ghate expresses this as follows : Right
knowledge of padarthas and their distinct

nature is necessary for the right knowledge of

self. This extinguishes false knowledge. When
false knowledge is gone, no passions can be

produced. Freedom from passion makes activity

or volition needless. Activity ceasing, merit and
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demerit are not accumulated. So, no birth

or misery. That means salvation. (S. P. G.,

p. 25.)

The catalogue of 21 kinds of pain suggests

Sankhya influence. The twenty-one kinds of

pain are explained in the Nyaya-Vartika as

follows : Of these the body is regarded as pain
because it is the abode of all painful experiences ;

the sense-organs, the objects and cognitions are

so regarded because they constitute the agency
through which painful experiences come ;

pleasure is regarded as pain because it is always
accompanied by certain sources of pain [(1) the

fact that man has not full control over the

means whereby pleasure is attained, (2) the

transient character of the pleasure, (3) the

desire or hankering one feels towards the

pleasure], and pain is so regarded by its very
nature.

LAKSANA KHANDA
DEFINITIONS
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Idanim laksanadhinatvat tattvajMnasya

laksanam evocyate ; tatra kevalavyati-

rekl hetu vis'eso laksanam ; prayogas tu

laksanam itarebhyo bhidyate kevalavya-

tirekihetuvis'esa vacanatvat ; yad itare-

bhyo na bhidyate tat kevalavyatireki-

hetuvis'esa vacanam api na bhavati yatha

dhumavattvam ; tatha ce'dam kevala-

vya tirekihetuvis'esava canarn na bhavatlti

na ; tasmad itarebhyo na bhidyate iti na,

kintu bhidyata eva. Evam sarvatra

laksane prayogo drastavyali.

As Right Knowledge depends on correct

definition, hereafter definitions are going to be

given. A definition is characterised by the

possession of a mark which has negative

concomitance only. The application of a defi-

nition is as follows :

A definition is in the form of a differentia-

tion of an object defined from everything else.

Because it is distinguished by a mark which

has negative concomitance only.

Wherever there is no differentiation made

from everything else, we cannot have the

statement which is characterised by negative
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concomitance only ; as for example in the

case of smokiness.

Thus we cannot say that the statement

which is characterised by negative concomi-

tance only is not possible.

Therefore we cannot say that there is

absence of differentiation from everything else.

Thus there is differentiation. In every

definition that is given this application can

be seen. (65)

NOTES

(For a discussion of the nature of definition

see Introduction, sec. XVI.)

The author has finished the enumeration and
now begins the second section of the book on

*

De-
finitions

'

very appropriately with a definition of

definition itself. He shows how a definition is a

differentiation from everything else. The appli-
cation is exhibited in the form of a five membered
syllogism. The argument is of the kevala

vyatirekl (purely negative concomitance) type.
The special feature of this is that no similar in-

stance can be given. The illustration given in

the third member, yatha dhQmavattvam, can be

explained as follows : Since the inference is of

the purely negative type, it can have only a

negative example. The thesis to be maintained
is that a definition is a differentiation from every-

thing else. Here any alaksa^a or non-definition
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can be the dissimilar instance. As one example
of non-definition dhttmavattvam, smokiness, can.

be taken.

Hereafter follows a series of definitions. It

will be noticed in almost all cases the definition

is verbal. In pursuit of absolute accuracy, this

system invents a 'jati' or generality for every-

thing that has to be defined and defines a thing
as possessing the generality of its quality. The
negative concomitance which S'ivaditya calls the

feature of definition is seen in this sort of

definition, because possessing the generality of its

quality excludes all other objects from the

definition. Though in several cases alternative

definitions are given, the uniform method is to

define an object in terms of its generality to

secure exclusion of other things.

It will thus be seen that the function of de-

finition in this system is a specialised and narrow
one. The enumeration of the essential character-

istics which is observed in European Logic is

absent here.

Tatra padartha samanya laksanam krtam eva.

Of definitions, the definition of padarthas

(categories) in general has already been

given. (66)

NOTES

In section 2, padartha has been defined as

object of right cognition. S'ivaditya here refrains
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from giving a definition possessing differentiating

feature. The main reason is that there is nothing
outside padarthas from which they could be

differentiated.

Dravyam tu dravyatva samanyayogi guna-

vat samavayikaranam ceti.

A substance is (to be defined as) that which

has inherent with it the generality of its

nature (substanceness) and that which has

qualities in intimate union with it or that

which is an inherent cause. (67)

NOTES

Three alternative definitions are given : of

which the first is the typical one and fulfils the

requirement of definition as given in the previous
section. The second one, viz., having qualities
inherent in it, shows how substances are neces-

sary as the substrates of qualities. The third

definition shows how substance alone can be the
intimate cause of everything else. All products
come into being only in intimate relation with
substance.
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Gunas tu gutjatvajatiyogi jatimattve sati

acalanatmakatve sati samavayikarana
rahitas' ceti.

Quality is (to be defined as) that which has

the generality of quality inherent in it, and

which is not of the nature of motion while

possessing a generality and cannot be an inti-

mate cause. (68)

NOTES

Guija or quality is an attribute depending on
substance, distinct from the other attribute

of substance, namely, motion, different from
substance by not being an intimate cause.

Guija in as much as it possesses the genus of

quality excludes the other categories, Generality,

Particularity, Inherence and Non-existence.

Other syncretist manuals like the Tarka-

Sangraha and the Bhasa-Pariccheda give further

definitions of gu$a : Since jati or genus can abide

only in three categories, Dravya, Guna and Karma,
one easy definition for quality is :

"
Dravya

karma bhinnatve sati samanyavan
"

which
means,

'

that which possesses generality but (is

different from) is other than Substance and
Action '. (Tarka-Dlpikft.) Bha$a Pariccheda has

as follows :

*

DravyasTita jneya nirgu^a niskriya

gu^ah,' i.e., Gu$as reside in Substance but are

themselves devoid of attributes and motions.
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Karma karmatvajatiyogi adya samyoga-

vibhagayorasamavayi karanam ceti.

Action (or Motion) has the generality of mo-

tion inherent in it and is the non-intimate cause

of the first conjunction and disjunction. (69)

NOTES

According to the Tarka-Dlpikn, Motion is the

non-intimate cause of conjunction but is not

itself a conjunction. Kar^ada says
"
Action

inheres in substance, but is not a quality and
is the direct and immediate cause of conjunction
and disjunction."

In the definition as given in the text, the
word

*

adya,' i.e., first is used because, excepting
the first conjunction, other conjunctions can have
as their non-intimate cause another conjunction.

nityam ekamanekasamavetam ca.

Generality is that which is one and eternal

and is in intimate relation with many. (70)

NOTES

The terms of this definition are carefully
chosen in order to exclude categories and relations
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which possess some of its features. Thus the

word
*

nitya
'

(eternal), is used to exclude

conjunction, disjunction, severalty, the product,

etc., which are in intimate relation but

are not eternal like
c

Samanya '. The word
'

aneka '

(many) is used to exclude a substance
like the sky which is also eternal and in intimate

relation but is one only. The word
'

samaveta
*

(inherent) is used to exclude absolute negation
which is eternal, and resides in many but

not in inherent relation. The word
'

eka
'

(one) is used to exclude Vis'esa which is also

eternal and in intimate relation but many. (See

T. S. B., p. 89.)

It is necessary to note the various differences

between Samanya and Vis'esa, the relation

between jati and upadhi. Already in section 52,

this matter was dealt with to a certain extent.

The words generality and genus bear close

resemblance to Samanya. But while the usage in

European logic makes the word genus comprehend
the individuals also, Samanya implies the

common characteristic which is the basis

of the class grouping. As Kanada in his Sfltra

(V. S., I., 2, 3) has it, the notion of generality

depends on the operation of the intellect. The
word jati is used to indicate both the category
Generality (i.e., Samanya) and also the group of

objects that form a class.

A quality becomes Samanya when conceived
of as residing in many, while the same can be

regarded as Vis'osa if it is taken as a differentiat-

ing peculiarity marking off one individual thing
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from another. An attribute inhering in an object
is a Vis'esa when used to mark it, the same attri-

bute becomes Samanya when it is conceived by
the mind as the basis of a class grouping.

In section 52 S'ivaditya makes jati and

upadhi two subdivisions of Samanya. But

ordinarily jati is used as synonymous with

Samanya and upadhi is the characteristic which
has been prevented from becoming jati. Upadhi
too belongs to several individuals but fails to

constitute the basis of a class owing to a certain

deficiency. This deficiency is analysed by
Udaya^a to consist of six conditions, any one of

which vitiates the formation of a jati (see

section 174). >

Vis'esas tu samanya rahita ekavyakti vrttib.

Particularity is devoid of generality and is

found in only one abode (i.e., abiding in inti-

mate relation with one thing only). (71)

NOTES

Here again
'

devoid of generality
'

is used to

differentiate Vis'esa from Dravya, Guria and Karma
all of which have generality.

*

Ekavyaktivjitib
'

is used to exclude Samanya, Samavaya and
Abhava. Annambhatta defines Vis'esa as a quality
residing in eternal substances and serving to

differentiate them from each other. The eternal
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substances in which Vis'esas inhere are the atoms
of the first four substances, earth, water, light and

air, and also the five other substances.

The doctrine of Vis'esa is necessary in this

system to account for the distinctive character of

each of the substances, and the atoms. This

doctrine is put forward by Pras'astapada, It has

been much criticised by later Naiyayikas on the

ground that the atoms themselves can be assumed
to possess inherent distinctiveness and the

conception of Vis'esa as a category can be
renounced.

Nitya sambandhah samavayah.

Inherence is an eternal relationship (or

connection). (72)

NOTES

The word
'

nitya
'

is used to exclude Samyoga
or Conjunction which is also a relationship, but

not eternal. The word
'

Sambandha '

is used to

exclude all other eternal things.

The Tarka-Sangraha defines inherence as a

permanent connexion existing between two things
that are always found inseparable. The per-

manent connexion makes it different from

conjunction which is a quality and non-eternal

while inherence is a category and eternal.
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The following pairs of things have inherence :

a whole and its parts ; a quality and the qualified ;

motion and moving object ; individual and the

common characteristic ; particularity and eternal

substance in which it inheres.

According to the Vais'esikas, Samavaya is

not perceived but only inferred.

Pratiyogi jMnadhmajMno'bhavali.

Non-existence (or Negation) is that cogni-

tion which depends upon the conception of a

counter-entity. (73)

NOTES

Non-existence or Negation is that which

necessarily depends upon the conception

of its counter-entity. It is the opposite of

negation. Thus the pratiyogi of 'ghatabhava'

(non-existence of a pot) is the gha^a (pot) itself;

we cannot cognise the non-existence of the

pot
'

without thinking of the pot. (See sec-

tions 10 and 53.)

Having defined the categories, the author

now proceeds to deal with the definition of the

subdivisions of each of the categories in order.

He takes up the subdivisions of Dravya or

Substance.
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Prthivltva samanyavatl gandhavatl ca

prthivl.

Earth is in intimate union with its generality

(Earthness) and is that which has odour. (74)

NOTES

According to the NyH.ya-Vais'esika, odour is

the differentiating quality of Earthy substance,

possessed by no other substance. If it is objected
that a stone has no smell, the reply is that the

smell is there but is imperceptible and can be

perceived when the stone is burnt to ashes. If

it is pointed out that water and air have smell, the

reply is that it is due to the presence of earthy

particles mixed in water and air.

Aptva jatimatyafr sltaspars'avatya apah.

Water is that which has cool touch and is

in intimate union with its genus. (75)

NOTES

Cool-touch is the differentiating feature of

water. If a slab of marble feels cool it is due

to the presence of particles of water, if hot water

is hot, it is due to the presence of light (heat).
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Thus the Naiyayikas explain away any objec-

tion.

Tejastva jatiyogi usnaspars'avat tejalj.

Light is that which has hot touch and is in

intimate relation with its genus. (76)

Vayutva jatiyogi arupaspars'avan

Air is that which is in intimate union v

its genus, which has touch but no colour.

NOTES

Having no colour and having touch are the

characteristics that pertain to air. Ether, Time,

Space and Soul are colourless but are without touch.

Earth, Water and Light have touch and colour.

The only substance combining in itself possession
of touch and colourlessness is Air.

I

S'abda gunam

Ether is that which has the quality of

sound. (78)
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NOTES

The word quality in the definition em-
phasises the fact that sound is a quality and not
a substance as some other systems maintain. It

is the specific, characterising, differentiating

quality of Ether. It is a quality possessed by
no other substance. S. D. S. defines Ether as

the seat of that particularity which coexists

with a special quality (viz.. Sound) that is

created but not produced from conjunction.
The quality of sound is proved to belong
to Ether by a disjunctive reasoning, by
showing that no other substance is capable
of having it as its distinguishing quality
as follows :

Sound must abide in some substance as it is

a quality. This abode cannot be Earth, Air,
Water or Light because the specific qualities of

these four agree in having three common features :

having the similar quality of a causal substance
as their antecedent ; being produced by contact
with fire ; and being perceptible. Sound has only
the third qualification and hence cannot be the

distinguishing feature of these four substances.
Nor can it be Space, Time or Mind, because
sound is a specific quality, while these
three have no specific qualities. Nor can it

abide in the Soul, because it is perceptible by
external senses, while the properties of the Soul
are not. Therefore it must abide in Ether.
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Aditya parivartanotpadya paratvaparatva

asamavayikaranadharah paratvaparatva

anadhikaranam kalali.

Time is that substance which is the abode of

the non-intimate cause of posteriority and

priority produced by the motion of the sun and

which is not at the same time an a.bode of the

posteriority and priority themselves. (79)

NOTES

The Tarka Sangraha defines Time as the

special cause of notions like the past, etc. But

Sfivaditya's is elaborate and more significant.

Pad. points out the merits of the definition as

follows : the phrase non-intimate cause
'

is used
to exclude Soul which is also the cause of the

notions of priority and posteriority ; the phrase
'

not being the abode of posteriority and priority
*

is used to prevent overlapping with Quality ; the

phrase 'produced by the motion of the sun 'is

introduced to exclude Space.

Aditya samyoganutpadya paratvaparatva-

samavayi karanadharafo. paratvaparatva-

nadhikaranam dik.

Space is that which is an abode of the non-

intimate cause of posteriority and priority, but
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which is not produced by the movements of the

sun and which is not an abode of posteriority

and priority. (80)

NOTES

The special significance of the various ex-

pressions here is as above.

B. P. defines Space as the cause of the

notions of far and near. S. D. S. defines Space as

that which, not being Time, is co-extensive and is

devoid of any special quality. The distinction

between Time and Space can be put thus : Time
is the cause of the usage with reference to now
and before ; Space is the cause of usage with
reference to near and far.

The special condition which diversifies Time
is production or any kind of action while in the
case of Space it is contact with corporeal objects.

It is noteworthy that in the definitions of

Time, Space and Ether, no term indicative

of jati or class is used. It is due to the fact

that in these three cases no genus is possible ;

they are each one only. For, the conception of

genus involves a plurality of objects.

Atmatva samanyavan buddhiguna atma,

Soul has self-hood as its generality, i.e., is

in intimate relation with its own generality,

and is the substance characterised by the

quality of cognition. (81)
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NOTES

The existence of the soul is inferred from the

fact that there must be some substance in which

cognition resides. It cannot abide in any of the

other eight substances. Therefore a ninth sub-

stance must be admitted as the abode of qualities

like buddhi, iccha, sukha, duhkha, etc. Also the

existence of organs of sense and their appropriate

objects implies a distinct knower who can use

them.

In this connection the distinction between
the soul and body is also clear. Though the

body undergoes change as the various stages of

childhood, youth, old age pass by, the soul remains

the same. The soul is all-pervading capable of

experiencing the feelings in several parts of the

body at the same time, while the mind is atomic

and capable of one experience only at a time.

According to the Vais'esika conception cognition
arises as follows : the soul is first conjoined with

the mind, the mind with the sense-organ, and the

sense-organ with the object.

TO

Manastvajatiyogi spars as'unyam kriyadhi

karanam manali.

Mind is the abode of activity devoid of touch

and is in intimate relation with the generality

of its own nature. (82)
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NOTES

Pad.
'

Void of touch
'

is put in to exclude all

tangible things like a jar, etc. ;

'

abode of activity
'

excludes all intangible things like ether ; i.e.,

without touch, with activity, covered by the genus
of mindness and possessing a class this is the

definition of Mind.

Mind is conceived by this system as a sense-

organ but internal. It is the instrument of the

cognition of pleasure, pain, etc. Activity is said

to abide in the Mind, because the other four in-

corporeal substances Space, Time, Ether and
Soul being all-pervading can have no motion,
while Mind alone of incorporeal substances has a

limited dimension and hence can act. Mind being

intangible is inferred.

Kaijada's proof of the Mind is the fact that

knowledge is produced or not according as there

exists or not the conjunction of Mind with Soul,

sense-organs and objects. Gautama's proof :

Non-simultaneous origin of cognition is the sign
of Mind.

The existence of the Mind is absolutely neces-

sary for the Naiyayika theory of perception. No
sense-organ can produce perception unless the

Mind acts as a mediating link between it and the

Soul. If Mind is not admitted we must get a

simultaneous cognition of all perceptions through
all organs as the Soul is all pervading. But that

does not happen. So the Mind has to be admitted.

One interesting theory in connection with

the Mind is the conception that the Mind goes
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into a fleshy hiding place called
'

Purltat
'

(identi-

fied by some with the pericardium), when the

individual is in sleep. That is supposed to account
for the absence of mental activity in deep sleep.

Having now defined all the nine substances,

S'ivaditya next proceeds to define all the qualities

one by one :

Rupatvajatimac caksurmatragrahyo guno

rupam.

Colour is that quality which can be perceiv-

ed only by the eye and which possesses the

generality of colour. (83)

i\
TOTES

Colour of all the seven kinds abides in Earth ;

only white abides in Water, and Light ; brilliant

white in the latter, mild in the former.

S'ankara MisTa prescribes four necessary
conditions for the perception of colour : magnitude,
light, not being overpowered by a stronger light

and the property of colour.

RasatvajatiyogI rasanagrahyo guno rasali.
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Taste is that quality which is apprehended

by the organ of taste and which is in intimate

relation with the generality of taste. (84)

GandhatvajatiyogI ghranagrahyo guno

gandhafr.

Odour is that quality which is apprehended

by the organ of smell and which is in intimate

relation with the generality of odour. (85)

NOTES

In this and the immediately preceding one
the word

'

matra '

(only) is not needed as there is

no possibility of these two qualities being per-
ceived by any other sense-organs.

Spars'atvajatiyogl spars'anamatragrahyo

gunafc spars'ali.

Touch is that quality which is apprehended

only by the organ of touch and which is in

intimate relation with the generality of

touch. (86)
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NOTES

*

Matra '

(only) is used in this definition to

exclude Number which is also apprehended by
the sense of touch in addition to other sense-

organs.

Sankhyatva samanyavatl gananasadharana-

karanam sankhya.

Number is the special cause of counting and

is in intimate relation with the generality of

number. (87)

NOTES

The term
'

asadhara$a kararja
'

is used to

exclude sadhararia karaija
'

or general causes
which are Time, Space, Adys^a, God, etc.

t

Number is the first of the ten qualities

enumerated together here which reside in all

substances. They pertain to substance in general
and not to any particular kind of substance and
hence they cannot be special characteristics

which distinguish one substance from another.

All these qualities connote an aspect or state of a

thing and not any attribute inherent in the thing
itself. They are notional rather than material.

They are
*

aropita
'

. . . Number is a subjec-
tive property." (T. S. B., p. 160.)
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The number one is eternal in eternal things
and non-eternal in products, while duality and
the rest are only non-eternal as they are made
up by counting of units.

Parimanatvajatiyogi manavyavaharasa-

dharana karanam parimanam.

Dimension is the special cause of the com-

mon usage of measurement and is in intimate

relation with the generality of its class. (88)

Prthaktvajatiyogi prthakvyavaharasa-

dharana karanam prthaktvam.

Severalty is the special cause of differentia-

tion (of one thing from another) and is in

intimate relation with the generality of

severalty. (89)

NOTES

Some texts adopt the reading
'

pjthak tvatva '.

This is involved in the meaning ; it means the

quality of being severalty.
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B. P. understands by severalty the cause of

separating one thing from all the rest, the

determination of the identity of one thing by
separating it from all others.

Severalty has to be carefully distinguished
from mutual negation. When we say A is

different from B, we certainly imply that A is a

certain person. But in mutual negation there is

denial of sameness of nature. This is as much as

to say, severalty is a material distinction while

mutual negation is notional.

Saiiiyogalva samanyavan anityali sam-

bandhah sariiyogali.

Conjunction is a non -eternal relation arid

possesses the generality of its quality. (90)

NOTES

See Section 29.

Vibhagatva samanyavan vibhakta pratyaya-

sadharana karanam vibhagali.

Disjunction possesses the generality of its

property and is the special cause of the

separation (of two things joined together). (91)
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NOTES

Disjunction should not be taken as the

negation of conjunction, for then its place would
be in

'

abhava '.

"
It denotes an actual separation

which produces the destruction of a previous
contact. Further Disjunction denotes not the act of

separating which will be a kyya (act) but the

state which results from the act of separation
"

(T. S. B.)

Paratvatva samanyavat paravyavaharasad-

harana karanam paratvam. Aparatvatva-

samanyayogy aparavyavaharasadharana

karanam aparatvam.

Posteriority possesses the generality of its

own property and is the special cause of the

common usage of (the word) posterior. Priority

is in intimate relation with the generality of its

own nature and is the special cause of the

common usage of (the word) prior. (92)

NOTES

These notions of posteriority and priority are
44

nothing more than relations of corporeal things
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to time and space expressed in the form of qualities

for the purpose of marking their varying degrees ".

(Athalye).

3TTr*nPT:

Buddhitva samanyavat! atmas'rayali prakas'o

buddhili.

Cognition possessing the generality of its

own nature is the light abiding in the Soul. (93)

NOTES

In this definition, the word
*

atmasTaya,'

abiding in the soul, is used to exclude the light of

the sun, lamp, etc., as these also are lights. The
word light, prakas'a, is used to exclude the other

qualities of soul like desire, pleasure, etc., because

they too reside in the soul.

Jin. explains
*

light abiding in the soul
'

as

follows : cognition is of the nature of light because
it dispels the darkness of ignorance and illumi-

nates all objects to the mind's eye.

(See Section 139.)

Sukhatvasamanyavan nirupadhy anukula-

vedyam sukham.
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Pleasure possesses the generality of its nature

and is felt as agreeable without any qualifi-

cation. (94)

NOTES

The qualification is put in to emphasise that

pleasure must be felt desirable for its own sake
and not as due to its being a means to some other

end. Being an experience of the soul it is

subjective. The Sankhyas, however, regard
Pleasure and Pain as attributes possessed by
things ; which is certainly not so philosophical a

view. The Tarka-Dlpika defines Pleasure as the

agreeable feeling that arises in the individual ex-

perience of each person and is expressed by such
terms as,

"
I am happy

"
and the like.

Duljkhatvasamanyavan nirupadhi prati-

kulavedyam dulikham.

Pain possesses the generality of its own

nature, and is felt as disagreeable without any

qualification. (95)

Icchatva samanyavatl arthitva laksana iccha
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Desire is characterised by the yearning for

an object and possesses the generality of its

nature. (96)

NOTES

Pad. That quality the virtue of which is

usually attributed in common usage to one while

desiring or wishing for something is called

Desire.

Dvesatvajatim&n prajvalanatmakali

Hatred shows its nature in blazing up and

possesses the generality of its nature. (97)

NOTES

S'ivaditya uses rather an apt simile to define

anger as the blaze of a flame.

Prayatnatva samanyav&n prayatnavya-

vaharasadharana karanam prayatnafc.

Volition possesses the generality of its

nature and is the special cause of the

srapirical forms of volition. (98)
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NOTES

Volition is an attribute of the soul, to be

carefully differentiated from the external act. It

denotes the internal activity which is the cause of

the act ; characterised by such mental effort as its

attribute, it excludes the act itself.

P. D. S. defines it as the cause of the activity
which is able to acquire what is desirable or avoid

what is undesirable and is not the activity itself.

Gurutvatva jatimat ekavrtti adyapatana

asamavayi karanam gurutvam.

Gravity possesses the quality of its genus

and is the non-intimate cause of the first act

of falling and abides in one thing only. (99)

NOTES

Pad. gives another reading
'

Ekavrtti patana-
sadharana karariam gurutvam '.

In the definition given in the text the word
'

adya,
5

(first) is used to exclude velocity which
is the cause of subsequent acts of falling ; the word
'

ekavytti
'

(abiding in one thing) is used to exclude

Sarhyoga and Vibhaga which, though they may
produce the first act of falling, require two things.
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Dravatvatva jatimat ekavrtti adyasyandana

asamavayi karanam dravatvam.

Fluidity possesses the generality of its nature

and is the non-intimate cause of the first flow

and resides in one thing only. (100)

Snehatva samanyavan dravatvatva s'unyah

safigrahasadharana karanam snehali.

Viscidity possesses the generality of its

nature and is the special cause of the aggluti-

nation of particles and does not possess the

quality of fluidity. (101)

Samskaratvajatim&n svotpattyavasthapa-

dako gunah saraskarali.

Predisposition possesses the generality of

its nature and is that quality which produces
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in its abode the condition in which it was at

its production (or which is capable of bringing

about the condition which it had when it

originally arose). (102)

NOTES

(See Section 46.)

The Tarkika-Raksa defines impression as a

force which produces effects exactly similar to

itself by some internal power, and without
external agency*

The three varieties of Samskara are
'

Vega
'

(Velocity), Impression, and Inertia. The reason
for their being grouped together is that in each
case there is a predisposition left by the first

activity which facilitates a further action. Of
these three Velocity resides in Earth, Water, Air,

Light and Mind ; that is, all the substances having
a limited dimension.

4

Bhavana '

impression
relates to cognition only and hence pertains to

the Soul. Inertia belongs to Earth.

Dharmatvasamanyavan sukhasadharana-

karanam dharmau

Merit possesses the generality of its nature

and is the special instrumental cause of

pleasure. (103)

6
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NOTES

(See Section 48.)

Merit arises as the result of performing
actions which are enjoined by the Vedas. It is

popularly spoken of as
'

pu^ya '.

Adharmatva samanyavan dulikhasadharana

karanam adharmali.

Demerit possesses the generality of its

nature, and is the special instrumental cause

of pain. (104)

NOTES

Demerit arises as the result of performing
prohibited actions.

S'abdatvasamanyayogI s'rotragrahyo gun aft

s
7abdali

Sound is that which is in union with the

generality of its nature and is that which is

apprehended by the organ of hearing. (105)
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Having defined all the 24 qualities, the
author proceeds to define the five kinds of action.

Utksepanatva jatimat urdhvades'a sarbyoga

karanam karmotksepanam.

Motion upwards possesses the genus of its

nature and is the action which causes contact

with the upper region. (106)

Apaksepanatvajatimat adhodes'asamyoga

karanam karmapaksepanam.

Motion downwards possessing the genus of

its nature is the action which produces contact

with the downward region. (107)

Akuficanatvajatimat vakratv^padakam kar-

ma akuftcanam.

Contraction (or motion towards oneself)

possesses the genus of its nature and is the

action which causes retrograde motion. (108)
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Prasaranatvajatimat rjutvapadakam karma

prasaranam.

Expansion possesses the genus of its nature

and is the action which brings about motion

in a straight direction. (109)

\

Gamanatvajatimat aniyatades'a saityoga

karanam karma gamanam.

Motion in general, possessing the genus

of its nature, is the action which causes contact

with any region indefinitely. (110)

Now the author proceeds to define Generality.

Vyapakamatram samanyam param ; vya-

pyamatram samanyam apararn ; vyapya-

vyapakobhayarupam samanyam para-

param,
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Widest generality is that which only

pervades other things (but is never pervaded) ;

narrowest generality is that which is pervaded

only (but never pervades other things) ;
middle

(or intermediate) generality is that which

partakes of the nature of both pervader and

pervaded. (Ill)

NOTES

See Sections 7, 52 and 70.

Widest generality is exactly equivalent to

the Summum Genus of the
'

Tree of Porphyry
'

familiar to students of European Deductive Logic.
Narrowest generality is comparable to Infima

Species. Intermediate generality is exactly like

Proximate Genus.

Anadili santab pragabhavab.

Antecedent non-existence is that which has

no beginning but is capable of an end. (112)

NOTES

Antecedent non-existence refers to the nega-
tion of a thing before its coming into existence,
and it is destroyed when its counter-entity is pro-
duced. Antecedent non-existence can also be

regarded as one of the causes producing a thing.
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It is included in the eight general causes of all

things : God, His knowledge, His desire, His

action, Adysta (merit and demerit), Time. Space
and Antecedent Non-existence.

Sadiranantali pradhvamsabhavafc.

Consequent non-existence (i.e., non-existence

due to destruction) has a beginning but no

end. (113)

Anadiranantah samsargabhavo'tyantabha-

vah.

Absolute non-existence is relational non-

existence and is beginningless and endless. (114)

NOTES

The four kinds of non-existence are re-

grouped into two kinds :

(1) Samsargabhava or negation by relation.

(2) Anyonyabhava or negation of identity.

The 1st is again divided into Pragabhava,
Pradhvamsabhava and Atyantabhava. Though
Slvaditya mentions samsargabhava in connection
with atyantabhava only, really it includes the

three.
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As Ghate puts it, the distinction between

samsargEbhava and anyonyabhava is that in the

former the counter-entity is characterised by some
connection like conjunction or inherence, while

in anyonyabhava, the counter-entity is charac-
terised by identity-

Tadatmya nisedho anyonyabhavali.

Reciprocal non-existence is denial of

identity. (115)

NOTES

See Section 114.

Having defined the Categories in full S'ivSditya

proceeds to their examination.

PARIKSA KHANDA

SUBDIVISION AND EXAMINATION

Nityatvam pradhvaiiisa virahafr.

Eternity is being without destruction. (116)

NOTES

Other definitions of Eternity are : a thing
is called eternal of which we cannot predicate
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antecedent negation or consequent negation ; or

eternal is that which is without the relation of

past, present and future.

Anityatvam pradhvarhsavattvam.

Non-eternity, is liability to destruction. (117)

Niravayavah kriyavan paramanuh.

An atom is that which is without parts and

is active. (118)

NOTES

Pad. defines an atom as that which is not a

product and is possessed of action in intimate

relation. The term
'

niravayavah
'

(being with-

out parts) is used to differentiate an atom from
binaries and all produced things. The term

kriySvEn
'

(possessed of action) is used to dis-

tinguish the atom from Ether and the like which
are also without parts, but do not possess action.

It is suggested by Pad. that
'

samavayi sambandhe-
na

'

(by intimate relation) has to be assumed
before

'

possessed of action
'

in order to exclude

Space and Time which are without parts and

possessed of action but general abodes of every-

thing:.
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Dravya samavayi karanam avayavah.

Part is that which is the inherent cause of

substance. (119)

NOTES

The relation between part and whole is

according to the NySya-Vais'esika an instance of

Inherence.

Pragabhavavat karyam.

A product is one that has antecedent non-

existence. (120)

NOTES

Pad- defines effect as the counter-entity of

antecedent negation.

The definition of effect given in the text

brings us to the special NyEya-Vais'esika theory
of causation known as Asatkaryav&da ; i.e., the

theory that the effect is non-existent before pro-

duction and is quite distinct from its cause. This

theory along with the doctrine of Inherence

(SamavHya) involved in it constitutes the corner-

stone of the Nyaya-Vais'eika realism. In the

history of philosophical development in India a
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battle royal has been waged time after time bet-

ween this NaiySyika theory of the non-existence
of the effect before production and the Sarhkhya
theory of the co-existence of the effect with the

cause and the Vedanta theory of the reality of

the cause and unreality of the effect, and the

Bauddha theory that an effect is produced
from an unreal cause. Athalye summarises the

criticism against the Nyaya-Vais'esika theory by
saying that if the effect is totally distinct from
the cause there can be found no determining
principle to establish the relation of causality
between two things and it will amount to saying
that the effect is produced from nothing. The

reply is that unless the effect is supposed to be

quite distinct from the cause we cannot account
for the obvious difference between the two. The
whole metaphysical realism of Nyaya Vais'esika

depends on this doctrine of causation.

Dravyanarambhakam karyadravyam antya-

vayavi.

Ultimate composite (is that which cannot

have further parts) is a produced substance

which is incapable of giving rise to a

substance. (121)

NOTES

Suvaditya, in this, in the preceding and a

few following sections, is giving a series of
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definitions and descriptions of terms which are

necessary to be used in the examination of

substances. (Sections 116 135.)

As an illustration, the definition of a pot may
be taken. It is an ultimate composite. It is

itself produced but it does not produce any other

substances.

Bhogayatanam antyavayavi s'arlrarn.

Body is that ultimate composite which is the

abode of enjoyment. (122)

NOTES

Since the soul is all-pervading, it is the body
that provides a seat of enjoyment.

Svasamaveta sukha dulikhanyatara

karo bhogali.

Enjoyment is the direct experience of

either pleasure or pain in intimate union with

oneself. (123)

NOTES

The word anyatara (either) is used to avoid

the possibility of simultaneous perception of both.
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One cannot have experience of other people's

pleasures and pains and hence
'

union with one-

self
'

is specified. Also it is distinguished from
God's experience which cannot be said to be

enjoyment as He has no pleasure or pain of His
own.

Yadavacchinna atmani bhogali tadaya-

tanam.

That, limited by which, the soul can have

enjoyment, is the abode of enjoyment. (124)

Saksatkari jnanakaranam atlndriyam indri-

yam.

Sense-organ is that which is the special

cause of direct perception and which is itself

supersensuous. (] 25)

NOTES

An alternative reading is to omit
*

atlndri-

yam '. The term
'

special instrument of direct

perception
'

is meant to exclude inference which
though an instrument of knowledge is not direct

perception.
l

Manana '

or contemplation also
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leads to direct perception but it is not
*

atindriya
'

(supersensuous). The definition also excludes God
who is both an instrument of direct perception
and supersensuous but is not indriya ',

Pad. equates the definition with the follow-

ing : It is a supersensuous active instrumental

cause of activity characterised by possession of

direct perception.

Jnayamanataya atmano bhogakaranam

viayah.

That which is the cause of enjoyment to

the soul by reason of its being known is

object. (126)

NOTES

The distinction between the senses which
are also means of enjoyment and object lies in the

fact that the latter gives rise to enjoyment only

by means of its being known. That is, the object

must be cognisable and must give rise to pleasure
or pain.

A variation in reading in this definition is the

omission of the word
'

Jnayamanataya \ It is

necessary for the meaning, and can be easily

assumed as involved in the text.

In the foregoing sections Sfivaditya has been

explaining all the terms employed in his definitions
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of substances, such as
'

nityatva,'
'

arm,'
4

avayava,'
*

kErya/
'

s'arira,'
*

bhoga,'
'

indriya,'
*

visaya,' etc. This kind of explanation continues

up to section 135. Then he takes up Qualities

for examination.

II

Parthiva matrendhanam tejo bhaumam ;

jala matrendhanam tejo divyam ; parthiva-

jalendhanam teja audaryam ; nirindha-

nam teja akarajam ; tac ca suvarnadi.

Earthy light is that which has for its fuel

earthy matter ; celestial light is that which

has for its fuel water ; gastric light is that

which has both earthy and watery fuel ;

mineral light is independent of fuel
; the last

is gold and the like. (127)

NOTES

See Section 13.

Sakala karana yaugapadyam utpattilj.
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Creation (or production) is the simultaneous

co-existence of all the causes. (128)

Anekesam ekaksana sambandho yauga-

padyam.

Simultaneous co-existence means several

things being conjoined with one moment of

time. (129)

: I

Vibhaganutp^dya vibhaga pragabhava
sambaddha karmavacchinnalj k a 1 a ft

ksanali.

A moment is that unit of time during which

an action is produced prior to its disjunction

from another unit and having not yet produced

another disjunction. (130)

NOTES

(The translation of the definition of a

moment has been adapted from Brajendranath
Seal's Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus).
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Pad. defines a moment as that time which
covers an action together with the antecedent

negation of the resultant disjunction. When two

things that were together are separated, the first

thing to take place is an action and next

follows the disjunction. The interval between
these two is one moment.

Tanmatravasthayi ksanikam.

That which is existent only for that duration

is momentary. (131)

Sthitirvartamanatvam ; tac ca prak sambad-

dhasvabhavarahitas varupavattvam;
svak&ryapragabhavasambandhitvam va.

Existence is the being of a thing. That is,

a thing exists when it partakes of the nature

of being the negation of its antecedent non-

existence ; or (it may be defined as) that which

is connected with the antecedent non-existence

of its own product. (132)
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NOTES

Pad. reads
'

virahah
'

instead of 'rahita'.

Instead of the second clause, another is taken

by Jin : Pragabhava pradhvamsEbhava rahita

svarapavattvam. The meaning is not changed. A
thing is said to exist when its antecedent; non-
existence is destroyed and its subsequent non-
existence is not yet produced.

Vinas'ali pradhvarnsafr.

Destruction is being put an end to. (133)

S'arTrasambandhena jftnavattvam ketraj-

ftatvam.

Being the knower of the field (i.e., being an

individual soul) is being possessed of knowledge

due to association with body. (134)

NOTES

Pad. interprets this to mean that the in-

dividual soul has knowledge only by conjunction

with a body, i.e., by means of sense-organs, and

therefore the knowledge of the individual

souls is produced. While God's knowledge i&

7
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eternal and independent, the soul's knowledge is

non-eternal and dependent on sense-organs.

Pratyatmasamavetadh armadharmopa-
grhitatvam pratyatmanisthatvam.

Being attached to every individual soul

means learning the merit and demerit which

are in intimate relation with each soul. (135)

NOTES

This doctrine of merit and demerit under the

title of Adysta plays an important role in the

NyEya-Vais'esika system. (See Introduction,
Section XVII and Section 48.)

Sitadmam saptanam sitatvadikam lakanam.

Madhuradlnam madhuratvadikam.

Gandhayol^ surabhitvasurabhitve.

S'ltadmam sltatvadikam.

Ekatvadlnam ekatvadikam.

Anutvadlnam anutvadikam.
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The seven colours beginning with white

have for their definition, possessing whiteness,

etc.

Sweetness and the rest have for their

definition possession of sweetness, etc.

For odours, fragrance and non-fragrance.

For coolness and the rest, possessing the

quality of coolness and the rest.

For oneness and the rest, the possession of

oneness and the rest.

For minuteness and other dimensions, pos-

session of the quality of being minute and the

rest. (136)

:
II

ftnmi n

Karmasamavayikaranakab samyogab kar-

Samyogasamavayikaranakah s a m y o g a li

samyogajab ;

Karmasamavayikaranako vibhagab

majali
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Vibhagasamavayikaranako vibhgo vibha-

An action-born conjunction is one that has

action for its non -intimate cause.

A conjunction -born conjunction is one that

has another conjunction for its non-intimate

cause.

An action-born disjunction has an action as

its non-intimate cause.

A disjunction-born disjunction is one that

has another disjunction for its non-intimate

cause. (137)

Aditya samyogotpadye paratvaparatve

kalakrte ; aditya samyoganutpadye parat-

vaparatve dikkrte.

Posteriority and priority which are brought

about in connection with the Sun refer to Time.

Posteriority and priority which are brought

about unconnected with the Sun refer to

Space. (138)
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NOTES

(See Section 79.)

Bhavanasadharanakaranam jfianam smrtift ;

asmrtirupam jnanam anubhavafr.

Remembrance is that knowledge which has

for its special cause mental impression. Know-

ledge which is not of the form of remembrance

is apprehension. (139)

NOTE*

Knowledge or cognition is of two kinds : (1)

Remembrance is that cognition of which the

special cause is the impression left behind by a

first cognition. (2) A first cognition which is

knowledge other than remembrance ; i.e., every
new cognition which is not the repetition of a

previous cognition is called
'

anubhava '.

TattvStnubhavafr prama ; atattvanubhavafy

aprama.
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Right apprehension is the cognising of the

real nature of a thing. Wrong apprehension

is the erroneous cognition of a thing. (140)

NOTES

The definition of tattva already given in

section 64 explains how tattva is
'

anaropitam
rUpam/ i.e., that nature of a thing which is not

due to any superimposition by the mind. The
same thought is taken up here ; and right appre-
hension is defined as the experiencing of the real

nature of things. This takes us to the Nyaya
theory of knowledge and the relation between the

knower and the known. The NyEya-Vais'esika is

a strict realism and believes that things are other

than the knowledge of them ; it attempts to treat

of knowledge which arises in the soul as capable
of giving rise to the cognition of the real nature of

things by a relation called
*

Svarupa-sambandha
'

(Of. I. P., Vol. II, p. 136). Wrong apprehension
is the taking a thing to be other than what it is

in reality. This is also called
'

bhrama '.

An alternate reading is atattvajfianam
instead of atattvanubhavah.

Anavadharanam jMnam sarhs'ayalj.

Avadharana rupatattvajftanam viparyayafc.

Doubt is cognition which is not certain.

Erroneous knowledge is cognition which is false

but of the nature of certitude. (141)
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NOTES

Ail right knowledge must be certain in

character. If knowledge is uncertain it is in-

correct apprehension. There are two varieties of

incorrect apprehension. Doubt or Sams'aya is

one where with reference to the same subject two
or more alternatives are predicable. A typical

example is that on seeing an object in the distance

we get a doubt,
*

is it a post or a man '

? The
other variety of misapprehension is Viparyaya
or Error. Here there is certitude

; but it is wrong
certitude. A typical example is mistaking a rope
for a snake. The cogniser is quite certain it is a

snake ; but the cognition is erroneous. This is

called technically in psychology as illusion, where
a wrong meaning is attached and a perception
takes place.

The difference between Doubt and Error is

that the latter has the appearance of Right Know-
ledge while the former is a state of undecided

perception,

AjMyamanakaranajanyak tattvanubhavalj

pratyaksaprama.

Right knowledge by means of Perception is

the cognition of truth produced by an

instrumental cause which is not itself cog-

nisable. (142)
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NOTES

Perceptive knowledge has for its cause the

sense-organs and their contact with objects.

These sense organs have already been explained
to be

'

atlndriya,' supersensuous, i.e., not percept-
ible. (See Section 125). Perceptive knowledge
differs from anumiti in this feature, because
the latter has a cognition as the instrumental
cause as will be seen in the sequel.

Jfiayamanakaranajanyas tattvanubhavo

anumitiprama.

Right knowledge by means of inference (or

Inferred Knowledge) is cognition of Truth

brought about by an instrumental cause which

is cognisable. (143)

NOTES

This instrumental cause which is cognisable
is identified with

*

linga
'

or indicatory mark.
This can be known ; and only as it is known is

inference possible. (This 'linga
'

is dealt with in

a later section.)

According to the Saptapadarthl only two
sources of Right Knowledge are recognised : Per-

ception and Inference. This limitation to two is

characteristic of the Vais'esika system, while the
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Nyaya system recognises four, i.e., Comparison
and Verbal knowledge in addition. This limitation

to two has made some assert that the Sapta-

padarthl must be considered a Vais'esika manual.

(See Introduction, Section 1.)

Prama'yogavyavacchinnam pramanam*

Proof is that which is never unconnected

with true knowledge (and hence is invariably

followed by true knowledge). (144)

NOTES

Ayogavyavacchinnam
' means invariable

association. It is not a mere connection by
accompaniment (vyaptam). The expression is

used to take the place of karaiia or cause, to

describe the relation of pramana to prama, in

order
"
to convey the fact that the means of proof

does not merely produce knowledge but assures its

correctness ".

S. D. S. defines
*

pramana
'

thus :

'

proof is

that which is always followed by right apprehen-
sion and is united with the appropriate organ and

receptacle of knowledge, viz., soul.' Pramana
has a double function of producing right know-

ledge and also testing its truth. Gaftganath
Jha in translating the Tarka-Bhasti renders
4

Pramana
'

as instrument of right cognition.
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Pratyaksa prama 'yoga vyav acchinnam
pratyaksa pramanam ;

tac ca Is'vara-

ghrana rasana caksus spars'ana s' r o t r a-

manolaksanam.

Proof by perception is that which is in

invariable connection with true knowledge of

the perceived kind.

It is sevenfold : God's perception, perception

resulting from the organs of smell, taste,

vision, touch, hearing and the mind. (145)

NOTES

The mind, according to the definition of

perception is necessary to mediate between the

sense-organs and soul. In addition it has certain

perceptions which are due to itself such as

pleasure, pain, which are qualities of the soul

independent of external organs.

Anumiti prama'ygivyavacchinnam anu-

manam
;

tac ca vyaptipaksadharmata-

vis'istalifigajfianam.
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Proof by Inference is the invariable connec-

tion resulting in true knowledge of the inferred

kind. It is the cognition of the mark charac-

terised by invariable concomitance with the

thing to be proved and pervasion of the

subject. (146)

NOTES

This section describes the nature of Inference.

The cause of inferential knowledge is stated to be

the reflection which sees
'

the thing to be proved
'

to be in invariable concomitance with the mark
and which also sees the mark as an attribute of

the subject. The stock example given is the

inference of fire on a mountain on the reflection

upon the connection between smokiness and

fieriness and smokiness being present on the

mountain.

Vyaptis' ca vyapakasya vyapyadhikarana

upadhyabhava vis'istak sambandhali.

Invariable concomitance (or pervasion) is

that relation where the thing to be proved

(pervader) co-exists with the mark (the

pervaded) while at the same time characterised
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by the absence of any adventitious circum-

stances. (1471

NOTES

The all-important conception of Vyapti o]

invariable concomitance is now dealt with. This

conception can be interpreted quantitatively OJ

qualitatively. If the former, the terms pervasion
pervader and pervaded are used. If the latter

the terms concomitance, major term (thing to be

proved), and mark are used. Each of these terms
is explained by S'ivaditya himself in the succeed-

ing sections.

(See Introduction for more on Vyapti.)
'

Upadhi
'

has been translated into adventi-

tious circumstances as conveying the best mean-

ing in this context.

(See notes on Sections 52 and 70.)

The Tarka-Sangraha defines Vyapti as saha-

carya-niyama, co-existence or connection as a

rule, i.e., invariability. The Tarka-Dljrika expands
the meaning further to mean, co-existence o1

sadhana and sadhya (i.e., the probans and the

probandum) is such that it can never be the count-

er-entity of an absolute negation co-existing
with the probans. The absence of the thing to be

inferred can never be found where there is the

mark (probans). If even one instance be found

where there is the mark but not the
'

thing to be

proved,' the vyapti falls to the ground. So in

every vyapti two elements are essential : Invari-

ability (i.e., niyatatva) which is the same as
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absence of any exception ; co-existence which is

known by knowledge of constant association.

If a contrary instance can be shown this doctrine

of concomitance will become conditional. That is

why in the definition given in the text the

expression 'qualified by absence of adventitious

circumstances
'

is used.

^*ffiT g sqMF? qtffl^: I

Paksadharmata tu vy^pyasya pak^asamban-

dhab.

Pervasion of the subject means the connection

of the mark (or pervaded) and the subject

(that in relation to which the probandum is

to be inferred). (148)

NOTES

Pad. points out that this connection must
extend to all the individuals included in the

subject. This is exactly the conception of

distribution in formal logic. If this is not secured
the fault of bhagasiddhi (unproved of a part of

the subject) is committed.

Vyapakam sadhyam, vyapyam lingam.

The pervader is the probandum (or predicate).

That which is pervaded is the mark (or

probans). (149)
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NOTES

[149-150

There are three sets of terms- From the

quantitative point of view, the terms pervasion

pervader or major term, pervaded or middle term
and subject or minor term may be used. From
the qualitative point of view, invariable con-

comitance, reason or probans, probandum and

subject may be used. Vyapti, lingam, sadhyam
and paksa form another set.

That which pervades, i.e., the pervader is

widest in extent. That which is pervaded is

smaller in extent.

Upadhis'ca sadhanavyapakatve sati sadhya-

samavyaptili.

An adventitious circumstance or condition

is that which is exactly coincident with the

thing to be inferred but does not pervade the

reason. (150)
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NOTES

(See Textual Introduction.)

The stock example of upadhi is the red

flower placed near a crystal giving red appearance
to the crystal. Thus upadhi denotes an external

cause. In the usual syllogism, of fire and
smoke, smokiness being present wherever fire is

present is possible only when we grant the upadhi
of

'

contact with wet fuel '. That is, the condition
has to pervade the sadhya (the thing to be in-

ferred) ; but should not pervade smokiness. For
if it did it would cease to be an upadhi. That
condition whose pervasion of the sadhya is

necessary to safeguard the inference, is called

upadhi.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Paksavy&pakali sapaksaspars'i vipaka-

s'unyati abadhitavisayah asatpratipaksal^

kevalanvayl.
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(b) Paksavyapakab sapakas'unyalj vipakat-

vyavrttah abadhitaviayali asatpratipak-

sah kevalavyatirekl.

(c) Paksavyapakali sapaksaspars'i vipaksat-

vyavrttali abadhitavisayah asatpratipak-

sah anvayavyatirekl.

(a) The Reason that has only positive

invariable concomitance should possess five

characteristics: (1) being present in all the

individuals denoted by the subject ; (2) being

present in similar instances ; (3) not having

dissimilar instances ; (4) not having its sadhya

(or pervader) disproved by a stronger proof ;

(5) and not having a rival indicatory mark

which proves the opposite.

(b) The Reason that has only negative in-

variable concomitance has the following

characteristics: (1) being present in all in-

dividuals denoted by the subject ; (2) being

devoid of similar instances ; (3) being absent

from dissimilar instances ; (4) not having its

sadhya disproved by a stronger proof ; (5) not

having a rival reason which proves the opposite.

(c) The Reason which has positive and nega-

tive concomitance must have the following
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characteristics : (1) being present in all the

individuals included in the subject ; (2) being

present in similar instances ; (3) being absent

from dissimilar instances ; (4) not having its

sadhya disproved by a stronger proof ; (5) and

not having a rival reason which proves the

opposite. (151)

NOTES

This section gives an account of the three

kinds of concomitant relation based on the
Reason. Of these the third is the perfect type of

argument, where both positive and negative con-
comitance are possible. In the purely affirmative

type the nature of the subject is such that no
negative concomitance is possible. In the purely
negative type the subject is of such a nature that

no positive concomitance is possible.

Sandigdha sadhyadharmatvenopattatvam

paksatvam.

The Subject is one in which the presence of

the attribute to be inferred (i.e., sadhya) is

(provisionally, i.e., before proof) taken to be

doubtful. (152)

NOTES

The thesis or proposition before being proved
is in the nature of a doubt, provisionally assumed.

8
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The proposition raises the question whether the

subject has a particular attribute, that is, the

thing to bo proved.

Nis'cita sadhyadhikaranatvam sapaksatvam.

Nis'cita sadhyabhavadhikaranatvam vipak-

satvam.

Similar instance is one which has been as-

certained to be the abode of the thing to be

inferred.

Dissimilar instance is one which has been

ascertained to be devoid of the thing to be

inferred. (153)

\

Svarthatvam artharttpatvam, pararthatvam

s'abdarapatvam.

Inference for oneself is of the nature of un-

derstanding the meaning.

Inference for another is in the form of

words. (154)
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NOTES

This distinction is, according Keith, first

introduced by Pras'astapada. (I. L. A. chapter on
Inference).

The inference for another is the famous five-

membered Indian Syllogism. Essentially the

process of inference in both forms is the same.
But the inference for another is fully worked
out, rhetorical and dialectical.

S'abdasy^pi anumanavi^ayatvena

vopajlvakatvena v& anumanatvam.

S'abda also is to be considered as an In-

ference because it has got the same object as

inferential proof and it depends upon the rela-

tion of invariable concomitance. (155)

NOTES

This section can also be given a different

meaning in consonance with the previous section

(154) as follows :

Inference for another which is characterised

by words is also of the same nature as inference

for oneself because it has also invariable and

necessary connection and has for its object in-

ferred knowledge.
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The former meaning distinctly shows that

Sivaditya is here giving his reason for not

admitting Sfabda as an additional proof of true

knowledge. This is an indication of the transi-

tion stage before syncretism finally took shape.

If this first interpretation is accepted one should

expect S'ivaditya to state somewhere that

upamana or comparison also need not be a

separate proof and can be included in in-

ference. Perhaps this is what happened.

S'ivaditya was only explaining that inference

for another is the same process as inference

for oneself. As the text looked suitable for

making it an argument against the independent

assertion of S'abda as a proof, some later hand

made one or two slight changes and made it read

like an argument against recognising S'abda as a

proof. Further S'ivaditya is methodical and it

is inexplicable why in the middle of
'

anumana

pariccheda
'

(account of inference) he should

wedge in this argument. Its proper place should

have been later. There is also an alternative

reading which shows that this section was more
for explaining the function of words in expressing
an inference.

The following words are found added in some
MSS.

'

Avinabhava jrianasya padasahakaritvam
ca'.

Now S'ivaditya proceeds to explain the five

members of the parSirtha-anumana.

1.

2.
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4.

5.

1. Tatra sadhyavatvena paksavacanam

pratijM.

2. Lingasya paksadharmatva vacanarn he-

tuh

3. Dr^tanta vacanam udaharanam.

4. Paramars'atva vacanam upanayah.
5. Linga sambandha prayukta nis'cita sa-

dhyatva vacanam nigamanam.

1. Assertion (or Thesis) is that which states

the subject as possessed of the quality to be

inferred.

2. Reason is that which states the mark

as abiding in the subject.

3. Example is that which states the similar

instance (as showing the invariable concomi-

tance between the reason and inferred

quality).

4. Application is that which states the con-

sideration (of the invariable connection and

the presence of the mark in the subject).
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5. Conclusion is that which states the

ascertainment of the inferred quality in the

subject as the result of its connection with

the mark. (156)

NOTES

A concrete example will illustrate these five

steps.

1. The hill is fiery.

2. Because it smokes.

3. Whatever shows smoke shows fire, as a

kitchen.

4. So is this hill.

5. Therefore it is fiery.

Special interest attaches to the third step.

The invariable concomitance is always expressed

along with an illustrative example, Questions
have been raised whether the original NySya
syllogism was only an inference from particular
to particular. There is reason to think that the

conception of a univeral connection as the basis

of inference was conceived early and the illus-

trative example was only a rhetorical device to

furnish a further case of such concomitance. But
this matter has been one of the most debated

points of Nyaya Logic (See I. L. A. Chapter on
Inference).

Another point of interest is that this five-

membered form called
'

mahanySya
' was in

practice later reduced to three members, omitting
the first two or the last two as the case may be ;
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for in both cases the result is the same. But
still further reduction is made in argument for

convenience. For we often come across the

statement of the conclusion and the reason. It

is a sort of an Enthymeme assuming or implying
the remaining members. A difference in reading
in this section is the omission of sadhyatvena
in line 1.

Now S'ivEditya proceeds to explain the

fallacies of Eeason.

Anga vaikalyam abhasatvam.

A fallacious reason is one which lacks any
of the necessary characteristics. (157)

NOTES

In section 151 the characteristics of the

mark were explained. A fallacy or appearance of

reason arises when any of those characteristics is

lacking. (See notes on Section 34.)

I

Lifigatvena anis'citatvam asiddhatvam.

The Unproven Reason is that which has not

been ascertained to be of the nature of a

proper mark. (158)
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NOTES

Siddha means that the mark being in con-

comitance with the major abides in the subject.

Asiddha means that the mark is either devoid of

concomitance or not found in the subject or lacks

a subject. Thus there are three subdivisions of

asiddha.

An alternative reading here is Paksadhar-
matvena instead of lingatvena.

Paksa-vipaksa-matra-spars'itvam viruddhat-

vam.

A Contradictory Reason is one which is

present only in the subject and the dissimilar

instance. (159)

NOTES

It is absent from sapaksa
'

; that means the

reason is equally true of A and not A. That is,

it is contradictory.

Pak$a traya vrttitvam anaikantikatvam.

The Discrepant Reason is one which is found

in the subject, similar instance and dissimilar

instance. (160)
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NOTES

This fallacy is also known as SavyabhicSra.

flft

Sadhytsadhakatve sati paksam^travrttitvam

anadhyavasitatvam.

The Inconclusive Reason is one where the

thing to be proved cannot be established and

the reason is found only in the subject. (161)

Alternative reading :

Sadhya tadabhava sadhyam sandigdhatvam.

NOTES

It is clear from the alternative reading which
defines

'

Sandigdhatvam
'

and from the fact that
this fallacy is included in

'

anaikantika
'

that this

line represents an unassimilated stage of the

development of the doctrine of fallacies.

Upajlvya-pramana-nis'cita-sadhya* viparlta-

tvam kalatyayapadi^tatvam.
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The Time-lapsed Reason is one where the

opposite of the thing to be proved has been

ascertained by a stronger reason to be present

in the subject. (162)

NOTES

This fallacy is also called Badhita. It is defec-

tive reasoning. It is not needed because the obvi-

ous purpose of the reason to prove the connection
of the subject and sadhya (probandum) has been
defeated by the opposite of the 'sadhya

'

having
been already ascertained to be true of the subject.

Yasya hetoli sadhyaviparltasadhakam

hetvantaram vidyate sa prakaranasamafy.

Equivalent to the Proposition is that Reason

which has got another reason capable of

proving the exact opposite. (163)

NOTES

This fallacy is also called
'

Satpratipaksa '.

Some texts omit this line, which is significant.

Ghate admits the existence of a good deal of con-

fusion among the various texts with reference to

Sections 161 and 163. This section is one which
has been a good deal meddled with. The impression
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is strong that this line, section 163, is modern
in expression and perhaps indicates the effort of

some one to remove the old fashioned fallacy of

Sandigdhatva and replace it by Prakaraijasama.
With reference to sections 161 and 163, certain

important indications as to S'ivaditya's date can
be gleaned. Bhasarvajna's JNyaya-sura has the

list of fallacies of reason as S'ivaditya gives in

the Uddes'a Khanda (Section 34) ; namely, asid-

dha, viruddha, anaikantika, anadhyavasita, kalat-

yayapadista, and prakarariasama. As S'ivaditya

strictly follows the same order in the laksana and

parlksa khandas also, the reading of 161 and 163
as adopted here in the text must be considered

right. But the alternate reading for 161 defining

Sandigdhatvam is evidence of an earlier stage of

the formulation, for Sandigdhatva is a fallacy
which is one of the three spoken of by Kanada
and one of the four given by Pras'astapada. When
exactly this Sandigdhatva was given up, along
with the other typical Vais'esika fallacy of An-

adhyavasita, and the five fallacies as given by the

Nyaya Sutras were adopted, can be inferred from
our text. Evidently both Bhasarvajna's Nyaya-
sara and the Saptapadarthl beloag to the stage of

transition when six were adopted. Soon followed

the school of Navya-Nyaya and the syncretist
writers who finally adopted the five fallacies as

given by the Nyaya Sfttras.

(See note on Section 34.) (See Appendix B)

The fact that Sovaditya is undecided about

giving up
'

Sandigdhatva
'

as suggested by the alter-

native reading, appears to the editor to point to

the priority of S'ivaditya to Bhasarvajfia, whose
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date is reckoned to be about A.D. 950-
1

(See

Textual Introduction also on dates.) This would
tend to confirm the suggestion that Slvaditya is

also prior to Udayana.

Anista vyapaka prasafijanam tarkafr.

Tulyatvena abhavayoli pratyabhava-vaca-

nam prasafijanam.

Confutation or Reductio ad absurdum is the

reduction of an undesirable pervader. This

reduction is the statement of one undesirable

negation as concomitant with another nega-

tion (which is desired by the opponent). (164)

NOTES

Reductio ad absurdum is a valuable aid in

reasoning. The conclusion derived is absurd.

But it is meant to be so in order to show an
assumed position is not true. The relative absurd-

ity of a conclusion which is the pervader is traced

to the erroneousness of its pervaded.

(T. S. B., p. 356.)

1 V. S. F. f p. 12.
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Nidradustantalikaranajarn jnanam svapnafr.

Yogajadharmananugrhltasya manaso nirin-

driya prades'avasthanam nidra.

Dream is the cognition born of the mind

when it is vitiated by sleep.

Sleep is the condition, which, not being

connected with the yogic state of Samadhi

(trance), is produced when the mind abides in a

region where it is out of contact with the sense

organs. (165)

NOTES

Cognition of the dream state is a form of

false knowledge. P. D. S. speaks of it as a kind
of avidya. It refers to objects which do not
exist. There is also another view that dream is

the vitiated cognition based on remembrance. In

dream though the mind is free of connection with

sense-organs, it produces cognitions because it is

in conjunction with the soul. But in dreamless

sleep, the mind according to this system retires

into a part of the heart called
'

Purltat '. Yoga-
nidra or the sleeplike condition of trance is

different from sleep, as the Yogi has full control

over his mind, though sense-contact is suspended.
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II

Vastusvarupamatragrahanamnirvikalpakam.

Vis'itasya grahanam savikalpakam.

Indeterminate cognition is that where the

object alone is apprehended apart from its

attributes. Determinate cognition is that

which apprehends objects with their particular-

ities or attributes. (166)

NOTES

There is a marked difference of opinion
between the Navya-Nyaya and the older NyEya-
Vais'esika system on this question of the possibi-

lity of apprehension of an object without qualities.

The older school believed that the first cognition
of an object in the distance was of something in-

definite, which in a subsequent moment is per-

ceived with attributes. Bat Navya-Nyaya contends

that indeterminate apprehension is inferred as

necessary for giving rise to a determinate per-

ception. This is an interesting psychological

question.

I f t
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Atltavacchinna vastugrahanam pratyabhi-

jfianam ; dulikhasadhanajfianam hanam ;

sukhasadhanajnanam upadanam ; ubha-

yasadhanajnanam upeksa.

Recognition is the cognition of an object

conditioned by past knowledge.

Knowledge of harm is the cognition of a

thing as a cause of pain.

Knowledge of what is beneficial is the

cognition of a thing as a cause of pleasure.

Indifference is the cognition of a thing as

neither desirable nor harmful. (167)

NOTES

(See section 37.)

Utkataika kotikafr sariis'aya tihaft ; analingita

ubhayakoty anavadharana jftanam anadh-

yavasayab..

Conjecture is a case of doubtful knowledge

where one alternative looks most probable.

Indefinite knowledge is that which does not
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specially refer to either of two alternatives

but is vague knowledge lacking ascertainment

of details. (168)

NOTES

Conjecture and Indefinite knowledge are

to be included under Doubt in as much as they
have the character of incertitude. Conjecture
differs from Doubt in that it definitely leans to

one alternative while doubt is undecided between
two alternatives. Indefinite knowledge means
lacking in details. It is somewhat like
*

Nirvikalpaka,' indeterminate knowledge.

q p? FPT: 1)

Prayatnotp^dya-sadhan^dhlnam s u k h a m
samsarikam. Icch,mtrdhlna sadhana-sa-

dhyam sukham svargafr.

Worldly pleasure is that which is based

upon means of fulfilment brought about by

effort. Heavenly pleasure is capable of being

fulfilled by means which depend upon the

desire alone. (169)

NOTES

It is the belief that in heaven whatever one
wishes one gets ; while in the world effort is

needed to find means of fulfilment.
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Pad. interprets differently ; it makes heavenly
pleasure one enjoyed in a body not produced
by demerit, but solely due to merit ; while worldly
pleasure is that which is enjoyed in a body which
is the result of both merit and demerit.

i!

Sariisiddhikatvam tejas samyoganutpadya-
tvam. Tejas samyogotpadyatvam nai-

mittikatvam.

Natural fluidity is one that is not due to

application of fire ; accidental fluidity is

brought about by the application of fire. (170)

^1: I fTH*l: flpfiT^t

Karmajas samskaro vegab. JMnajali sams-

karo bhavana. Sthifcyapadako gunafr

samskarab sthitisthapakab.

Predisposition due to activity is velocity

or speed. Predisposition generated by

cognition is mental impression. That quality
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which maintains the original condition

is Inertia. (171)

NOTES

An alternative reading is ^jutvapadakah
instead of sthityapadakah in the third clause.

This gives rise to a definite change in meaning.
Usually in English editions of syncretist manuals
the third variety of Samskara is translated as

elasticity. For this conception, going back to

a previous condition is necessary and so j-jutva-

padakah is inconvenient as it means keeping
straight on. But if the term is translated

as inertia, namely, that power by which a

body in a particular condition continues to be

in that condition until interfered with, then

j-jutvapadakab is the right reading. T. S. takes
it as going back to a former state and so has to

define
'

sthitis-sthapaka
'

as
'

punastadavasths
apadakah

'

(that which restores the original
condition).

The translation of Samskara by the term

predisposition serves to show how the three

kinds, vega (speed), bhavana (impression) and

sthitisthapaka (inertia) are all forms of a dis-

position which facilitates the occurrence of a

certain kind of action. (See section 47.)

Avyapakatvam svabhavasades'yam ; tada-

bhavo vyapakatvam.
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Non-pervasion means the existence at the

same time with one's own negation. Pervasion

is the opposite of that. (172)

NOTES

Non-pervasion means partial pervasion. The
typical example given is,

4

a monkey sitting on a

tree
'

; it pervadas the tree only partially. Per-

vasion means covering the whole of the abode.

Vihitatvam dharmotpadakatvam. Nisid-

dhatva rn adharmotpadakatvam. Ubhaya-

viparltatvam udaslnatvam.

What is prescribed by scriptural authority

is what produces merit. What is prohibited

is that which produces demerit. Indifferent is

that which is neither prescribed nor pro-

hibited. (173)

NOTES (See section 43)

FfWT-4

Iftrbadhakam samanyarn jatifr. Sabadhakain

samanyam upadhilj.
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Commonness or genus is that generality

which is free of vitiating circumstances. Con-

dition is that generality which is affected by

certain defects. (174)

NOTES

(See Sections 52 and 70.)

Six vitiating circumstances are given by
Udayanacarya. (l) Unity of the individual ; i.e.,

when there is only one like the sky, no jati is

possible ; (2) Identity of things with difference

only in name ; such as Ghata and Kalas'a ; (3)

Cross-division, i.e., when two common character-

istics are found without each other as well as to-

gether ; (4) Want of finality anavasthitih
'

; (5)

violation of one's own nature ; and (6) want of

relation.

Prof. Kuppuswami S'astri in his edition of the

Tarka-Sangraha observes in connection with this

section, that S'ivaditya was making use of a settl-

ed scheme of
'

badhakas '

or limitations. The
commentator, Madhava Sarasvati, asserts in his

note on this section that this was fixed by the

authors of Kiranavall and LllUvail. On this basis

Prof. Kuppuswami S'astri inclines to the view that

S'ivaditya is later than Udayana and Vallabha
the authors of these two works. But it seems

equally plausible to suggest that S'ivaditya was a

contemporary of these two writers or even that

these two writers were referring to a common
accepted opinion which had become settled

by their time, which opinion S'ivaditya also
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utilises in this section. The break
l

in Nyaya-
Vaitfesika tradition that is observed between the

time of Udyotakara and that of Vaca^pati Mis'ra

must surely be due to paucity of material that has
come down, or been discovered, rather than to any
sudden interruption in the development of the

NyEya Vais'esika. It is quite likely that many
doctrines like the badhakas, hetvabhasas, s'abda-

pramaria, etc., were being discussed and taking
shape in the system during this interval. S'iva-

ditya, Udayana, Vallabha, and Bhaarvajna may
be considered to be joint inheritors of the tradition

so far accumulated.

Aropita nilarupo abhavo andhakarafr.

Darkness is (really) the negation (of light)

whereon the blueness is (only) imposed (by the

mind). (175)

NOTES

This section refutes the contention of the

Bhatta Mimamsakas that darkness is a separate
substance. (See sections 4 and 55.) (See also

Textual Introduction.)

Jflana sambandho jflana visayatvam.

1

1. L. A., p. 29.
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The relation of knowledge arises by any

thing being an object of cognition. (176)

Tattva-jnanena niyamena avacchedyatvam

praraeyatvam.

Being the object of right cognition consists

in its being characterised solely by ascertain-

ment of reality. (177)

Gunadisu ca sankhya vyavaharafr sankhya

pratyasatti nibandhanafe.

Ata eva sankhya pratyasatti nibandhanat-

vam.

The predication of number of qualities is

due to the co-existence of number with quali-

ties in the same abode. Hence it is that

number is said to co-exist as involved in

quality. (178)
NOTES

This section explains why number need not
be a separate category.
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I

Karyotpadakatvam kSranatvam.

Svasamaveta karyotpadakatvam samavayi-

karanatvam ; samavayikarana pratya-

sannam avadhrta samarthyam asamavayi-

karanatvam ; ubhayaviparltatvam nimit-

takaranatvarn.

That which produces an effect is the cause.

Intimate cause is that, in intimate relation

with which, the product comes into existence.

Non-intimate cause is that whose causal capa-

city is ascertained and which is closely con-

nected with the intimate cause. Instrumental

cause is a cause that is neither of the above

two. (179)

NOTES

(See section 62.)

Here S'ivaditya deals in detail with the three

kinds of causes. The inherent or intimate cause

is the special feature of this Nyaya-Vais'esika
system. It is comparable to the upadana or

material cause of the Sankhyas. But the con-

tention of the Naiyayikas is that the effect comes
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into existence in inseparable union, ayutasiddhi,
with the cause. This is due to the doctrine of

inherence which is made the basis of causation.

The Tarka-Sangraha gives a fuller and more

developed definition Karya niyata purva vytti.

Here the elements of necessity and antecedence

are emphasised. It is improved by the addition of

ananyathasiddhi, i.e., that which cannot be

explained as due to anything else. That brings in

the element of unconditionally.

Non-intimate cause is always a quality which
is in intimate relation with the substance which
is intimate cause. Instrumental causes are acces-

sory causes like the loom in the case of the cloth.

lyattavacchinna parimana yogitvam murta-

tvam
; tadabhavo amurtatvam.

Corporeality consists in possessing dimensions

characterised by
'

this much ', etc. Non-cor-

poreality is the opposite of corporeality. (180)

NOTES

Non-corporeality is the same as vibhutva, all-

pervadingness.

The mUrta or corporeal substances are Earth,
Water, Light, Air and Mind. The Non-corporeal
or vibhu substances are Time, Space, Ether and
Soul. All-pervading substances are without limit-

ed dimension and hence cannot be capable of
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action while corporeal substances are capable of

being called substances possessing the capacity
for action.

Karyayogavyavacchinna samagri.

Totality of causes is that without which

the effect is never produced. (181)

NOTES

It is interesting to compare this with
Mill's definition of cause as the sum-total of

antecedent conditions which being present the

cause invariably follows. Thus in the case of a

pot, the cause is the totality of the following : the

clay, the quality of the clay, the potter, the wheel
and the stick.

Samjfia matrena padarthanam abhidhanam

uddes'ah.

Enumeration (or Enunciation) is the naming
of categories by designation only. (182)
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Rflpa rasa gandha spars'a sankhya parimana

prthaktva samyoga vibhaga paratvapa-

ratva gurutva dravatva sarhskarafr prthivl

samavetali.

Rupa rasa spars'a sankhya parim^na prthak-

tva saihyoga vibhaga paratvaparatva

gurutva dravatva sneha sariiskara apsu

samavetalj.

Rupa spars'a sankhya parimana prthaktva

samyoga vibhaga paratvaparatva dravatva

samskaras tejas samavetafr.

Spars'a sankhya parimana prthaktva sam-

yoga vibhaga paratvaparatva sarhskara

vayu samavetftlj.
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Sankhya parimana prthaktva samyoga

vibhaga s'abda akas'a samavetali.

Sankhya parimaiia prthaktva samyoga

vibhagali kala dik samavetati.

Sankhya parimana prthaktva samyoga

vibhaga buddhi sukha duljkha iccha dvesa

prayatna dharmadharma bhavana atma

samavetali.

^

Sankhya parimana prthaktva samyoga
vibhaga paratvaparatva samskarali manafci

samavetati.

Ctolour, taste, odour, touch, number, dimen-

sion, severalty, conjunction, disjunction, priority t
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posteriority, heaviness, fluidity, and predis-

position are qualities in intimate relation with

Earth.

Colour, taste, touch, number, dimension,

severalty, conjunction, disjunction, priority,

posteriority, heaviness, fluidity, viscidity and

predisposition are qualities in intimate relation

with Water.

Colour, touch, number, dimension, several ty,

conjunction, disjunction, priority, posteriority,

fluidity and predisposition are qualities in

intimate relation with Light.

Touch, number, dimension, severalty,

conjunction, disjunction, priority, posteriority

and predisposition are in intimate relation

with Air.

Number, dimension, severalty, conjunction,

disjunction, and sound are in intimate relation

with Ether.

Number, dimension, severalty, conjunction,

and disjunction are in intimate relation with

Time and Space.

Number, dimension, severalty, conjunction,

disjunction, cognition, pleasure, pain, desire,

aversion, volition, merit, demerit and impression

are in intimate relation with Soul.
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Number, dimension, severally, conjunction,

disjunction, posteriority, priority and predis-

position are in intimate relation with Mind.

(183)
NOTES

Of the qualities, viscidity is peculiar to water

only ; Sound is peculiar to Ether only ; cognition,

pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, merit,

demerit, and impression are peculiar to Soul

only. Priority, posteriority and velocity are

common to five corporeal substances. Number,
dimension, severalty, conjunction and disjunc-
tion are common to all the nine substances.

Touch is common to the first four substances.

Odour and inertia are peculiar to Earth. Taste
and heaviness are found in Earth and Water.
Colour and fluidity are common to Earth, Water
and Air.

The word Predisposition (Samskara) is

found as mental impression in Soul, as inertia in

Earth, as velocity in the five corporeal sub-

stances, namely, Earth, Water, Air, Light and
Mind.

It is interesting to notice that in these

physical theories, the early NySya-Vais'esika
thinkers did not recognise that air also has
heaviness or gravity*

Karma murta dravya samavetam anityam-

eva.
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Action (or Motion) which is in intimate

connection with corporeal substances, is non-

eternal. (184)

NOTES

Kariada defines Motion as that which resides

only in one substance, and is devoid of qualities
and is the direct and immediate cause of con-

junction and disjunction* It is to be carefully

distinguished from guria or quality ; because the

latter is a permanent feature of substance, while
motion is transient. For example, the heaviness

of a body is considered a quality, while its falling
is considered an action.

"
It is a distinction

between continuant and current qualities
"
(quoted

from I. P., Vol. II, p. 208). Five stages in motion
are distinguished: an object is first in contact
with a definite point of space ; by the motion,
there is a separation, then there is destruction of

the connection with the first position, then there

is the conjunction with a new point in space ;

then the motion ceases (I. L. A., p. 190).

Samanyam dravya guna karma samavetam.

Generality resides in intimate union with

Substance, Quality and Action. (185)

NOTES

See sections 52, 70 and 111.
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Vis'eastu nitya dravya samavetatu

Particularities are in intimate union with

eternal substances. (186)

NOTES

(See section 71.)

Samavayabhavav asamavetav eva.

Inherence and negation (non-existence) are

not in intimate union with anything. (187)

NOTES

Inherence is definitely asserted to be not in

intimate relation with anything else in order to

avoid a regressus ad infinitum and in order to

distinguish it from conjunction. It is relation

which does not need to be explained by a third

thing. Thus, whereas conjunction between the

hand and a book is explained by means of action,
the inherent relation between the cloth and the

threads is not in need of a third thing to explain
their union ; similarly non-existence also is not in

intimate relation with anything else. (See later,

section 197).
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Dravyam tu karyarQpam svavayava samave-

tam. Akaryam dravyam asamavetam eva.

Substance when in the form of product is

in intimate relation with its parts ; and when

not a product, it is in not intimate relation with

anything. (188)
NOTES

The relation of substance and its parts is

an instance of inherence. According to the

Nyaya-Vais'esika, the substance and its parts are

ayutasiddha, inseparable. The destruction of the

substance results in the destruction of the parts.

VinA.s'astu dravyasya samavayyasamavayi-

karana vinas'abhyam. Gunasya tu sama-

vayyasamavayi nirnitta karana vinas'a-

virodhigunebhyo vinas'alj. Karmanalj
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samavayyasamavayikarananas'ottarasara-

yogabhyam vinas'alj. Pragabhavasya pra-

tiyogyutpadana samagritah. Anyonya-
bhavasya pratiyogivinas'akaran at.

Destruction of a substance arises from the

destruction of its intimate and non-intimate

causes. Destruction of a quality proceeds

either from the destruction of its intimate

cause, or from the destruction of its non-

intimate cause or from the destruction of its

instrumental cause, or from the production of a

contrary quality.

Destruction of action or motion proceeds

from the destruction either of the intimate

cause or non-intimate cause or from a subse-

quent conjunction. Antecedent non-existence

is destroyed by the same cause that produces

its counter-entity. Reciprocal non-existence is

destroyed by the causes which destroy its

counter-entity. (189)

NOTES

(See General Introduction.)

This elaborate account of destruction and
creation is first given by Pras'astapEda in bis

book, Padurthadharmasangraha. The modern
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Naiyayikas try to reduce the account of destruc-

tion to uniformity by stating that there is only
one cause for the destruction of all effects, namely,
the dissolution of the union which is the non-

intimate cause that brings about the product.

Utpattis tu dravyagunakarmanam sama-

v^yi asamavayi nimitta karanebhyali.

Tatra samavayikaranam trayanam drav-

yam eva. Asaraavayikaranam dravya-

karmanoli saiiiyoga eva, Gunasya tu

asamavayikaranam kvacit samanajatl-

yam kvacit asamanajatiyam gunantaram

kvacit karma. Nimitta karanam sarvesam

Is'varecchadrstadini. Anyonyabhava pra-

dhvaiiisabhavayos tu nimittad eva kevala-

dutpattilj.

The production of Substance, Quality and

Action is due to three kinds of causes :
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intimate, non-intimate and instrumental. Of

these, Substance alone is the intimate cause of

all the three. In the case of Substance and

Action, the non-intimate cause is only a con-

junction. In the case of Quality, however, the

non-intimate cause may be sometimes another

similar quality, sometimes another dissimilar

quality and sometimes an action. The instru-

mental (or operative) cause for all are God's

Desire, Adr-^a (merit and demerit), etc. As for

Reciprocal and Subsequent Non-existence, they

require only an instrumental cause for their

production. (190)

NOTES

This doctrine of creation as given here

involves the conception of cause as threefold. As
already explained, the samavayi or material cause

is always substance. It is the material out of

which all things are formed. The a^amavayi or

non-intimate cause is a relation or quality always.
Among instrumental causes, the sadharaia or

general causes are common to all things and ever

present. They are God, Adrsta, etc. A-alhara:ia
or special instrumental causes are agents and
accessories.

In this section, SHvaditya explains how
each of the categories is created, and in the

last section, how they are destroyed. Samanya
(generality), vis'esa (particularity), and samavaya-
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(inherence) are considered eternal and therefore

never produced. So also two of the four kinds of

non-existence, namely, antecedent and absolute

non-existence.

Aparam tu sakalam s'astram subodham iti.

The rest of the science is easily grasped. (191)

NOTES

This section is a sort of final statement,

winding up the subject. But immediately S'iva-

ditya evidently feels that he has made an over-

sight and refers to a few more concepts.

Vais'i^tyam anyavyavrttitu

Qualification is differentiation from all other

things. (192)

NOTES

An alternative reading is to have Vis'istam

instead of Vais'istyam. The latter is preferable,
because here the author explains what being
qualified means. He has dealt with Vis'esa, one

of the seven categories already in section 71.
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Samftnadhikaranam vyavartakam vis'esa-

narn. Ekavibhaktyantapadavacyatvam

samanadhikaranatvam.

An attribute is one that has the same abode

with another thing and is that which differenti-

ates its substratum from everything else. Having
the same abode (in the case of substance and

attribute) is indicated by (the usage of) words

standing in the same case termination. (193)

NOTES

This expression, samanadbikaranam, having
the same abode with another thing, is one of the

concepts frequently employed in Indian philo-

sophy. In the grammatical structure of sentences
this relation is expressed by two words standing
in the same case. For example, in rUpavEn gha^ah
both words are in the nominative singular. That
indicates that

'

rftpavan
'

is an attribute of ghata.
If we have an expression like jatabhib tapasah,
the quality of having clotted hair being used in

the instrumental case, while tapasah is in the
nominative case, indicates that it is only an upa-
laksana, i.e., an accidental characteristic.

This distinction between upalaksana and
vis'esa'ia is another serviceable concept for

analysis.
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Vyadhikaranam sadvy^vartakam upalaksa-

gam. Bhinna vibhaktyantapadavacyat-

varn vaiyadhikaranyam.

Accidental characteristic is one that has a

different abode from the thing that is distin-

guished. Having a different substratum is

indicated by a different case termination. (194)

NOTES

This distinction between vis'esana and upa-
laksana bears a parallel to the relation between

jati and upadhi. While the latter arises in con-

nection with the category of Samanya (Generality),
the former arises in connection with the category
of Vis'esa (Particularity). Prof. Kuppuswami
S'astri in a very illuminating paragraph in his

edition of Tarka-Sangraha (p. 45), remarks :

"
Samanya and Vis'esa may appropriately be

described as the two poles of the pluralistic

realism of the Nyftya Vais'esika system."

An alternative reading, in this section, has
'

avacchedakam '

for
'

sadvyavartakam '. The
translation of the line would then be : accidental

characteristic is that which particularises and
has a different abode. The term avacchedaka
is a favourite one with Navya Nyaya. It has
three distinct meanings, as analysed by Cowell.
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T.S.B., p. 373.) It means either distinguishing, or

particularising or determining. In the present
context, the second meaning is suitable and the

changed reading does not mate any substantial

difference from the reading adopted.

J&ti pratytsattir adhikaranatvam.

Being the abode or substratum consists

in possessing a generality which is in intimate

relation with itself. (195)

NOTES

Nyayakos'a defines pratyEsatti as
'

Sumanya
visayaka jnEna '. It is a relation of knowledge
which has for its object the concept of generality.
A pot, for example, is said to be the abode of

potness, because the relation of generality is

inherent in the pot. Being an abode therefore

means that potness, the generality of pot, is found
in pot. Ghate remarks that the word
should be taken as equivalent to samanya

Sakala murta sariiyogitvam vibhutvam.

All pervading means being conjoined with

all corporeal substances. (196)

NOTES

(See section 180.)
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Vidyamanayob. sambandho yutasiddhili.

Avidyamanayoli adharadheyayoh sam-

bandho ayutasiddhih.

The relationship between things before

contact is separable connection. Inseparable

connection is the relation which exists among

things which are never apart from each other,

like the relation of the abider and the

abode. (197)

NOTES

These two terms,
'

yutasiddhi
'

and
'

ayuta-
siddhi

'

are needed to explain samyoga or con-

junction, and samavEya or inherence. Inherence

implies inseparable connection.

(See notes on sections 187, 72 and 9.) The
essence of inseparable connection lies in the fact

that if one is destroyed, the other is destroyed
also.

S'reyas sadhanabhidhayakam s'^stram iti.

A S'astra or science is what teaches the

means leading to final beatitude, (198)
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NOTES

Slvaditya is harking back to the aim of all

science already explained by him in section 64.

(See also Introduction.) In Indian Philosophy
the pursuit of knowledge is a means to an end,
the end always being nibs'reyasa or supreme
bliss, though called variously by different

systems.

ll

Saptadvlpa dhara yavat yavat sapta dhar&-

dharah

Tavat saptapadarthlyam astu vastuprakas'

inl.

May this (treatise) the Saptapadarthi be the

light-giver as to the nature of things as long

as the Earth with the seven continents and

the seven mountains continues to be. (199)

NOTES

This final verse is very aptly conceived. The
emphasis on seven which is a very important
feature of the title is reinforced by the reference

to the seven mountains and the seven continents

of popular Hindu Paur&riic lore. The seven

mountains are : himavat, vindhya, malaya,
mahendra, sahya, r.ksa and pariyatra. The
seven continents are : jambu, plaksa, s'almali,

kus'a, kraunca. s'aka and puskara.
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Iti S'rl S'ivaditya viracita SaptapadarthI

Thus ends (the treatise) SaptapadarthI

written by S'rl S'ivaditya.
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PROF. KUPPUSWAMI S'ASTRI in the Introduction to

his edition of the Tarka-sangraha holds the view
that Udayana is earlier than S'ivaditya. His

grounds are quite different from Ghate's (see Tex-
tual Introduction). (1) He considers the definition

of darkness given by S'ivaditya in section 175 of

the text as a combined form of the definitions

given respectively by Udayana, and SVidhara in his

Nyaya-Kandail ;
the omission of the word

'

bha '

is due, according to him, to the view that a
definition should contain no unnecessary word. (2)

The list of six fallacies which is given by S'ivaditya
in the Saptapad^rlhl is given by Bhasarvajna in

his Nyaya-Sara. Bhasarvajfia's date is calculated
!

to be about A.D. 950 ; and he must therefore have
been an early contemporary of Udayana. Hence
S'ivaditya might be later than both. (3) S'ivaditya
in section 174 of the text refers to a settled

scheme of badhakas. The commentator of the

Saptapadarthl mentions 2 that Udayana and
Vallabha fixed the badhakas, while commenting
on this section.

Examining these fresh grounds, the present
writer sees no positive reason to change the

1 H. I. L., p. 358.

2
S, P. R., p. 70.
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opinion put forward in the Textual Introduction.

Taking the first, the contention that S'ivaditya's

repudiation of darkness is based on Udayana's
and S'ridhara's statements cannot be considered

convincing ; for all writers of the Nyaya-Vai^esika
school are bent upon repudiating darkness as a

separate substance which was being contended by
their common opponents, the Bhatta Mmmmsakas.
Whether we take the expression, *TMI3! riRt

(bhabhavah tamah) of Pras'astapada or the line,

3TTdfacl ^1^4 cW: aropita nlla rupam tamah) of

Sridhara, or S'ivaditya's ^ifqg qte^qt 3T*n<ft

SF^RfiK: (aropita nilarilpo abhavo andhakarah) ;

or Udayana's ^ifq^ ^ rWI WTRT^: (aropitara

rupam tamo bhabhavah), there is a determined
effort on the part of these Naiyayikas to refuse
darkness a place as a separate substance. These
verbal similarities point only to the importance
of the subject. The second contention that the
scheme of six fallacies adopted by S'ivaditya is

found in Bha>arvajna's Nyuya-sftro cannot be
made to prove that S'ivaditya borrowed from
Bhasarvajiia any more than the converse conten-
tion- Bhasarvajna's account 1

gives not six but
seven fallacies including one more, viruddha-
vyabhicari. This indicates that Bhasavajfia was
giving a comprehensive account of fallacies and, if

anything, was perhaps taking the six fallacies of

S'ivaditya and adding to the list.

With regard to the third contention the
evidence only points to the fact that the question

1

H. I. L., p. 368.
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of badhakas was well settled by the time of

Udayana and Vallabha. How much earlier than
them it might have been settled is not clear. The
interval

L

noted by historians of Indian Logic
between the age of Udyotakara, and the age of

Vacaspati MisTa must certainly have seen

development in the Nyaya-Vais'esika school,

though written records of the time have yet to

come to light. That was the time, perhaps, when
several of the questions like the badhakas above
referred to, the doctrine of fallacies, etc., were

getting into settled shape. And Udayana, S'iva-

ditya, Bhasarvajila and S'rldhara can be, without

much danger of error, considered to be the joint

inheritors of the Nyaya-Vais'esika tradition so

far developed.

Note i The part of the Introduction of

Prof. Kuppuswami S'astri's book where this topic
is discussed was not ready at the time the above
was written ; but the points are discussed

because of the extreme kindness with which he

gave the present writer an oral summary of his

arguments.

1

1. L. A., p. 29.
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THE CONCEPTION OF GOD

NEITHER the Nyaya nor Vais'esika Sutras

give indication of being theistic systems. The
oft-quoted line of the Vais'esika Sutras,

'

Tad
vacanad amnayasya pramanyam,' cannot be said

to refer distinctly to God, though such a claim is

put forward. The NyEya Sfttras make only a

casual reference to God. Pras'astapada in his

Padarthadharmasangraha does indeed mention
God in his opening verse and in his description
of Creation and Destruction ; but in his hands
God does not take a prominent position in the

system. STrldhara in his Nyilya Kandall discusses

God as a subdivision of the Substance, Soul, and
gives great importance to God. But the rise of

the concept of God as a prominent feature of the

NySya-Vais'esika system dates from Udayana"-
carya, whose classical masterpiece, theKusumaft-

jali, sets forth the NaiyH-yika arguments for God's
existence in a definite form.

The Nyaya-Vais'esika system posits eternal

atoms and the eternal souls and assumes ad^sta
or unseen destiny for setting the atoms in motion
to combine and constitute objects. The souls

also in the periods of interval between destruction
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and re-creation of things remain inactive.

is required to apportion to each individual soul

its share of merit and demerit. This unseen

destiny or adys^a is conceived of as an uninteLi-

gent principle. To guide its operation God the
Omniscient is necessary.

Other arguments for God's existence are sum-
marised in the following verse of UdayanEcarya :

Karyayojanadhj-tyadeh padat pratyayatah
s'ruteh,

Vakyat saftkhyavis'esac ca sadhyo vis'vavid

avyayah.
"
From effects, combination, support, etc., from

traditional arts, from authoritativeness, from

Sruti, from sentences thereof, and from particular
numbers an everlasting Omniscient Being is to

be established."

Of these, the first, the causal or creationistic

argument is the most important and characteristic

Naiyayika proof. The argument is summarised
as foKows by Athalye

'

: every effect must have
an agent ; the Universe is an effect ; it must have
an agent, who is called God. This argument
assumes the universal validity of the causal

concept, the need for an intelligent producer, and
the need for an extraordinary being for the

producer. This argurrent has been challenged by
the rival schools of Hindu thought such as the

Vedanta, which question the statement, that what
is true of parts, namely, being produced things as

in the case of a jar, need be true of the universe

T. S. B., p. 138.
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as a whole, which also asserts that everything in

the world need not be a product. The Naiyayikas
themselves admitting the eternality of atoms,

Souls, Space, Time, Ether and Mind have
admitted some things as not being products.
This is considered inconsistent with the position
that a creator is necessary for everything. To
call the world a product is to beg the question, for

the validity of the causal conception itself re-

quires the proof of God and so it cannot be used

to prove God.

The remaining seven proofs given by UdayanE-
carya may be summarised as follows : The com-
bination of two atoms to make a binary implies
an intelligent agent ; the fact that this universe

is supported assumes a supporter; the traditional

arts involve necessarily an intelligent designer ;

if the Vedas are to be accepted as sources of

right knowledge, it must be because God is their

author ; the Vedas attest the existence of an
author of the wond

*,
the sentences of the Vedas

require an author ; and lastly number also re-

quires God to be postulated.

These NyEya proofs of God have been assailed

in the history of Hindu thought. The concept of

adysta has been objected to as a resort of the

Naiyayika whenever a natural explanation is not

available. The Sankhya and the Vedanta in

particular have been very hard on it. The in-

consistency of admitting some things as eternal,

such as souls and atoms while requiring God to

explain other things is made the chief point of

attack.
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[The reader can refer to Athalye's notes on

Tarka-Sahgraha, pages 137-142, S. Radha-
krishnan's Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, pages
165-173, Keith's Indian Logic and Atomism,
pages 266-72, for a fuller treatment.]
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given in the Analytical Outline forming part D of the

Introduction.]

Ai3hfA\r
/v (=N"oti-oxistenoe or Negation), xl-xliii, 4i, kinds of A. 10,

importance of A. 10, 43, A. defined 62, 143.

Adharrna (= Demerit), 38, A. defined 82, 98.

Adr?ta (Unseen destiny), lvi-l\, A. and Leibnitz's Pre-established

Harmony Ix, 20, 39, 98.

Air (=Vayu), 5, 15, 16, A. defined 64.

Akuiicaiia (=Con traction), 83.

Apah(= Water), 13, A. defined 63.

Apaksepana (=Motiou downwards), 83.

Apprehension ( annbhava), 27, 101, 102.

Asatkaryavada, xlv, 9, 89-90.

Athalye referred to, vlii, 7, 20, 75-6, 90.

Atom, 88.

Atomic theory, 12.

Aversion (=Dvesa), 34-35, A. defined 78.

BACON, li.

Badhakaa (limiting conditions), 132.

Bergson, 20.

Bhagavad'Gltu, 21.

BhOga-Pariccheda, xxxii, 57 67, 74.

Bbrama (=misapprehenaion), 3, 102.

Bodas referred to, xxi, xxiii, xxxi.
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Body (=SWIra), 91,

Brajendranath Seal referred to, 13, 95.

Bradley referred to, xlviii.

Buddhi (=cognition) kinds of, 27, B. defined 76.

CATEGORIES, xxxix-xl, 2, 4, 5 et seq.

Cause, xlv-xlvi, 48-49, general causes 49, 86, theories of C. 89-00.

135-136, kinds of C. 135, 137.

Chronological order, importance of, xxv.

Cognition, 33, 68.

Colour (=Rupa) kinds of, 22, 0. denned 70, 99.

Comparison, 3.

Concomitance, invariable, ( Vyapti) xlix-1, 107-8, arty of terms for,

110, kinds of C. 111-112, U3.

Conjecture (=nhu), 33, 127.

Cowell referred to, 31, 43.

Creation, 1x, 95, 146-148.

DARKNESS, 6, 44.

Darapadarthi referred to, Ixvii-viii, 45.

Dates, xx-xxii, difficulty in fixing illustrated xxiii, new light or,

date of Vafsyayana xxvi, Ixiv-ixxii, 13J. 155-157.

Definition (==Laksana), Hv-lvi, D. in Indian Logic Ivi, 3, 52-5,').

Deities, presiding, 19.

Destruction (=Vinag'ah), lx, 97, 145.

Determinate (cognition), 32.

Dharma (-=Morit), 38, 82, 9K

Dignaga, xlix, 1 .

Dimension, 73, 99.

Distinctions, noed for, xxxvi-vii.

Distribution, 109.

Doubt, 27, 102, D. and error 103, 128.

Dravya (=Substance), 4, 5, 56, qualities of each D. 138-141, 144.

Dream, 125.

Duhkha, (=Pain), 34, forms of D. 51, 52, D. defined 77.
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EARTH (=PrithvI), 5.

Einstein referred to, 20.

Elasticity, 37.

Enjoyment (=Bhogu), 91, abode of E. 92

Enthynieine, 119.

Enumeration (=TUldes'a), 2, 137.

Error, 27, 103.

Eternals, 48.

Eternity, 87-88.

Ether (=\kiis'Ji), 5, 17, 19, E. and Space 20, E. defined 64, din-

jmictivo reasoning for proof oF sound a* quality of E. 65.

Examination (=ParIksa), 3, 87.

Existence (=Sthiti), 96.

Expansion (=Prasarana), 84.

FADDKGON referred to, 9.

Fallacies, 30, 31, 1LO, kinds of F. 119 et aeq. Discussion of the

number of F. 122-J.

Fluidity (= l>ravatva), 36, F. defined 80, 129.

GAM\NA (=Motion iu general), 84.

Gandha (=()donr), 23, G. defined 71, 99.

Gangaiiiii.h Jha, (Dr.) referred to, xxi, xxii, 31, 105.

Gai'm'es'a referred to, xxviii, xxxiv, txv, Ixvi.

Ghate, V. S. referred to, Ixiv, Uvi, Ixvii, 2, 12, 24, 34, 46, 61, Si,

122, 151.

Gold, as light 14, 15.

God, 1, App. B.

Guna (Quality), 4, list of gunas 6, 40-41, 57.

Gurutva (=Gra.vity), 79.

HANA, 33, 127.

Hetu, 1, 117.

IccaA <= Desire), 34, 77-78.

Identity of
r

fime, Space and Ether 19.
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Impression, 37, 81, 129.

Indefinite (cognition), ( anadhyavasaya), 33.

Induction and Deduction, l-liv.

Inertia, 81, 129, 180.

Inference (=Amirnami), 3, 29, K'6-7, Varieties of I. 114-115, live

members of I. J 16-117, example of I. 118, reduction of five

members into threo 118-119.

Inherence ( Samavaya), xliii-xlv, .4, importance of I. 9-10,

1. distinguished from conjunction 9-10, and 143, 61, oxamplea of

I. 62, 89, 90.

Intuition, liv.

Te'vara, 1, 21, App. B.

JACOBI (DR.) referred to, xxiii.

Jati (=genus), 42, 59, 132.

Jin. referred to, Ixv, 26, 41, 76.

KANADA, 4, 7, 10, 21, 58, 59, 69, on fallacies 123, 142.

Karma (Action or Motion), 4, kinds of K. 7, 42, 58, 142.

Keith, A. B. (Prof.) referred to, xxiii, xxx, 1, 25, 31, H2.

K?etrajna (=Soul), 21.

Kuppuswami S'astri (Prof.) referred to, xxiv, li, 132, 150, 155.

LIGHT (=Tejas), 6, 14, L. detined 64, kinds of L. explained 94.

Lightness ( Laghutvam), 47.

Linga (=Mark), 104, 109.

Logic, Aristotelian, li.

Indian, Hi.

MANAS (=Mind), 5, 21, defined 68, Proof of mind 69, M. aa ae.nae

organ 69, 69-70.

Members, Five, 29, 118.

Mill (J. S.) referred to, 1,

Mimaihsakas referred to, 5, 39, 45, 132, 156.

Mita referred to, 4, 34.
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Moment ( Ksana), 95.

Momentary (=Ksanikam), 96.

Monier-Williams referred to, Ixii, 16.

Murta (corporeal), 136, M. dravyas Ixi.

NAIYAYIKAS, xlii, Ixi, 12, 13, 61, 136.

Navya Nyaya (=New School of Nyaya), Ivi, 10, 44, 123, 126, 150.

Nigamana (Conclusion), 1 18.

Nihsreyasa (Final Beatitude), xxxv-vi, 50, 51, 153.

Nori -eternity, 88.

Non-oxiHtonce (See Abhfiva), antecedent non-ex. 85, consequent

non-ex. 86, absolute non-ex. 86, reciprocal non-ex. 87.

Nyaya, xix, xxv v order of works ia N. xxvi-vii, stages in the

history ot N. xxvii-viii, xxxiii, H, 3, 27, 51, 102, 106, 123.

Nyaya- Liluvfitl referred to, xxxii.

Nytiyasara referred to, xxxi, 30, 123, 156.

Nyaya-Vaitfesika, xix, xx, xliii, xlvi, Hi, liii, liv, lix, Ixi, Ixiii, Ixiv, 2,

5, 9, 11, 12, 27, 30, 32, 3d, 39, on Vedic authority 40,42,43,

aim of N. V. 51, 63, 89, 9u, 98, 102, 126, 133, 135, 141, 144, 150.

OBJECT (=Visayah), 93.

Orientalists, on dates, xx xxii.

PAD. referred to, 12, 17, 22, 32, 66, 69, 79, 88, 89, 93, 96, 97, 129.

Padartha, xxxix-xi, 2, 3, 55.

P. D. S. referred to, 31, 79, 125.

Paksa(=Subject), 113, 11*.

Parimana (Dimension), 24, 73.

Part (=avayavah), 89.

Perception (=Pratyaksa), 3, 5, 28, 106.

Pervasion, 107-109, 131.

Porphyry, Tree of, 85.

Posteriority (=Paratva^, 26, 75.

Pramav (= Right Knowledge), by Perception 103, by Inference 104.

Praman * (^Instrument of Knowledge), xix, 8
t 104, 106,
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Pramiti, 2.

Prana, 17.

Pras'astapada referred to, xxx, xli, xlix, 1, Ix, 4, 10, 21, H6, 61, 128.

Pratijna (=Thesis), 117.

Pratiyogi, 44, 62.

Predicables, 42.

Priority ( aparatva), 26, 100.

Proximate genus, 85.

Purltat, 70, 125.

RABA (=Taste), 23, detined 70-71, 99.

Readings, 45, 46, 73, 79, 92, 9M, 97, 102, 116, 119, 120, 121, 130,

H8, 150.

Realign, Iviii, 9, 89-90.

Recognition (=Pratyabhijna), 38, 127.

Remembrance (=Smrti), 27, 101.

39, 82, as inference 115, as an additional mcaiiN of know-

ledge 116.

Sadrtfyam (=commouness or similarity), 46.

Sadhya (=Pervader), 109.

S'akti (Potentiality), 44, 45.

Samanya (^Generality), xxxviii-xxxix, 4, kinds of S. 7, &, 42, 5y,

S. and Vis'esa 59, S. and genus 59, S. and jati and upadhi 60,

8. defined 85, 142, 150.

S'ambhu, 1.

Samsara, 1.

Ramsksira (Predisposition), 37, detined 80-81
;
subdivisions of S.

81, 1*9,130.

Sarhyoga ( conj unction), 25, 26, S. defined 74, 100,

SPankara, attack on Inherence, xliv, xlvi, 9.

STankara Misra referred to, Ixiv, 70.

Saiikhya (=Number), 24, S. defined 72, nature of S. 72, 99, 134.

SSnkhya referred to, xlv, 49, 52, 77.

Saptapadarthi, its place in Nyaya-Vaire^ika xiv, xx, xxx, xxxi,

xxxiii, xli, Ixii, Ixiv, Ixviii, 1, 3, 28, 30, 31, 104, 105.
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S'astra (.Science), 152.

Heuse-organ (=Tndriyam), 92.

Severalty (Prthaktva), 25, S. defined 7^, ft. and mutual negation

74.

Siddhanta-Muktavall, x txiii.

S'iva, 2.

ffivaditya xxxiii-iv, Ixii, IxiV, d.tto of Sr

. Ixiv-vi, Ixviii, 1
, 4, 7, 8,

10, 19, 27, 31, 32, 40, 45, 46, 49, 55, 66, 78, 86, 87, 90, 03, 108,

116, 123, date of ST. and Bhusarvajna and Udayana 123-4, 132,

155-156.

Sleep (=Nidra), 125.

Soul (==Atma), 6, 20-21, S. detinud 67-68, '. and body 68.

Space ( Dik), 5, 18, eleven directions 19, S. and Ether discussed

19, 20, S. defined 66, other definitions 67, 100.

Snkha (== Pleasure), 33, 77, 128.

Sumrnum Genus, xxxviii, 86.

Syllogfism, Indian, xlvi-xlviii.

Syncretism, xxviii, xxix, history of S. xxix-xxxiv,32.

TARKA (=Reductio ad absurdum), 31-32, 124.

Tarlcamrta referred to, xxxii.

Tarka-Bhflfu. referred to, xxxii, 105.

Tarka-DipiJca referred to, 57, 58, 77, 108.

TarTcn-Kaumudi, xxxiii, 28.

Tarlcika-Ralcitii, xxxi, 81.

Tarka-Sangraha referred to, xxxii, 7, 9, 21, 28, 67, 61, 66, 108

130, 136.

Tattva-Jnana, xxxvi-vii, xxxix, 50, 51, 102, 134.

Testimony, 3.

Time (=Kala), 5, 18, 65, 66, 100.

Touch (=SpMrs'a), 23, 24, T. defined 71, T. and number 72, 99.

Transliteration, xviii.

UDAHARANA (Example), 117, 118.
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Ui referred to, xxiv, 9.

Ultimate Composite, 90.

Upadana, 33, 127.

Upadhi, 4,2-43, 10$, llU-ll, 132.

Upalaksana (= Accidental characteristic), 160.

Upanapi (Application), 11 7.

Upeksa, 33, l'J7.

Utksopana (Motion Upwards), H3.

A, xix, xxv, order of works in V. xxvii, li, ivii, stapes in the*

history of V. xxvii-viii, Iviii, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 27, 36, 40, 62, 68,

104, 123.

Vairefika~Sutras, xxi, 9, 21, 51.

Vais-istyam (^Qualification), 45, 148.

Vatsyayana xxvi liv, 3.

Vayn (=Air), 5, 15, 16.

Vedas, 82.

Velocity (== Vega), 37,81, 129.

Vibhaga (^Disjunction), 26, V. defined 74, 100, 143, 150.

Vibhu( All pervading), 151.

Vi>esana (^Attribute), 149.

Viparya\ a See Error.

Viscidity (=Snoha), 37, V. defined 80, 141.

Viresa (==Particularity), 4, 8, 9.

Vital Breath, 16.

Volition (=Prayatna), 35, V. defined 7b, 79, V. classified 131.

Vyavartaka (=Differentiation), liv.

WEIGHT (=r--Gurutva), 36.

YATHARTHANCBHAVA, 3.

Yogi, 125.

Yutasiddhi (^separable connection), 152.
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